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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the problem of the automated re-assembly of jigsaw puzzles.   

The objectives of this research are as follows:  

•	 to provide a clear statement of the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem; 

•	 to find out which solution technique is best suited to this problem; 

•	 to determine the level of sensitivity of the proposed solution technique when 

solving different variations of this problem; and 

•	 to explore solution methods for solving incomplete jigsaw puzzles (puzzles with 

missing pieces). 

The jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem has been investigated only intermittently in the 

research literature.  This work presents an extensive examination of the suitability and 

efficiency of the standard solution techniques that can be applied to this problem.  A 

detailed comparison between different solution methods including Genetic Algorithms, 

Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and Constraint Satisfaction Programming, shows 

that a constraint-based approach is the most efficient method of generating solutions to 

the jigsaw puzzle problem. 

The proposed re-assembly algorithm is successful.  Consequently, it can be used in 

development of automated solution generators for other problems in the same domain, 

thus creating new theoretical and applied directions in this field of research. One 

potential theoretical line of research concerns jigsaw puzzles that do not have a 

complete set of puzzle pieces. These incomplete puzzles represent a difficult aspect of 

this problem that is outlined but can not be resolved in the current research.  The 

computational experiments conducted in this thesis demonstrate that the proposed 
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algorithm being optimised to re-assemble the jigsaw puzzles is not efficient when 

applied to the puzzles with missing pieces.  Further work was undertaken to modify the 

proposed algorithm to enable efficient re-assembly of incomplete jigsaw puzzles. 

Consequently, an original heuristic strategy, termed Empty Slot Prediction, was 

developed to support the proposed algorithm, and proved successful when applied to 

certain sub-classes of this problem. The results obtained indicate that no one algorithm 

can be used to solve the multitude of possible scenarios involved in the re-assembly of 

incomplete jigsaw puzzles.  Other variations of the jigsaw puzzle problem that still 

remain unsolved are presented as avenues for future research.  

The solution of this problem involves a number of procedures with significant 

applications in other computer-related areas such as pattern recognition, feature and 

shape description, boundary-matching, and heuristic modelling.  It also has more 

practical applications in robotic vision and reconstruction of broken artefacts in 

archaeology. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Jigsaw Puzzle Problem 

This thesis investigates, develops and evaluates automated solution techniques for the 

Jigsaw Puzzle Re-assembly Problem. The exploratory stage of the research revealed a 

wide variety of facets to this problem, in the light of which the following research 

questions were formulated: 

•	 How to clearly state the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem? 

•	 What solution technique is best suited to this problem? 

•	 Can the best solution technique be successfully applied to jigsaw puzzles with 

missing pieces? 

An extensive examination of this problem leads to the development of different re

assembly algorithms and the identification of the optimum solution technique.  This 

work also includes what is believed to be the first attempt to automatically solve jigsaw 

puzzles that do not have a complete set of puzzle pieces.  

Standard jigsaw puzzles are made by cutting pictures printed on firm substrates 

(typically cardboard) into interlocking patterns of pieces.  With the pieces separated 

from each other and mixed randomly, the challenge is to re-assemble these pieces into 

the original picture. The problem’s degree of difficulty is determined by the number of 

pieces, shapes of the pieces and graphical composition of the picture itself.  Common 

rules are often followed when manufacturing these puzzles to achieve a desired level of 

complexity. Most of the pieces used in recreational jigsaw puzzles have a rectangular 

external boundary, and when assembled form a rectangular grid in which every internal 

piece perfectly interlocks with its contiguous neighbours (Goldberg, Malon and Bern 
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2002). Puzzles that conform to these rules are sometimes referred to as canonical jigsaw 

puzzles (Yao and Shao, 2003). 

In solving a jigsaw puzzle, pieces are fitted together one at a time in some order.  The 

solution follows a path that depends on the opportunistic selection of pieces with 

placements at different positions until the puzzle is re-assembled.   

Paradigmatically the first step for many people manually solving jigsaw puzzles is to 

identify and separate the edge pieces from the rest of the puzzle. People search for the 

border pieces, then group elements into several piles of similar colour or markings.  

This makes the searching for a specific piece easier as focusing on fewer, similar pieces 

allows for better discrimination.  The re-assembly process by humans usually starts with 

a frame construction using the border pieces.  The ease of recognition of boundary 

edges provides information about contiguous neighbours that reduces search spaces.  It 

also defines the region in which other pieces need to be fitted. Pieces from previously 

created groups are then put in place to complete the puzzle by lining up the same shaped 

pieces with the same orientation and adjoining graphical content. A well trained eye will 

look for a combination of colour, markings and shape of the jigsaw puzzle piece as 

those features are the easiest to match up first. All other pieces with even the smallest 

amount of the colour or marking in question are usually fitted last.  In this last stage of a 

construction process, shape often plays a more important role as many pieces are 

virtually indistinguishable by colour or markings alone.  When solving jigsaw puzzles 

containing pieces that are very similar or identical in shape, it is often possible to put a 

puzzle piece in the wrong place, especially when dealing with solid colour, and then to 

find that the puzzle cannot be completed with the remaining elements.  Placement of 

similar pieces often involves a trial and error strategy based on attempts to fit the pieces 

in some logical order. 
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Since manual re-assembly as discussed above is inherently complex, it follows that it is 

challenging to devise strategies for automated solutions to the jigsaw puzzle problem.  It 

is a significantly more difficult task to correctly identify matching puzzle pieces without 

prior knowledge of the complete picture or an ability to recognize objects or features 

that are represented by the graphical content of each piece. Many puzzles contain 

similar pieces that even humans cannot distinguish easily.  Consequently, the 

development of an effective solution algorithm is difficult. 

Canonical jigsaw puzzle pieces have four edges and can be rotated to one of four 

possible orientations. Puzzle pieces that can be contiguously assembled into a single 

entity are placed into a rectangular puzzle grid to form a complete picture that exactly 

fills the grid. Graphical and geometrical features of paired edges must be assessed to 

determine how well any two puzzle pieces fit together.  Correctness of placement of 

puzzle pieces is measured by a function that reduces all the information contained in a 

puzzle piece to four single functional values, each of which is assigned to one of the 

four edges of the given piece.  

Let us represent a rectangular puzzle grid with c columns and r rows as an array of 

quadruples: 

G = (r × c × 4) 

where G[i,j,k]∈ ℜ+, for i=1,..,r , j=1,..,c , and k=1,2,3,4. 

Each element of this array represents a value associated with one of the edges of a 

puzzle piece. Let us denote values associated with left, top, right, and bottom edge of 

the piece positioned at (i,j) in the puzzle grid by G[i,j,1], Gl[i,j,2], Gl[i,j,3], Gl[i,j,4], 

respectively. 
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The optimum solution of the jigsaw puzzle problem thus becomes the minimization of 

the sum: 

r c−1 r −1 c

[ [i G , j 3, ]− i G , j + 1,1 ] + ∑∑  [ [i G , j 4 , ]− i G + ,1 j 2 , ]∑∑  
i=1 j=1 i=1 j =1 

This sum can also be used in implementation of a cost function for improvement 

techniques requiring assessment of partial solutions. Assessment and improvement of 

partial solutions is particularly important for difficult variations of the jigsaw puzzle 

problem including incomplete jigsaw puzzles (puzzles with missing pieces) and puzzles 

containing unrelated pieces. A successful minimization of the proposed function ensures 

solutions for all canonical jigsaw puzzles regardless of their integrity as long as subsets 

of puzzle pieces do not need to be discarded to arrive at an optimal solution. A 

supporting heuristic that eliminates all but only all unrelated puzzle pieces during the 

solution process would have to be developed to ensure (optimal) solutions for jigsaw 

puzzles containing unrelated pieces.  It is important to note that this sum can be used to 

solve incomplete jigsaw puzzles after a set of incomplete pieces is supplemented with 

amorphous elements that do not contribute to the functional result.  

This thesis presents automated strategies that solve two problems. Firstly, an extensive 

examination leads to the determination of the optimum choice for jigsaw piece 

assignment. Secondly, based on this work, what is believed to be the first systematic 

strategy for solving incomplete jigsaw puzzles (puzzles with missing pieces) is 

developed and presented. 

In this first chapter we begin with an overview of the Jigsaw Puzzle problem.  This is 

done by first examining the history of the jigsaw puzzle and the consequences of being 

a member of the NP-C problem set (Altman 1989, Chao and Hand 2002).  This is 
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followed by a detailed review of the published scientific literature and examination of 

the Yao and Shao construction model (Yao and Shao, 2003). 

The chapter concludes with a summary and overview of the chapters in the thesis. 

Background to Jigsaw Puzzle History 

Jigsaw puzzles date back to the 1760’s, when they were initially created as an 

educational aid for children, but these days they are a well-known recreational game for 

all ages.  This view of the jigsaw puzzle as a “game” belies the true complexity of the 

puzzle construction activity. In this section we provide a brief history of the evolution 

of the jigsaw puzzle including a review of the relatively scant scientific literature in this 

area. 

Although there is evidence that the ancient Egyptians and some Middle Eastern cultures 

manipulated broken clay tablets, it is generally accepted that the first modern jigsaw 

puzzle was built in 1760 by London map maker John Spilsbury (McAdam 2003; 

Williams 1997).  Spilsbury pasted one of his maps onto a sheet of wood and cut it into 

pieces defined by country boundaries with a fine tooth saw.  His aim was to produce an 

educational toy to help children learn geography.  The concept caught on very quickly. 

With the industrialization and mechanization that came in the 1800s, the production of 

jigsaw puzzles became less expensive and their use outside the educational arena 

spread. The use of cardboard for jigsaw puzzles came into effect in the late 1800’s and 

this dramatically increased the popularity and widespread use of the jigsaw puzzle as a 

recreational past time.  The mass production of jigsaw puzzles started in the 1920’s and 

represented the introduction of more intricate and difficult geometrical shapes.  This 

increase in the complexity of the basic design made jigsaw puzzles much more 

appealing to adults and by the 1940’s they had became entrenched into mainstream 
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society. After World War II the wooden jigsaw puzzle all but disappeared.  Luxury 

specialized wooden puzzles are still available but represent a very small proportion of 

the market world wide.  (Because the wood puzzles are hand cut they were very 

expensive and thus marketed only to a select clientele.) 

Jigsaw Puzzle Complexity 

With the popularity of jigsaw puzzles and the difficulty associated with their 

construction, it wasn’t too long before academic attention was turned to these puzzles.  

In their seminal text, Garey and Johnson (1976) proved that the Set Partition Problem 

(SPP) is NP-complete. SPP is reducible to Jigsaw Puzzle Problem (JPP) and thus jigsaw 

puzzles belong to the set of problems known to be the hardest to solve, the so called NP

C problem set (Altman, 1989).  The difficulties associated with these problems are 

expressed in terms of the complexity of the solution algorithms. 

A measure of the complexity of an algorithm is how efficiently its implementation can 

solve a particular problem.  For academic purposes there is a distinction drawn between 

those problems that can be solved in polynomial time (type P) and the rest (Garey and 

Johnson, 1979). A problem is said to be of type P if it can be solved using an algorithm 

whose implementation runtimes increases at most as a polynomial function of the 

number of variables required to specify the initial dataset.  Otherwise the problem is 

said to be non-P. The significance of this is that problems of type P can be solved 

efficiently whereas non-P problems cannot be solved in any practical manner (Chao and 

Hand 2002). 

Commercial software solves type P problems such as sorting names, calculating sums 

and averages, and extracting information from raw data.  In complete contrast to this, no 

commercial packages exist that can solve all instances of a staff roster (this is a well
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known NP-C problem) for even a moderately sized business operating on a shift roster 

with legislative constraints controlling the number of hours worked per staff member 

(Harris and Bohle, 1998). 

Not all problems can be proved to be of type P.  That does not mean they are not, as for 

some of them, the proof that they are type P has not yet been found.  A significant 

amount of mathematical effort has been expended in categorizing the remaining 

problems that are currently in non-P.  This work has yielded a class of problems that are 

related by a completeness theorem.  That is, these problems share a common property 

that if one of them can be proved to be of type P, then they are all of type P and can, 

consequently, be solved in polynomial time.  They have not been proven, to date, to be 

not in P, and thus are said to have runtime implementations that are non-deterministic 

polynomial.  These problems form type NP-C.   

The term NP-C means that a solution to such a problem can be checked in polynomial 

time for correctness (C).  This does not mean that the solution is constructed in 

polynomial time, but rather that the test of its validity can be.  For example, consider the 

jigsaw puzzle. Solving one can be a very hard task.  But to check someone’s claim that 

they have solved it is usually very easy (typically requiring no more than a cursory 

evaluation of the graphic and that the pieces fit together).  Therefore, the time and effort 

required to check that each piece is connected smoothly is proportional to the number of 

pieces in the puzzle. Consequently, a polynomial time check will suffice to validate or 

invalidate the claim of a solution.  But this does not solve the puzzle from scratch.  If 

there are N square pieces in a puzzle, then until the edge-fitting is done, there are 4N x 

N! different combinations that must be checked. Therefore, an algorithm that depends 

on a total enumeration is not a polynomial time solution method for the jigsaw problem. 
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Numerous problems are now known to belong to the NP-C class (see, for example, 

Ausiello, Crescenzi, Gambosi, Kann, Marchetti, Protasi 1999).  The challenge is to find 

a polynomial time algorithm that can solve any one of these problems, as discovery of 

an algorithm that solves a specific NP-C problem would mean that all similar problems 

can be solved in polynomial time.  Although no such algorithm has been developed, 

there has never been any proof that these problems are non-P. 

Jigsaw Puzzle Literature 

The first publication into the use of computers to aid in the solution of jigsaw puzzles 

was by Freeman and Garder (1964) and has been acknowledged as being fundamental 

to the entire field (Goldberg, Malon and Bern, 2002).  Freeman and Garder examined 

the problem in detail but their implementation, limited by the computing power 

available at the time, was only partially successful and did not involve any use or 

analysis of the graphical content of the completed puzzle.  However, they did introduce 

the concept of the apictorial jigsaw puzzle (the reassembling of a puzzle with a plain, 

single-colour image as might result, for instance, from a smashed plain piece of pottery) 

in which the challenge is to extract piece boundary information and reassemble from 

those shapes. 

In an examination of the potential for the use of computers in the re-assembly of 

manuscripts from their broken pieces, Levison (1965, 1967) describes three algorithms 

to match pieces based upon the position of the first line of text in a piece (he termed 

each piece a ‘fragment’) and then match from there.  In a piece-wise fragment re

assembly manner, he reported some success with this method.  In a later follow-up 

report (Levison, 1999) the use of modern computers and a trial based upon a large piece 

of text (Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland), he reported that a modified algorithm 
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would be able to put the entire 8,600 fragments together in less than 12 minutes on a 

relatively low-powered computer (by prevailing standards). 

Ogden (1969) independently of Levison presented a PhD thesis in which he developed a 

model to assist in the piecing together of one of the Chester-Beatty papyri.  There is no 

substance to the urban legend, however, that scholars made use of computers for the 

reconstruction of the Dead Sea Scrolls. In reality it was Wacholder and Abegg (1991), 

long after the majority of the work had been done, who used a computer to help re

assemble the unpublished scrolls from a concordance (in which the location of each 

fragment was already established) of the previous work. 

After this initial activity there were few publications directly related to jigsaw puzzle re

assembly until Radack and Badler (1982) applied known partial and general boundary 

curve matching techniques to each piece.  The essence of their work was the use of the 

polar coordinate system to describe the boundaries of flat jigsaw puzzle pieces.  They 

reported some success in the matching capabilities for apictorial puzzles.  However, 

with no image recognition capabilities, their technique would fail with similarly shaped 

pieces. This failure results because fitting pieces into one region with no gaps or 

overlaps does not guarantee a valid solution. 

In a claim to have solved the jigsaw puzzle in linear time, Altman (1989) used a tree 

search combined with a pair-wise piece matching technique to assemble apictorial 

jigsaw puzzles. The actual linear time algorithm only performs a pair-wise matching of 

pieces. The assembly of the best matches is not a linear problem and Altman 

reproduced the proof that this problem is indeed NP complete.  He presented two 

polynomial type jigsaw puzzle solution algorithms for a particular sub-set of a general 

problem.  Both algorithms required domains which consist only of pieces sufficiently 

unique that the search tree can be traversed without backtracking. 
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Another attempt at using partial boundary analysis on the apictorial jigsaw puzzle 

implemented an algorithm that utilised isthmus critical points for puzzle reconstruction 

(Webster et al. 1991).  When applied to canonical puzzles they reported efficient 

solutions to these off-the-shelf jigsaw puzzles. 

In an innovative method to solve this problem, Bunke and Kaufmann (1993) employed 

a local shape analysis based on an approximate string matching algorithm to detect 

corresponding partial boundaries of puzzle piece pairs.  A best first tree search based 

recursion and backtracking algorithm was then used to assemble these pieces.  They 

observed that the algorithm was exponential in the time taken to find a solution and 

noted that this was to be expected given its NP-C nature.  The largest puzzle they were 

able to solve was a 6x9 puzzle, although they note that the value of their work is that of 

problem analysis rather than a definitive solution technique. 

Complementing the shape matching methods with the utilization of graphical 

information, Kosiba et al. (1994) presented an algorithm which made use of both 

geometry and colour composition of pieces in a canonical puzzle.  The extra 

information extracted from the colour characteristics resulted in increased efficiency in 

the matching of puzzle pieces. 

In a formal and very complete examination of scheduling problems, Cantoni (1996) 

defined a general methodology to deal with those problems where some of the 

constraints are embedded in the minimization of a loss function by simulated annealing.  

As a benchmark example he examined a jigsaw puzzle problem in great detail by the 

use of the apparition of unused gaps and proportionality constraints.  As a 

simplification, however, he constructed artificial jigsaw puzzles which were comprised 

of rectangular shapes with no graphical information.  He states that the choice of tuning 

parameters for the algorithm “requires some skill” when there is more than one 
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parameter to tune.  He did not report the successful solution of any attempted plain 

puzzles. 

Ohman (1997) made use of a scanner to scan in pieces of a canonical puzzle and 

describes a number of algorithms which would take the individual pieces and put them 

together into a completed puzzle.  A number of presented heuristics to assist the piece 

matching algorithms worked mostly with boundary information although a colour 

function of the puzzle pieces was also used.  The boundary matching algorithm 

described each side as either straight, having a “bump” or a “dent”.  Despite using such 

a simplified approach Ohman reports success in assembling puzzles sizes of 9x7 pieces. 

Suganthan (1999) presented an attempt to construct a canonical puzzle using Hopfield 

neural-networks.  This particular attempt was unsatisfactory and could not work on any 

jigsaw puzzle. It demonstrated that neural nets are not well suited to solve this problem. 

Kong and Kimia (2001) extended the pair-wise matching approach to solving 2D and 

3D puzzle pieces by matching geometric features of 3 puzzle pieces at the time.  They 

used a coarse-scale representation of curves and a fine-scale elastic curve matching to 

determine if pieces can be joined together.  Whilst acknowledging this is a NP-C 

problem, they presented good results for solving 2D puzzles and partial solutions of 

some 3D puzzles.  No claim was made of solving large puzzles of either dimensionality. 

In a recent return to the research of apictorial jigsaw puzzles, Goldberg et al. (2002) 

introduced a novel approach to the pair-wise boundary matching issue, in which full use 

is made of the boundary geometry.  This paper reports a successful solution to a 204

piece puzzle where each piece has a unique shape.  It claims that this is the largest 

jigsaw puzzle solved automatically to date. The implementation worked from the 

scanned reverse sides of canonical puzzles and was sensitive enough to piece together a 
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100-piece puzzle containing subsets of similarly shaped pieces.  The significance of this 

work lies in the fact that the applied algorithm does not utilize any image information 

whatsoever. Nonetheless if the pieces were all virtually identical then even this method 

would not succeed unless coupled with some form of image recognition. 

In the most complete examination found in the literature to date, Yao and Shao (2003) 

developed an algorithm to solve the jigsaw puzzle problem by using both boundary 

shape and image information.  They provide a model for jigsaw puzzle construction as a 

set of six successive independent steps. Although they could solve some smaller 

canonical puzzles, their goal was to improve the pair-wise matching process to enable 

the solution of larger size puzzles. 

So far the literature shows many independent publications that acknowledge previous 

research but do not appear to build on it.  Although much attention is paid to the 

development of methods used to determine if two puzzle pieces fit together, the 

underlying NP-C problem of reassembling the entire puzzle does not appear to be 

thoroughly investigated. None of the reviewed works attempt to solve the jigsaw puzzle 

problem by applying different NP-C solutions techniques while simultaneously 

determining their efficiency.  Most of the proposed reconstruction algorithms depend on 

the unique output from functions used to describe edges of the puzzle pieces and would 

be prone to failure when applied to puzzles containing similar pieces that can be 

matched together in many different ways.   

There does not seem to be any academic publication investigating the problem of 

incomplete jigsaw puzzles (puzzles with pieces that are missing).  This needs to be 

addressed before practical applications of this technology are considered for the simple 

reason that jigsaw puzzles with missing pieces more frequently model real world 

situations. 
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The Yao and Shao Model 

The method presented by Yao and Shao (2003) reduces the process of solving a jigsaw 

puzzle problem to a set of six sequential steps: 

1.	 Extraction and boundary classification of all individual jigsaw pieces from


scanned colour inputs. 


2.	 Discrimination of dominant points for each piece and the determination of the 

corners. 

3.	 Separation of the boundary curves into the four edges joining at the determined 

corner points. 

4.	 Boundary shape matching to create constraint lists of possible neighbour pairs. 

5.	 Iterating through a list of all pieces, image merge between each piece and all 

candidate neighbour pieces. 

6.	 Using the constraint information from steps 4 and 5 above, reconstruct the 


jigsaw piece positions based on those connection relationships. 


The Yao and Shao model defines all steps in a particular type of jigsaw puzzle.  It is not, 

however, applicable to all puzzles.  Their model solves only a very small subset of all 

possible types of puzzles. For instance, an attempt to solve jigsaw puzzles with square 

shaped pieces would cause their model to fail at steps 4, 5 and 6. 

The first three steps of their model are relatively deterministic and solvable in 

polynomial time (Yao and Shao, 2003), however, the puzzle re-assembly is conducted 

in the remaining steps 4, 5 and 6 that are not immune to the NP-C nature of a jigsaw 

puzzle problem.  The presented re-assembly procedure is based on a set of decision 

rules (constraints), including a correction rule to resolve conflicts (partial constraint 
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satisfaction). The actual order of instantiation of the variables used in this procedure is 

remarkably similar to a simple static slot table algorithm (Smith and Steen, 1981).  A 

static slot table is one in which the order of instantiation of the variables is fixed prior to 

the solution generation process.  In particular, they arbitrarily start at the top left-hand 

corner of the puzzle grid and “sweep-out”, in a diagonal fashion, to the bottom right-

hand corner piece. Previous research (Harris, Roach, Smith and Berghel, 1992) has 

established that static slot table algorithms are orders of magnitude slower than properly 

implemented algorithms making use of a dynamically determined slot table (order of 

instantiation of the variables is determined at runtime).  Indeed, Yao and Shao (2003) 

acknowledge their approach is limited to smaller sized puzzles.   

Thesis Overview 

This chapter has examined the general jigsaw puzzle construction problem.  The history 

of the puzzle has been presented and an examination of research in this field has been 

provided in the context of a descriptive literature review. 

In Chapter 2 the various known types of puzzle piece topology are enumerated and the 

effect in reduction of the overall search space noted.  A test-bed puzzle has been 

proposed for the purposes of examining and comparing the performance of various 

puzzle piece construction algorithms. A combination of problem definition, the Edge 

Fitting Function, and the Stochastic Assignment Algorithms provides a simple, valid, 

but inefficient method of jigsaw re-assembly. 

Chapter 3 discusses the problem of determining which of the major solution generation 

algorithms available from the NP-C literature would provide an effective means for 

piecing jigsaw puzzles together. Four commonly used algorithms (Genetic Algorithms, 

Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and Constraint Satisfaction Programming) are 
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presented, and separate implementations suitable for use in the jigsaw puzzle 

construction are developed and tested. It is noted that previous research has used 

Simulated Annealing and modified forms of CSP, but none has used a pure CSP based 

algorithm.  The results of these implementations are compared and discussed. 

Chapter 4 considers solutions to jigsaw puzzles with missing pieces.  It is found that 

whilst the existence of a “missing piece”, which can potentially interconnect to any 

other piece, is computationally possible, such a piece automatically renders any CSP 

approach invalid. This is due to the reduction and invalidation of the constraints and 

thus the problem becomes, in a localized sense, simple exhaustive enumeration of all 

the possible positions that the missing piece can occupy.   

An alternative approach, dubbed Empty Slot Prediction (ESP), is developed and 

advocated as a more efficient method for solving such puzzles.  It is shown that for 

jigsaw puzzles not containing many similar pieces this is an effective approach.  Some 

very complex missing piece geometries are presented which ESP successfully solves.  A 

brief discussion of those puzzles on which ESP is expected to be less effective is then 

ventured. 

The final chapter then considers the major findings of the thesis.  Upon drawing 

conclusions a detailed plan for future research, leading from the work presented herein, 

is presented.  The treatment of the edge geometry is noted as a particularly rich area to 

be exploited. The problem of the perennial search for a better edge graphics 

decomposition function is discussed and concludes this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Fundamentals of Jigsaw Re-assembly 

The complexity of re-assembling a jigsaw puzzle from its constituent pieces comes from 

a variety of factors.  Firstly, in the traditional model, the pieces themselves must 

physically fit with their contiguous neighbours.  Secondly, the graphics from each piece 

should merge with the graphics of the surrounding pieces.  Furthermore, it is a general 

expectation that any automated virtual re-assembly approach should yield results faster 

than manual re-assembly. Manual solutions may not be possible where very complex re

assembly problems exist.  In these cases, a well developed automated method would be 

required, regardless of its time-performance.    

Nevertheless, it is the effectiveness of a re-assembly algorithm which is the most 

pertinent factor. It rules out, for instance, the use of a brute-force approach given the 

knowledge that it is a member of the NP-C problem set.  The first and second factors 

come into play in different ways. 

The fitting together of the pieces must obey the localized constraints that affect, in a 

deterministic manner, the construction of the puzzle on a piece-by-piece basis.  For 

instance, in some puzzles described later, the edge shape information is discarded.  This 

should not materially affect a construction algorithm other than in a polynomial time 

fashion. 

The graphics, however, are essential in determining whether or not pieces can fit 

together. That is, the graphical information near the edge of pieces should be 

independent of the shape of the edges. Thus if a different edge shape is chosen, this 

should not affect the ability of an algorithm to “match” pieces by graphical content. 
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That is not to say that graphical content is a unique identifier.  For instance, a large area 

may contain nearly identical pieces or pieces where large portions of the edge are 

identical to other pieces.  If you are trying to match two pieces of blue sky together, 

then either extra information is required (such as edge geometry) or, more importantly, 

the graphical content that extends beyond those two pieces will need to be considered. 

There is a third option, namely that if two pieces have identical shapes and identical 

graphical content then these pieces may truly be interchangeable. 

Test-bed Model Problem 

An appropriate test puzzle has to be chosen upon which the current work will be based.  

Harris and Forster (1989) suggest the need for a puzzle for which a closed form on both 

the size of the search space and the number of solutions is sought. By closed form 

Harris and Forster mean problems for which the properties of solutions can be 

analytically determined.  The use of such problems, albeit usually non-real world 

problems, provides test cases for which the output results (generated solutions) can be 

determined as either correct or incorrect.  Jigsaw puzzles have the advantage that they 

can be assembled and then disassembled, therefore the success of any re-assembly 

technique can be evaluated very simply.  

Two types of puzzles tested in the literature today have typically been the apictorial 

puzzles and the straight cut pictorial puzzles.  As mentioned in the literature review 

there have been attempts for a straight cut apictorial puzzles (Catoni 1996) but these 

were only investigating the problem rather than attempting a re-assembly technique. 

Armstrong (1997) has published a classification scheme for jigsaw puzzle cutting styles.  

The classification is based on 5 features from the puzzle pieces: 

1. the interlocking nature of the overall puzzle; 
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2. if it has knobs (protrusions), and if so, the shape of the knobs; 

3. the contour of lines from piece to piece; 

4. the overall piece pattern; and, 

5. special techniques used in piece cutting. 

Armstrong identifies nine types for the first feature, six types for the second feature, 

eight types for the third feature and three types of overall piece patterns.  He goes on to 

propose 11 different special techniques that can be used in piece cutting.  Thus a total of 

9x6x8x3x11=14,256 possible jigsaw topologies exist in his physical models schema. 

This large number of possible edge types fuels the need to create algorithms that are less 

dependent on the details of localized shape of pieces and make more use of more 

generalized information drawn from the graphics rather than shape.  However, the 

scientific literature does not cover all of existing puzzle variations.  In fact, what is 

arguably the most detailed examination of jigsaw puzzle construction to date (Yao and 

Shao, 2003) only considers a very small subset of the infinite number of possible edge 

types. 

The puzzle chosen for the study involved orthogonal straight cuts into identical size 

square pieces. This created a closed form for the size of the search space and enabled a 

precise calculation of its size. However, it also increased the complexity of the problem 

by expanding the size of the search space as square pieces of an identical size yield no 

additional information for the solution algorithm. If each edge has limited interlocking 

shapes, then the number of possible combinations is vastly reduced, leading to an 

associated decrease in the problem phase space size.   
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A rectangular puzzle grid geometry was chosen as it has the greatest concentration of 

puzzle pieces (see figure 1 below). This means it has the highest number of constraints 

to be satisfied during the re-assembly process and avoids the possibility that special 

configurations (Figure 1B) could provide opportunities for geometry specific shortcuts 

in the algorithms. 

Figure 1 Concentration of puzzle pieces in different grid geometries  

In addition the rectangular geometry is also more amenable to resizing, allowing for 

unified implementation of data structures and evaluation functions for different puzzle 

sizes. 

The choice of image has implications for the issue of duplication, where certain pieces 

become indistinguishable.  To avoid this problem all images chosen in the current work 

were sufficiently complex to ensure a single solution only.  One valid solution in a 

rectangular puzzle grid may be displayed in two or four different orientations depending 

on the rotational symmetry that applies to the selected geometry. A unique valid image 

provides a ‘termination’ rule for the algorithm once that image is re-assembled.  If the 

number of valid images is not known, the search has to continue until all possible 

solutions have been exhausted. In most practical applications, such as reassembling 

manuscripts, there will normally be one valid image.  
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The selected image is amenable to being cut into a 2x2 up to a 4x5 puzzle without 

introducing any degenerate solutions (see Figure 2).  The jigsaw puzzles chosen as the 

test problem for evaluating solution algorithms are shown in the Figure 2 below.  All 

different sizes have the required features of a sufficiently complex yet unambiguous 

image to ensure human visual validation of generated solutions.  

Figure 2 Test puzzles 

The maximum time required to solve various puzzle sizes shown above can be 

estimated by determining the size of the search space.  The formula used for calculating 

the number of possible combination is: 

4NxN! 
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where N is the number of puzzle pieces.  The 4N factor results from each piece being 

able to be rotated 4 times in its assigned geometric position.  The N! factor is the 

number of permutations of the N pieces into the N puzzle slot positions.  Table 1 shows 

the enormity of the search space for what may be considered even small puzzle 

geometries. 

Table 1 Number of possible combinations for different puzzle types 

Puzzle Size Number of possible combinations 
2x2 6,144 
2x3 2,949,120 
2x4 2,642,411,520 
3x3 95,126,814,720 
2x5 3,805,072,588,800 
3x4 8,036,313,307,545,600 
3x5 1,404,104,661,094,367,232,000 
4x4 89,862,698,310,039,502,848,000 
4x5 2,675,004,047,229,796,708,138,352,640,000 

The age of the universe is estimated to be 4.7 x 1017 seconds. Thus, for example, as the 

4x4 puzzle has 898626 x 1017 combinations, even if we can check one combination 

every millisecond it would take almost 765 times longer than the age of the universe for 

complete enumeration of the search space.  Consequently, complete enumeration, or 

raw random selection, will never provide a practical solution to this test puzzle problem. 

The size of a search space has the biggest influence on the time required to solve a 

particular jigsaw puzzle. Another factor that affects solution generation time for 

constraint driven approaches is the number of constraints that need to be satisfied. 

Edge-Fitting Functions 

To find an automated solution for test-bed model problems, we need to create a function 

that can assess how well two puzzle pieces fit together.  Such a function is commonly 

referred to as an Edge-Fitting Function (EFF).  The aim of this function is to reduce all 

the information contained in a rectangular piece to four single functional values, each of 

which can be assigned to one of the four sides.  During puzzle construction, the 
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functional values are sifted to ensure the closest possible match between pair edges.  

Nevertheless, a “perfect” EFF could still yield many matches between edges.  For 

instance, the same cut for the same piece of blue sky, over many sky pieces, would have 

this effect.   

This work does not intend to advance the functions that can be applied to determine if 

two puzzle pieces can be fitted together.  Nevertheless, effective EFF is required to 

create a functional jigsaw puzzle re-assembly algorithm. 

Let us consider the case of constructing an EFF for straight-edged puzzle pieces.  

Ignoring edge geometry leaves only information the graphic content of each piece as 

input to the EFF. Consider now how this graphical information may be transposed into 

a numeric value.  This must be done with some background knowledge of how 

computers treat colours, the so called RGB formalism. 

RGB Background 

The way computers store, manipulate and display graphics dates back to the early 

television technology that was first used to create computer displays. Billmeyer and 

Saltzman (2000) examine this area including decomposition of colour in detail.  

Conventional monitors consist of a very large number of red, green and blue dots.  

Human eyes can perceive any colour from the correct brightness combinations of RGB 

(Red, Green, and Blue) levels. The dots are so close together that every triplet (Red, 

Green and Blue combination) is seen as a single pixel with only one colour.  Computer 

images are thus represented by a combination of numeric values determined by the 

position of the pixels and their RGB composition. 
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Graphical Decomposition Function 

To determine the similarity of two puzzle piece edges, RGB decomposition must take 

place in order to compare the numeric value assigned to each edge.  The technique 

developed here is similar to one used with success by Glassner (2002) in the 

reconstruction of shredded documents.  Reconstruction of shredded paper is less 

sensitive to localized cutting imperfections along sides.  The current technique is 

developed to account for these defects which are often present along a significant 

portion of a jigsaw puzzle edge. The RGB decomposition is not going to give a precise 

and unique EFF for a number of reasons. In particular, there may be a colour gradient, 

change of scenery or even a “thick” cut, all of which result in the EFF being less 

effective as a single measure of the likelihood of two edges matching perfectly. 

Consequently, small differences have to be accounted for as even a perfect cut may 

result in a different shade of colours and shifted positions of pixels on the corresponding 

sides of two matching edges.  Thus it was decided to develop an EFF which contained 

average, or “smeared”, graphical RGB information.  Four EFF’s were designed, 

implemented and tested: 

1. raw RGB edge value and offset from corner; 

2. average RGB value for the entire edge; 

3. raw RGB edge value plus first differential and offset from corner; and, 

4. a form of “moving average” RGB values for each edge. 

The first three algorithms proved to be ineffective in matching pieces.  The first and 

third techniques were simply too “fine”, resulting in too few matches.  The second 

technique showed more promise, but resulted in too many matches.  Thus the fourth 
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technique was devised where pixels were grouped into small sections and average RGB 

levels were compared. This proved to be the most accurate method of calculating the 

similarity ratio between selected regions of images.  This method was implemented to 

progressively scan and compare all puzzle pieces, with the assumption that the two 

edges with the smallest calculated variations represent a matching pair.  The figure 

below illustrates a single step of this process that is repeated until the entire surface of 

both edges is scanned and a match is determined or not. 

Figure 3 Progressive EFF scan of two edges 

The algorithm uses variable parameters such as the length (L) and width (W) of each 

scan box (X & Y) for which all pixels RGB values in this area are averaged.  The 

averaging itself is of each colour component (∆R, ∆G, ∆B). That is, the R, G and B 

values are averaged separately, and the three average values obtained in each step are 

combined to create the final RGB number value for the entire scan, thus describing the 

similarity of the two edges.  The final EFF developed assigns a unique numeric value to 

all matching edges to expedite solution generation. 

The details of the implementation of this EFF are now discussed.  The data structures 

necessary are presented.  A quick result of applying this EFF to the test-bed jigsaw 

puzzle is also considered. 
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Matching Edges via Graphical Decomposition Function 

The EFF described above and all other implementations described herein were 

developed in Delphi 7 on a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 computer operating on a Windows 2000 

operating system.   

The algorithm for this EFF was implemented as follows: 

For each unique combination of two edges from different pieces 

Calculate the average RGB for each depth x length block along the common 

edge 

Sum the differences between the RGB averages for all corresponding edge 

blocks 

If the final result is zero then 

the two edges are a perfect match and score 0 

else 

store the calculated difference as the score 

After all pieces and edges are scanned and the EFF’s calculated and stored, the edge 

pairs giving the lowest values (indicating the highest level of similarity) are marked as 

valid matches.  This information is then used by the implementations in the next 

chapter, for all algorithms, to determine best-fit of edge pairs for the associated 

objective functions. 

The pre-calculated values describing each edge of every piece are stored in the 

following generic record structure used by all algorithms: 

element = record 
piece : integer; 
top : integer; 
bottom  : integer;
 left : integer; 
right : integer; 

end; 
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To quickly find the same element in different rotations the following structure was 

added to group all the pieces: 

piece = record 
    elements : array [0..3] of integer; 
end; 

This implementation was tested by converting a number of images into 2x2 square 

jigsaw puzzles and assigning a unique symbolic value (displayed on the corresponding 

sides) for edges that EFF found to be similar.  Figure 4 below shows some of the 

graphical combinations used during the development of this function. 

Figure 4 Testing ESP on different types of images 

When applied to the test-bed puzzles (figure 5), the chosen EFF algorithm provided 

unique values describing matching edges for all puzzle sizes.  Each pair of edges has 

unique corresponding symbols that represent the values calculated by EFF.  That is, this 

particular graphic, for which there is a lot of “similar” colour (blue) along a lot of edges, 

is still able to be uniquely matched. 
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Figure 5 Application of the EEF algorithm to the test jigsaw puzzles 
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Stochastic Assignment Algorithms 

Since the EFF algorithm proved effective in matching two puzzle pieces, an 

extrapolation of the EFF to encompass all pieces was implemented. This was to test the 

quality of the solution when applied to the assembled jigsaw puzzle.  Implementations 

of Stochastic Assignment Algorithms (SAA) provide opportunities to conduct this test 

and to determine which of the selected test jigsaw puzzles can be solved by the random 

assignment of pieces.  The next chapter evaluates the effectiveness of different 

algorithms against results obtained in this section.  That is, if an algorithm cannot yield 

an implementation which is faster than random assignment, then that algorithm is not 

considered effective. 

The SAA algorithms complete the puzzle grid by a random selection and placement of 

pieces. The selection procedure is designed to satisfy hard constraints by ensuring that 

each piece can be used only once, and that all available puzzle grid slots are filled.  A 

generated solution is then evaluated and if a valid solution is achieved, the generation 

process is terminated.   

This random search approach is then converted to a structured stochastic algorithm by 

incorporating a deterministic optimization method.  The structured mode enables an 

additional procedure that rotates each piece of a randomly generated arrangement. After 

each rotation, the quality of the solution is re-evaluated and all improvements are 

accepted. It is important to note that the sequential rotation of pieces leads to a small 

reduction in the size of the relevant search space.  A single pass of this optimization 

method ensures that an initially generated arrangement containing only a few pieces of 

incorrect orientation can be improved upon.   
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Implementation and Results 

The stochastic assignment algorithm was implemented as follows: 

Until a valid solution is found or number of attempts>set limit Repeat


Clear the puzzle grid 


Until all puzzle grid slots are filled Repeat


Randomly select a puzzle piece in random orientation 


Insert the selected piece into the puzzle grid 


If structured mode is enabled then 


Rotate each piece and accept all improvements 


Evaluate the current solution


Both algorithms (that is, with and without the structured mode) utilized the same data 

structures using the same cost evaluation function.  The time required for the 

initialisation is excluded from the performance results.  Figure 6 below shows the output 

of the algorithms applied to a number of test-bed puzzles. 

Figure 6 The output of the SAA for the selected test jigsaw puzzles 
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Results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that even when using a structured stochastic 

approach, the sheer size of the search space being randomly sampled defeats the 

“reasonable time limit” constraint for even small sized puzzle grids.  It is interesting to 

note the time taken for a stochastic assignment algorithm to solve such simple puzzles. 

The long solution times highlight the huge size of the enumerated phase space. 

Table 2 Time taken (in milliseconds) to assemble the test puzzles using the stochastic 
(ST) and structured stochastic (SS) algorithms 

Puzzle Size ST SS 
2x2 406 1 
2x3 1017250 422 
2x4 not available 1906 
3x3 not available 10406 
2x5 not available 149531 
3x4 not available not available 

The non-structured stochastic algorithm found the solution to the 2x3 puzzle after 17 

minutes. However, the estimated time to find a valid solution for 2x4 puzzle is over 10 

days and for 3x3 puzzle 1 year and 16 days.  Clearly a random assignment procedure, 

even using a structured approach, will not solve puzzles of a reasonable size in a 

reasonable time frame.  The use of random assignment will not overcome the effects of 

a combinatorial explosion in the growth of the search space when combined with the 

choice of test puzzles that ensures there is one, and only one, solution (in other words, 

the average time to find a single solution depends upon the density of solutions). 

As the puzzle size increases, this aspect of a single valid solution means that the 

solution density of the phase space rapidly decreases.  Uses of probabilistic search 

techniques, such as stochastic assignment, are simply going to be less effective than 

targeted techniques, such as constraint satisfaction, in finding solutions. 
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Summary 

This chapter explored the complexity of jigsaw puzzle re-assembly, and described and 

implemented both unstructured and structured random assignment re-assembly 

algorithms.   

The specific issue of matching two pieces together by comparing the graphical 

information on their boundaries was investigated.  As the main focus of this research is 

on the process of re-assembly, a highly accurate EFF is not required.  An adequate edge 

fitting function for the purposes of the work presented in following chapters was 

developed. 

The successful implementation of two random assignment algorithms presented in this 

section shows that the proposed EFF is indeed effective in determining the quality of 

generated solutions. 

The results obtained from applying the stochastic assignment implementation to a group 

of test-bed jigsaw puzzles are later used as the measure of the effectiveness of the 

algorithms developed in the next chapter.  That is, if any proposed implementation is 

not more effective than stochastic assignment, then it brings no value to this area of 

research. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Solution Algorithms 

This chapter refines the strategy of correctly fitting together the pieces of a jigsaw 

puzzle (Step 6 in Yao and Shao, 2003).  By accomplishing this with several potential 

algorithms we are trying to establish which of the many techniques available for solving 

NP-C problems is most suited to this problem.  Owing to the constrained nature of the 

jigsaw puzzle re-assembly (see Chapter 1 and 2) the Constraint Satisfaction 

Programming technique was considered the most appropriate solution technique to 

employ.  Nevertheless, the effectiveness of this technique could not be proven so an 

empirical demonstration was therefore required. 

We begin by identifying the valid techniques, other than random assignment, that have 

become established in the literature for generating solutions to NP-C problems.  Each of 

these solution techniques is, in turn, applied to the jigsaw piece positioning problem.  

The results of all the techniques are collated and it is shown empirically that one of the 

techniques is clearly the most efficient (as measured by the number of pieces in a puzzle 

which can be solved in a reasonable time frame) than the others.  The reasons for this 

are considered and on this basis it is concluded that this technique should be adopted in 

any future research attempts at automated jigsaw construction. 

We begin with a concise background description of the method and a description of 

each generalized algorithm.  This is followed by the details of the actual algorithm used 

for this problem, its implementation, and then the result of applying the implementation 

to various puzzles. 
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Introduction 

The search to provide automated solutions to the NP-C problem set can be traced back 

through the scientific literature to the 1950’s (Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Teller 1953).  

Although at that period the intractability of these problems had not been demonstrated, 

they were quickly realized to be very difficult problems. 

During the 1970’s the intractability and completeness of these problems was established 

(Garey and Johnson, 1979). Since then a significant and detailed literature has evolved 

into examining solution algorithms, and their implementations, to this class of problem.  

The intractability of these problems ensured that no one solution algorithm has ever 

been devised that provides a solution in polynomial time. 

However, a large number of techniques have been devised that generate viable solutions 

to specific sub-groups within this problem set (Chao and Hand 2002).  Over this period 

there has also been a consolidation of these solution algorithms into a number of general 

categories, and their theoretical properties and behaviour have been well studied and 

documented. 

In this section we briefly review these general algorithms and describe their properties.  

The aim is to apply each of these, in turn, to the jigsaw puzzle construction problem to 

determine, empirically, which of these techniques is best suited to this problem.  

Already a number of approaches have been made but with no objective comparison 

between these different techniques, the fundamental issue of which is better suited to 

this problem remains unanswered. 
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NP-C Solution Algorithms 

A recent survey of the NP-C research literature (Sandhu, 2003), identified the following 

techniques as being valid and persistent algorithms for solving these problems: 

1. The LP/IP approach; 

2. Evolutionary and genetic algorithms; 

3. Simulated annealing with the Metropolis condition; 

4. Tabu searching with aspiration criteria; and, 

5. Constraint satisfaction programming (CSP), optimally to full-arc consistency 

(i.e. no redundancy). 

Each of these techniques is now defined.  A more complete description of each 

technique, including its origins and generalized algorithmic formulation, is considered 

when applied to the jigsaw puzzle problem. 

Linear Programming is a well known mathematically structured approach to the 

efficient allocation of finite resources to known variables subject to the optimisation of 

a supplied cost function. This technique is known to efficiently and exactly solve such 

problems if the domains of the variables are real valued and continuous.  NP-C 

problems have integer valued domains on the variables.  Consequently, Integer 

Programming was developed for those problems where some or all of the variables have 

integer valued domains.  This resulted in the well-known problem solving techniques 

called LP/IP programming. 

Evolutionary Algorithms were derived from a model of natural organic evolution and 

are a class of probability and optimisation algorithms developed in the 1950’s (Fogel, 
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1962). Genetic Algorithms are a form of Evolutionary Algorithm that are based on the 

principles of genetics and natural selection and are regarded as the most widely known 

of the Evolutionary Algorithms.  It models genetics and applies the principles of natural 

selection’s “survival of the fittest” according to criteria supplied by analyst when 

optimising NP-C solution sets. 

Simulated Annealing is a solution technique based upon a model of the physical cooling 

of a collection of atoms, as in the physical annealing of a crystalline lattice.  It has been 

shown mathematically that although the technique is computationally intensive, the 

modelled rate of cooling can always be made slow enough such that an optimal solution 

will be generated (Kirkpatrick, 1982).  The problem is that this rate of cooling may 

result in a solution runtime that is not much better than complete enumeration. 

Tabu Search is a class of local heuristic search procedures that explore the solution 

phase space beyond local optima (Glover, 1997). This results in a guided search that 

does not suffer from the well known local optimisation issues that other search 

techniques (such as Simplex) are prone to (Glover and Laguna, 1997).  Tabu Search 

based algorithms will seek out new areas of the phase space in an effort to optimise the 

objective function. 

Constraint Satisfaction Programming (CSP) is the youngest of all the solutions 

algorithm techniques devised for solving NP-C problems.  The theoretical framework 

for CSP (Davenport and Tsang 1999), involves seeking values for the problem variables 

from their finite domains subject to the satisfaction of a set of constraints that apply to 

combinations of domain values.  A valid solution is one in which no constraints are 

violated by the values instantiated into the problem variables from their respective 

domains. 
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Discussion 

The first technique, LP/IP, is shown to be both inappropriate and unlikely to be a valid 

solution generation technique. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Jigsaw Puzzle problem is 

a NP-C problem.  For the selected test jigsaw puzzles there is one, and only one, non-

degenerate solution to any set of puzzle pieces.  Consequently, given that the 2nd to 4th 

techniques listed above are generally acknowledged to be improvement algorithms, it is 

to be expected that the CSP approach, being by its very nature both deterministic and 

“blind” to the value of solutions, should make full use of the constraints, and thus build 

the solution in a far quicker manner than any of the other three improvement techniques.  

Nevertheless, there is a need to validate this, as far as possible, by empirical 

comparison.  Complicated problems of this nature may present complex interactions in 

the algorithm logic that can have an impact on the effectiveness of a given approach.  

The issue with improvement techniques is their need for an “objective” valuing function 

to determine whether one “solution” is better than another.  Bearing in mind there is 

only one valid solution, this makes the task of constructing such a weighting function 

even more difficult and artificially disjoint from the underlying problem. 

However, to date no one has attempted to evaluate the efficiency of each of these 

algorithms in solving an NP-C problem for which only one solution exists.  This in 

itself is an interesting sub-problem worthy of study.  The rest of this chapter investigates 

the implementation of algorithms for these solution techniques and then compares them 

to determine which one is best suited to the jigsaw puzzle problem. 

Elimination of LP/IP 

Linear Programming/Integer Programming is a technique developed by applying the 

highly successful LP Operations Research method from variables with real domain sets 
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to problems with restricted integer domain sets.  By making the approximation that the 

variables are real-valued in the integer domain, and then rounding to the nearest integer 

value, you can solve the equations in polynomial time.  A further complication is the 

necessity to construct the constraints as a set of linear equations in the unknown 

variables. 

To demonstrate empirically how inappropriate this is for solving jigsaw puzzles, the IP 

formulation for a simple 3x3 jigsaw puzzle was generated and is reproduced in 

Appendix 2. This confirms the finding of others in similar situations such as generating 

solutions to crossword puzzles (Wilson, 1989). 

It was readily determined that there was no LP/IP implementation which could yield 

solutions to any real-sized jigsaw puzzle problem.  As a consequence the focus of 

research shifted to the remaining four techniques, which were reviewed in detail.  

Applying a Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) are a class of stochastic search algorithms based on 

biological evolution. The search strategy attempts to mimic natural selection by 

automating the concept of the “survival of the fittest” theory of natural evolution.  It is 

an optimization technique that models natural genetics by applying the rules of 

reproduction, general crossover and mutation to solution sets so the members of that set 

can pass beneficial and survival-enhancing traits to the new set (next generation). 

Evolutionary and Genetic Computing 

John Holland invented GA’s following on from the initial research by Fogel (1962).  

Holland fully developed his theory and published his work in book form Adaptation in 

Natural and Artificial Systems (Holland, 1975). 
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To appreciate the computational structures required for a GA implementation, it is first 

necessary to consider those aspects of the Natural System that are involved in the 

Artificial System. 

Elements of Natural Genetic Systems 

Biological systems consist of cells.  For organisms that can reproduce each cell has the 

same set of chromosomes.  Each chromosome is a DNA string that, it is generally 

accepted, serves as the template (or model) for each member of that species. 

The DNA itself is grouped together in blocks. These blocks are called genes, and each 

chromosome is comprised of a string of these genes.  In the genetic model, each gene is 

responsible for a particular trait of the organism, such as the colour of the eyes.  Each 

possible value for a gene is called an allele, for example the alleles for eye colour would 

include blue, green, brown and black. The position of genes within a chromosome is 

predetermined.  The position of a particular gene is called its locus. 

The entire set of unique chromosomes is termed a genome.  A genotype is a particular 

encoding of genes within a genome.  It is the genotype that accounts for the organism’s 

physical and mental characteristics (phenotype). 

Genetic diversity results from the process of reproduction.  Recombination is what 

occurs to produce genetic diversity. In recombination, sometimes called crossover, 

genes from parents are combined to form a new chromosome.  As some genetic material 

will most likely be lost from each of the parent’s contribution, the newly created 

chromosome will thus be mutated.  In genetic mutation the DNA has been modified just 

a bit and these modifications arise primarily from “bad” copying of the genes from the 

parent organisms. 
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The survival chances of the new organism determine the measure of its fitness to 

succeed and participate in the reproduction process in this next generation. 

Elements of Artificial Genetic Systems 

The aim is to implement the mechanisms and structures described from natural system 

into a general algorithm.  The purpose is to develop a population of potential solutions 

to an NP-C problem, and then to allow this population to evolve through many 

generations of reproduction and controlled mutation, to hopefully breed a set of very 

strong solutions. The fittest of these individuals then becomes the optimal solution to 

the problem at hand. 

More formally, in attempting to solve a combinatorial problem with a GA, we are 

seeking a solution that can be considered to be optimal (as measured against an 

objective function) compared to the rest. The processing of the GA uses existing 

solutions to generate other solutions as evolution (iteration) proceeds. 

The GA begins with a set of solutions (encoded as the chromosomes) and this set is 

termed the initial population.  Solutions from this population are taken as parents and 

allowed to breed and thus produce a new population to replace the initial.  The rationale, 

and analogy with the natural system, is that a successfully planned breeding program 

will form a more fit generation of solutions (individuals).  The breeding program 

usually implemented is to select mating subsets according to their fitness or survival 

rating. This is usually implemented as the probability to partake in reproduction is 

related to the fitness of an individual. 

As with breeding programs in natural systems, the size of the initial population has an 

important role in determining the efficiency of a GA.  Too few chromosomes result in 

the GA only sampling a small portion of the solution search space.  Too many 
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chromosomes and the “strong” features of the population are too diluted and thus 

convergence of the GA can be pathologically affected.  Although there have been many 

attempts to formalize the “right” population size, the choice is still very much a factor 

which must be tuned for each problem attempted. 

A basic form of a genetic algorithm is as follows: 

Generate random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for the problem) 

Until the end condition is satisfied Repeat


Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population 


Until the new population is complete Repeat


Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness  


With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form new offspring 

(children)


With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each position in 

chromosome. 


Place new offspring in the new population 


Return the best chromosome in current population 


The crossover and mutation operations are important factors in the performance of a 

GA. These operations operate directly on chromosomes. 

Chromosomes 

The essence of a GA is the encoding of an arbitrary solution into a chromosome.  This is 

normally done via the coding of a binary string.  In this representation, chromosomes 

would then look something like the following: 

Chromosome 1 [10101011] 

Chromosome 2 [11111001] 
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Each bit can then represent some characteristic of the solution. There are, obviously, 

many other ways of encoding although it is generally accepted practice to derive an 

encoding scheme based upon the problem being solved.  For instance, a lot of 

combinatorial problems directly encode permutations of possible values of the variable 

domain. 

Crossover 

The crossover operation involves selecting genes from the parent chromosomes to 

create the offspring.  The usual way this is implemented is to randomly choose a so-

called crossover point in the chromosome, concatenate all bits from one parent prior to 

and up to this point to all bits after this point in the other parent to the new chromosome.  

The bits left behind can also be combined to create a second offspring, literally the 

chromosomal complement of the first, from the same parents. 

Crossover can be illustrated as follows (plus sign marks the crossover point): 

Chromosome 1 [101+01011] 

Chromosome 2 [111+11001] 

Offspring 1 [10111001] 

Offspring 2 [11101011] 

Crossover can be made more complex by using, for instance, more crossover points per 

chromosome.  Some problems often result in complicated crossover operators that 

depend on the encoding used. Targeted crossover for specific problems has certainly 

been noted to dramatically improve the performance and convergence of GA’s towards 

optimality. 

The crossover probability, which determines how often the crossover operation is 

performed, determines how different the offspring are from the parents.  For example, if 
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there is no crossover, then all offspring are most likely to be exact clones of the parents.  

If the crossover probability is 100%, then all offspring are certain to be different from 

their parents. 

The purpose of crossover is to allow the strengthening of the fitness level of individuals 

via the mating process.  If strong parts of one solution are mixed with strong parts of 

another good solution, then it is hoped the offspring will be more strong then either of 

the parents. If the mix is not so good, then the offspring provides the diversity in the 

next population to overcome the possibility of inbreeding. 

Mutation 

As noted above, it is possible to choose a crossover probability of 0%.  In this situation, 

convergence is reached instantaneously. To avoid this situation and encourage 

exploration the equivalent of a natural mutation operator is introduced.  Mutation is 

designed to ensure that solutions do not converge into local minima.  The mutation 

operator randomly changes randomly selected offspring after crossover.  In the binary 

encoding example, the mutation would “flip” bits at random or in pairs – “switching” 

bits. 

Mutation operators can be viewed as follows: 

Original Offspring 1 [10111001] 

Original Offspring 2 [11101011] 

Mutated Offspring 1 [11011101] 

Mutated Offspring 2 [11101000] 

As with crossover, the implementation of a mutation operator is on the encoding of the 

chromosomes.  Mutation probability determines the rate at which each gene of each 

population member will be operated on.  A 100% mutation probability implies the entire 
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population may be changed.  The chromosomes are selected randomly from the 

population for crossover and mutation.  The same mutation operator is applied to all 

chromosomes selected. 

Survival of the Fitness 

In analogy with Darwin’s theory of evolution, only the strongest individuals from a 

generation are allowed to participate in the mating process.  Binary competition (more 

commonly termed tournament selection) is conducted by randomly selecting 2 

individuals and choosing the fittest one to provide for a greater genetic diversity in the 

next generation. There are other techniques as well (such as Roulette Wheel and Rank 

Selections) and the choice is again often problem-specific. 

Benefits of Genetic Algorithm’s 

The representation of an NP-C problem as a GA is a very problem-specific task.  Unlike 

LP/IP (where an almost “exact” mathematical formulation can be ascribed) the 

encoding scheme, which represents the template for the solution, must be determined 

and this allows a significant amount of fine tuning by the researcher.  For instance, the 

standard implementation of a GA, as described above, had the tendency to converge 

into solutions violating all the basic constraints of the benchmark problem chosen. 

Buckles and Petry,(1992) described the features of GA’s that differentiate them from 

other optimization search techniques.  For instance, a GA will balance the usefulness of 

exploring new values in the search space against the loss of information when the 

weakest solutions are discarded. It has also been argued that there is an implicit 

parallelism in a GA which performs an extensive search of the higher planes of the 

solution space by interpolation rather than the direct testing of all values in the hyper 

plane. By operating on a combination of several solutions simultaneously, this 
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technique is less susceptible to the issue of local maxima, which can be hard to 

overcome with other solution techniques. 

Overall, and in theory at least, the ability of a GA to work directly with the parameter 

set weighted by evaluation of the objective function is what makes it a powerful 

optimization tool.  The current work, however, is the first time they have been applied 

to solution-sparse search spaces which does not provide diversity of potential solutions 

that other problems, such as the timetable and roster generation problems, have 

available. 

A Jigsaw Puzzle Genetic Algorithm 

In a GA for the jigsaw puzzle problem we encode each gene to hold information about 

one piece and its position in the puzzle grid.  The chromosome contains as many genes 

as there are slots in the selected grid. 

For example a 2x2 grid may be represented by the following structure  

[ |puzzle piece| |puzzle piece| |puzzle piece| |puzzle piece| ] 

where position of each gene (puzzle piece) within the chromosome determines its 

position on the grid, for example: 

[(1,1) (1,2) (2,1) (2,2)] 

A population holds a pre-determined number of chromosomes.  During the generation 

of an initial population, all chromosomes are tested to ensure that they contain a 

complete set of puzzle pieces, and all instances of repeated elements are rejected.  Two 

of the fittest chromosomes are selected from the initial population and included in the 

mating subset that is supplemented by other chromosomes selected in the process of 

binary competition.  Then next generation is created from the mating subset.  The one
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point crossover procedure creates children by selecting a string of genes from the father 

chromosome and complementing them with all missing pieces found in the mother 

gene. During this process, the mother genes will change their original position to fit 

inside the new chromosome.  The frequency of crossing over the genes is determined by 

the crossover ratio.  Mutation procedure changes the nature and position of the genes in 

a chromosome.  This process is controlled by the ratios of gene changing and swapping.  

The gene change simply rotates the puzzle piece described by the selected gene.  The 

swapping procedure exchanges the position of two genes in the selected chromosome.   

Implementation of the Genetic Algorithm 

The algorithm was implemented as follows: 

Generate the initial random generation ensuring that each puzzle piece is used only 
once 

Until a valid solution is found Repeat 

Find two fittest individuals in the current population 

If a valid solution is found Then 

stop 

Else 

If there is no improvement to the fitness of the population in a given number of 
generations Then stop and start from generating the initial random 
generation


Add two of the fittest chromosomes as parents to the mating subset 


Until  the desired size of the mating subset is reached Repeat


Add chromosomes selected in binary competition 

Until the desired population size is reached Repeat 

Select randomly parent 1 and parent 2 from the mating subset ensuring that 
P1<>P2 

If random < CrossoverRatio Then 
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Select a crossing point in the Father chromosome at random 

Select the length of the gene string at random 

Copy the Father genes to the offspring 

Complement the offspring with genes from the Mother to avoid creation of a 
sterile chromosome 

Else 

Randomly select parent and create exact copy 


If random<GeneChangeRatio Then


Gene is changed by rotation of the puzzle piece it represents


If random<GeneSwapRatio Then 


Position of two genes in the chromosome is swapped 


Add the offspring to the population 


The crossover and mutation process was designed to ensure only one instance of each 

puzzle piece.  After a new generation was created from the mating subset the process of 

selecting parents was repeated. The generation procedure repeated the steps of mating 

subset selection and new population generation until a valid (fit) solution was generated.  

A diversification trigger was implemented to monitor the improvement of the best 

chromosome fitness in subsequent generations.  If no change was detected for a set 

number of cycles, the current genetic pool was replaced by the same procedure used to 

generate the initial population. 

All generic data structures for the puzzle problem (shared between all algorithms) were 

incorporated and a set of specific records for the GA algorithm was created.  Except for 

the shared constants and functions that define the problem and evaluate the cost of a 

solution, a set of algorithm specific parameters was introduced to fine tune the 

performance. 
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After extensive performance testing it was determined that the optimal population size 

for the test jigsaw puzzles was 600 individuals. Crossover rate was set to 75% and gene 

mutation to 50% (for both swapping and rotation factors).  It was also found that the 

mating subset containing only two of the fittest chromosomes provides similar 

performance than a more diversified group complemented by binary competition.  Gene 

pool replacement is triggered if there is no fitness improvement detected in 18 

consecutive populations. 

The following improvements and changes had to be made in order to generate a valid 

solution: 

1.	 Chromosome (solution) was recognized as sterile and unable to reproduce if a 
piece of puzzle was used more than once.   

2.	 Instead of removing invalid chromosomes, the mutation and crossover functions 
were rewritten to disallow sterile chromosomes. 

3.	 The mutation procedure rotates pieces and swaps the positions of two pieces 
selected according to the probability criteria set in the algorithm. 

4.	 The crossover procedure, if triggered, selects x genes from the father 
chromosome and then completes the child chromosome with genes found in the 
mother chromosome that were not present in the initial creation of the child 
chromosome 

5.	 Random populations are generated to contain only non sterile chromosomes 

6.	 A diversification trigger was implemented to replace the entire gene pool if no 
improvement to the fitness of the strongest chromosome was detected in a 
specified number of consecutive populations 

7.	 The mating subset consisted of the two fittest chromosomes in the population 
complemented with a number of other chromosomes selected by binary 
competition  

8.	 A new population is created from the mating subset by selection of parents that 
prevents the same chromosome from being the mother and father 
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As mentioned above, evolving positions of each piece in the solution grid was not time 

effective and thus the crossover and mutation procedures only modify the ”piece” 

variable of the gene record.  This implementation ensures that each gene represents a 

valid position in the puzzle grid for the given dimensions, greatly reducing the time 

required to find a valid solution.   

To further improve the performance, all chromosome operators are designed to prevent 

creation of a sterile offspring. Convergence was assured by excluding sterile 

chromosomes that represents a solution where the same puzzle piece is used more than 

once. The generation process starts with initial population that is generated to contain 

only non-sterile (capable of reproduction) chromosomes by the following procedure: 

Until the desired population size is reached Repeat 

Until the chromosome is complete Repeat 

Until unused puzzle piece for this chromosome is found Repeat 

Randomly select a puzzle piece in random orientation 

Search through the smartpop within the given range 

Update the smartpop (array [1..ngenes] of integer)


Add the selected puzzle piece to the chromosome 


Add the chromosome to the population 


This structured approach was much more effective than non-guided random 

chromosome generation followed by verification.   

All generic data structures for the puzzle problem (shared between all algorithms) have 

been incorporated and a set of specific records for the SA algorithm was created.   
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A generic fitness function was used to assess the fitness of a chromosome in order to 

ensure the same performance of the solution evaluation across all implementations (see 

the section on the Edge-Fitting Function). 

Genetic Algorithm Results 

Given the nature of the model puzzles chosen in the previous chapter, a demonstration 

of the correctness of the implementation is its ability to correctly generate a valid 

solution. The following diagram (figure 7) shows this. 

Figure 7 The output of the GA for the test jigsaw problems 

In addition to this, there are many possible values of the parameters.  It took a 

significant amount of time to sift through many combinations of these parameters to 

even get the GA implementation to produce solutions in a time period that could be 

compared against other techniques.  It is doubtful that anything but an exhaustive (and 

over-long) complete enumeration of possible parameters combinations would yield a 
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faster rate of convergence.  Certainly such an undertaking would not yield any further 

solutions. 

The fact that the current implementation was able to find all solutions for all cases 

tested, further supports the assertion that the algorithm has been successfully and 

correctly implemented. 

Given that the algorithm is correctly generating solutions, we now look at how efficient 

the implementation is in generating solutions. As shown in Figure 8 below, we have the 

typical behaviour when solving NP-C instances when plotted as a function of problem 

size. 
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Figure 8 The performance of the GA, for fixed values of the parameters, as puzzle 
complexity (number of pieces to be fit) increases 

Overall, however, the genetic algorithm does not appear to be efficiently generating 

solutions when compared to the work of Yao and Shao (2003).  In particular, it is noted 
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that Yao and Shao generate solutions to a typically 24 piece puzzle in around 30 

seconds. The GA is significantly slower than this and is thus not a viable technique. 

This result highlights the reality that it is not necessarily sufficient for a solution 

technique to come up with the correct answer.  Nevertheless, the developed GA 

implementation contains many problem-specific modifications that significantly 

improve its efficiency in solving the jigsaw puzzle problem.  The research presented in 

this section may be of value when considering any application of GA to problems with 

solution-sparse search spaces. 

Use of a Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a solution generation technique that was developed to help 

solve large combinatorial problems.  It is based on probabilistic methods that avoid 

being stuck at a local (non-global) maximum.  It has been demonstrated to be a 

powerful method for large-scale combinatorial optimization and it can therefore be 

hypothesised that it would be useful in the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem. 

Simulated annealing mimics on a computer the natural process by which crystal lattices 

of glass or metals relax when heated.  The molecules or atoms of the hot glass or metal 

are free to move about (due to thermal agitation).  The temperature is an average of the 

thermal energy in each molecule of the object.  If the temperature drops quickly, these 

molecules often solidify into unpredictable or amorphous structure.  However, if the 

temperature drops slowly, they form a highly ordered crystal structure.  The molecules 

of the crystal have solidified into a minimal energy state. 
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Physical and Simulated Annealing 

The foundation for the Simulated Annealing technique was laid in the 1950s 

(Metropolis et al, 1953).  There were few advancements to this technique until 

Kirkpatrick (1982) applied it to optimization problems.  An automated analogy of the 

physical process of annealing was used to construct feasible solutions to optimization 

problems and converge to an optimal solution. 

Thermodynamics states that as the temperature T increases, the probability of an 

increase in energy of magnitude δΕ is given by 

P(δΕ) = exp(-δΕ /kT) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant.   

The Metropolis algorithm then calculates the new energy of the system.  If the energy 

has decreased, then the system moves to this new, more stable state.  If the energy has 

increased, then the new state is moved based on a probability calculated from the above 

energy formula. This “rearranging” of the energy state is carried out iteratively 

according to some predetermined rule at each temperature.  After these iterations, the 

temperature of the system is then lowered.  That is, the system is allowed to cool.  This 

is repeated until the system “freezes” into its final equilibrium state.  That is, any further 

decrease in temperature does not result in any state changes. 

This probability equation is imported directly into simulated annealing.  In many 

practical applications the physical Boltzmann constant is dropped and probability of 

accepting a more energetic state (the cooling process) is expressed more generally as 

P = exp(-c/t) > r 

where c is the change in the objective, or cost, function, t is the current 
temperature and r is a random number in the interval [0,1]. 
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Thus the probability of a solution being made “worse” is a function of both the system 

temperature and the change in the cost function.  As the temperature of the system 

decreases the likelihood of moving to a worse state is lowered.  This is a direct analogy 

of atoms in a liquid gradually moving to their solid state as the temperature of the liquid 

state is lowered in physical annealing. 

Algorithm 

A SA optimization begins with a single initial solution to the problem.  The temperature 

of the system is set at a high initial value.  This solution is labelled as the optimal 

solution found so far. The solution being operated on at any point in time is called the 

Current or Active solution. 

The Current solution is iterated upon for a set maximum number of modifications.  The 

current temperature is then checked.  If it is equal to the final temperature, the 

simulation terminates and the output is taken to be the Current and Best solution found 

during the simulation. If the current temperature is higher than the final temperature, 

then the temperature is reduced according to a cooling schedule. 

At each temperature, the solution is modified to create a new solution.  The energy of 

the new state is compared to the Best solution and the Best solution record updated if 

necessary. Regardless of whether the Best solution is updated or not, the new solution 

becomes the Current solution for use in the next iteration. 

Expressed in point form this algorithm is as follows: 

Set the independent variables to their expected values – this is used as the initial 
centring point for the atoms 

Increase the temperature to a relatively high number to ensure all atoms have been 
thermally agitated 
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Until a set number of reducing temperatures or convergence is reached Repeat 

For step=1 to n Repeat


Perturb the set of independent variables to allow them to migrate 


Calculate the result of the objective function 


If the new result if more optimal (lower value) Then


Save the result 


If an improvement has been made after the n iterations Then


Set the centre point to be the best point found 


Reduce the temperature by a predefined amount 


A particular phase of the search normally continues at a certain temperature until some 

sort of equilibrium is reached.  This might be after a certain number of iterations or it 

could be until there has been no change in state for a certain number of iterations. 

This algorithm assumes that the annealing process will continue until a set number of 

reductions in temperature or convergence is reached.  Some implementations keep 

decreasing the temperature until some other condition is met (for example, no change in 

the best state for a certain period of time). 

The Cooling Schedule 

The cooling schedule of a SA simulation is comprised of four parameters: 

1. Starting Temperature 

2. Final Temperature 

3. Cooling Rate 

4. Iterations 

Starting Temperature 
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The initial temperature must be high enough to allow a high probability of a transition 

to almost any energetically forbidden state.  The consequence of not choosing a high 

enough temperature is the trap of falling into a local minimum and the final solution 

generated may be little different from the initial state.  The consequences of choosing 

too high initial temperature is that the search degenerates into a random walk during the 

early stages and much computation time needlessly expended.  This is also undesirable 

in those circumstances where the initial state is not randomly chosen but set to some 

seeded, presumably good, solution.  The effect of too high an initial temperature is that 

the search will go for a random walk in at least the early stages of solution generation.  

Only when the temperature has cooled sufficiently will the simulation of the annealing 

algorithm begin. 

Consequently it is important to determine an appropriate initial temperature.  However, 

no one has reported in the literature to date a general technique for specifying a suitable 

starting temperature for the general problem set.  There only exist guidelines and 

heuristics for estimating an appropriate initial temperature. 

The often used technique (Rayward-Smith, 1996) is to start with a very high initial 

temperature and cool rapidly.  Note the temperature at which approximately ⅔rds of 

worst solutions are being accepted.  Now restart the annealing simulation with this as 

the initial temperature and using the desired cooling schedule. 

The other commonly used technique (Dowsland, 1995) involves essentially the inverse 

of this procedure.  Start rapidly heating the system until a certain percentage of worse 

solutions are being accepted.  Use this as the initial temperature for the real simulation.  

The appeal of this technique is that it more closely resembles how the physical 

annealing process works. That is, to convert a rough crystal lattice into one with a 

lower energy state, it is necessary to first heat it up until it has totally melted. 
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Final Temperature 

Even with the physical annealing process, it is unusual to continue decreasing the 

temperature to absolute zero.  The same applies with an algorithm, as it can make the 

implementation run excessively long.  This is especially so when a geometric cooling 

schedule is employed. The reason for this is the as the temperature approaches zero, the 

chances of accepting a worse move are almost the same as the temperature being zero 

and thus there would be no diversification in the new solution. 

Consequently, a suitable final temperature needs to be determined.  Normally the 

stopping criterion is when either the system is “static” (that is, frozen) at the current 

temperature or when a problem-specific low temperature is reached. 

Cooling Rate 

As the temperature must be lowered according to a certain rate of cooling, an 

appropriate decrement in temperature has to be determined.  This decrement, however, 

is well known to be critical to the success of an SA implementation.  In principle there 

should be enough iterations at each temperature so that the system reaches a fixed 

temperature equilibrium.  The theory, however, also dictates that the number of 

iterations to achieve this goal may be exponential in the problem size.  (That is, an NP

C problem within the NP-C problem!)  This is an insoluble issue.  In all practical 

implementations a balance is struck between a large number of iterations over just a few 

temperature levels in the cooling schedule, and a small number of iterations carried out 

within a very large number of temperature levels between initial and final states. 

Furthermore, it is also known that the decrement itself can be changed.  If it is 

unchanged, then a linear decrement method has been adopted.  The alternative is the 

geometric decrement where the temperature is reduced according to the formula as 

follows: 
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tn+1 = αtn 

where t is the temperature and n is the iteration. 

Empirical evidence suggests that α should be in the interval [0.8,0.99] where better 

results are found in the higher range (representing a slower rate of cooling).  This must 

be balanced, naturally, with the increase in time to decrease the temperature to 

equilibrium. 

Iterations 

The algorithm now needs a method to determine the number of iterations to be 

performed at each temperature during the cooling process.  The usual approach is to 

perform the same number of iterations at each step.  However, another method (Lundy, 

1986) is to perform only a single iteration at each temperature but to balance this with a 

very slow cooling rate. This is normally expressed by the following formula: 

t = t/(1 + βt) 

where β is a suitably small. 

More recently a new method has been devised which dynamically adjusts the number of 

iterations as the algorithm progresses to convergence.  Such an adaptive scheme 

normally increases the number of iterations automatically at lower temperatures so that 

local minima are fully explored. 

A Jigsaw Puzzle Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

Using simulated annealing it has been proven that it is possible to converge to the best 

solution. The main benefit of this algorithm is that a good solution can be found in a 

"reasonable" amount of time.  Since the algorithm makes very few assumptions 

regarding the objective function, it is quite robust. 
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The simulated annealing algorithm was used to solve the puzzle with few modifications 

to the original concept. During this simulation, puzzle pieces were treated as atoms and 

both the position in the grid and piece orientation were modified. 

A linear cooling schedule was selected to reduce the temperature and an additional limit 

of successful rearrangements that triggers the temperature reduction was introduced to 

further control the efficiency of the cooling process. 

The formula used for setting the initial temperature was derived from the results of 

many tests.  It was also noticed that using a greater cooling factor combined with 

multiple annealing cycles improved the performance.   

Implementation of the Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

The simulation process is implemented as follows: 

Generate the initial random solution ensuring that each puzzle piece is used only 
once 

Set the starting temperature to the cost of the current solution divided by the number 
of elements in the jigsaw puzzle 

Until a valid solution is found or limit of temperature reductions exceeded Repeat 

If number of trials at this temperature level is not exceeded and there are less 
than expected number of improvements Then 

Rotate and relocate two elements (atoms) 

Calculate the cost of changes 

If the current solution was improved or the aspiration criteria satisfied Then 

Accept it as the new best solution 


If a better solution was generated (system is not frozen) Then


Reduce the temperature by a specified factor 
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A set of algorithm specific parameters was introduced to fine tune the performance.  

Those parameters are as follows: 

• Afactor – annealing temperature reduction factor 

• Ntemps – number of temperature reduction steps 

• Nlimit – limit of trials at each temperature  

• Glimit – number of successful trials triggering the temperature reduction 

Compared to the complexity of other algorithms, SA was relatively easy to implement 

and fine tune. Discovering the most efficient parameters took significantly less time 

than making necessary adjustments to the GA.   

The initial temperature is calculated by dividing the cost of a randomly generated initial 

solution by the number of elements in the jigsaw puzzle. A linear cooling schedule was 

adopted and a reduction to the temperature by a factor of 0.75 in 20 steps was 

heuristically determined as optimal for this problem.  The number of trials for each 

temperature was set to 1,400.  The large number of successful relocations at any given 

temperature shows that the system is still very unstable.  To improve the performance, 

the next temperature level was forced if more than 800 successful relocations were 

detected. 

The aspiration formula used for the annealing function is random<exp(delta/temp) 

where random represents a random value between 0 and 1, delta is the change of cost 

for the new solution and temp is the current temperature. 

Random movement of the atoms is implemented as follows: 

•	 If random<0.5 Then rotate randomly selected puzzle piece into one of the four 
possible positions chosen at random 

•	 If random<0.5 Then swap two randomly selected puzzle pieces 
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It was discovered that few cycles with quicker cooling are much more effective than one 

cycle with very slow cooling.  The Metropolis condition was used to allow for accepting 

slightly damaging changes to the current solution.  In summary, a lot of small sets of 

iterations and multiple cycles instead of a large number of iterations with only one cycle 

resulted in a quicker convergence of the system.  To further improve the performance 

the same solution can be subjected to more than one cycle. 

All generic data structures for the puzzle problem (shared between all algorithms) have 

been incorporated. A generic fitness function was used to assess the solution in order to 

ensure the same performance of the evaluation process across all implementations (see 

chapter 2, Edge-Fitting Function). The SA implementation proved to be much quicker 

in finding solutions than the genetic algorithm.   

Simulated Annealing Results 

Once again the primary test of the implementation was its ability to generate solutions 

to all of the test jigsaw puzzles (see figure 9).  Each individual functional component of 

the model, e.g., cooling rate, was tested separately and typically verified by outputting 

values to a text file which were then loaded into an Excel spreadsheet and compared to 

formulae embedded in cells. 
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Figure 9 The output of the SA for the test jigsaw problems 

It is noted that the final implementation yielded convergence to solutions at a much 

faster rate than the GA.  All the test puzzles solved by the SA implementation 

consistently showed much faster re-assembly times than when solved using GA 

implementation. 

A major advantage of the SA implementation was the tuning of the static parameters. 

With the GA, the optimal results can be obtained by “tuning” parameters for all puzzle 

geometries it was applied to.  In contrast to this, once the parameters for the SA 

implementation had been tuned for just one jigsaw puzzle, then these values remained 

constant for all puzzle geometries tested.  Thus the SA implementation can be setup just 

the once whereas the GA required hand-tuning for all puzzles attempted. 

The time taken to generate a valid solution for test puzzles using a simulated annealing 

implementation, with statically tuned parameters, is shown below (figure 10).  As with 
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the GA we note the characteristic shape (a plot of N! versus N) of the time taken against 

puzzle complexity (size). 
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Figure 10 Performance of the simulated annealing algorithm 

It is interesting to see that the SA implementation is an order of magnitude faster than 

GA. Finally, the ease with which the SA can be setup and let to run on any puzzle 

complexity makes it a superior algorithm for use in solving the jigsaw construction 

problem over genetic algorithm. 

The advantage of SA over GA is not necessarily apparent by analogy (annealing and 

natural selection), however when both algorithms are applied to the jigsaw puzzle re

construction problem it is apparent that the SA is far more suited to this task than GA.  

The SA was fully 32 times faster in solving the 4x5 puzzle than the GA.  More 

particularly, SA provides a far more robust solution path without the need for continual 

adjustment of the running parameters. 
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Implementing a Tabu Search Meta-Heuristic 

Tabu search (TS) is a strategy technique for guiding known heuristics to overcome the 

well-known local optimality problem that plagues NP-C solution generation techniques.  

Tabu search is basically a meta-strategy, and has been reported in the literature during 

the last few years as providing approaches for a number of problems that have 

successfully generated solutions. 

This section explains the general tabu search philosophy and then embeds this into an 

algorithm to generate solutions to the jigsaw puzzle problem.  The implementation to 

the problem is then described and results analysed. 

Guided Search and Tabu Strategies 

Early work on TS began in the 1960’s. The technique was partially based on an attempt 

to formalize the random element of human behaviour that operates to produce 

inconsistent behaviour despite the same set of initial conditions.  However, the work 

that formally defined and cast TS in its present framework is normally ascribed to the 

two-part work of Glover (1989,1990), the seminal work being the first of these two 

publications. Early applications of TS that have also influenced the development of TS 

included work on the quadratic assignment problem (Skorin-Kapov, 1990) and the so-

called magic tabu list size of seven discovered with the job-shop scheduling problem 

(Widmer and Hertz, 1989).  A clear exposition of TS can be found in Glover’s second 

paper (1990) and also in Domschke, Forst and Voβ (1992). 

The basic strength of TS is its ability to not get caught in local optimal traps.  Most 

solution techniques require a neighbourhood that contains other solutions reachable 

within a single iteration.  A transition from a solution to another one in its 

neighbourhood is referred to as a move.  A starting point for tabu search is to note that 
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such a move may be described by a set of one or more attributes and these attributes can 

become the foundation for creating an attribute based memory.  To prevent the search 

from getting caught running around the same solutions the attribute based memory of 

Tabu search is structured at its first level to provide a short-term memory function.  This 

list is maintained dynamically and represents the trajectory of generated solutions.  A 

so-called tabu list may be introduced based on certain restrictions related to the 

attributes complementary to the running list.  These attributes will be forbidden from 

being embodied in at least one subsequent iteration because their inclusion might lead 

back to a previously visited solution. Thus the tabu list restricts the search to a subset of 

admissible moves.  The goal is to permit ‘good’ moves in each iteration without 

revisiting solutions already encountered.  That is, TS drives the solution generation 

search engine to always be exploring new regions of the search space at all times. 

Algorithm 

The transition from a feasible solution to a transformed feasible solution is referred to as 

a move.  In TS it is noted that such a move may be described by a set of attributes and 

that these attributes can be used as the foundation for creating an attribute based 

memory model.  The aim here is to enable smart searching by restricting moves that will 

lead to solution search space that has already been visited.  That is, most recently visited 

regions of the search space cannot be immediately revisited.  This strategy prevents the 

tabu search from getting trapped in local minima and thus allows the search to proceed 

beyond that minimum. 

A basic form of a tabu search algorithm is as follows: 

Given a feasible solution x* with objective function value z*, let x := x* with z(x) = 
z* 
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Until a valid solution is found Repeat 

Choose a move that transforms x into x' with objective function value z(x') with the 
best performance among the non-tabu moves and the moves satisfying the 
aspiration criteria 

Perform tabu list management: compute moves(or attributes) to be set tabu, i.e., 
update the tabu listCalculate the cost of changes 

Perform exchanges: x := x', z(x) = z(x'); if  z(x) < z*  then z* := z(x), x* := x 

Management of the tabu list is the crucial aspect of this algorithm.  As discussed in the 

literature, there are many ways to implement this management.  The core of these 

methods generally involves maintaining the different attributes in a recency based list.  

The coordination of these elements, normally based on the notion of move frequency, is 

made to vary as information is shifted from short-term memory storage into the longer 

term “moving average” components.  This integration provides an opportunity to 

balance the intensification and diversification strategies that are in competition with 

each other. 

Recency 

This list of historically stored moves is not normally allowed to grow indefinitely.  To 

do so would eventually lead to too many constraints that would restrict movement in the 

search space.  The purpose of a Recency Function is to cap the size of the list in a 

meaningful way.  The name comes from a list of states visited by the system, some 

being discarded and some being kept. 

The most common approach to formalizing this function is to simply keep the length of 

the list static and use a FIFO (First In First Out) procedure to maintain the attributes in 

the list. The most used alternative is to dynamically maintain the list length at runtime 

dependant upon a set of problem-specific conditions.  Typically the length of the list is 
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kept small when states are not being repeated very often (thus nothing is lost by 

dropping states relatively quickly from the list) but to increase the length of the list as 

soon as states start to be revisited. The longer the length of the list, the more likely the 

search is forced into regions of the solution phase space. 

Aspiration 

There exist minor perturbations on moves that may, or do, lead to potentially better 

solutions being generated, but the moves required are tabu.  To reject such moves would 

be undesirable. 

To avoid such a situation an aspiration level is defined.  If the set aspiration level is 

greater than a set rate, we will still accept a tabu move. This can be illustrated with an 

example related to the jigsaw puzzle problem. 

We could place any move affecting a puzzle piece that has just taken part in 

construction on a tabu list. But if the next move affects one of these puzzle pieces and it 

leads to the best solution we have seen so far, we might decide to accept the move 

anyway. In this situation the aspiration function is simply a matter of comparing the 

value of the next state, and seeing if it is better than any other move we may have 

available to us at this point.  If it is, and it is on the tabu list, then we still accept that 

move. 

The aspiration is supplemented with a random factor to ensure that some tabu moves 

that may fail to improve the solution are nonetheless still accepted.  In the long run this 

helps to keep a diversity of states available to the system as opposed to choking the size 

of the search space too soon. 
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A Jigsaw Puzzle Tabu Search Algorithm 

The initial idea was to search for two pieces that when repositioned or rotated improved 

the quality of a solution. This approach performed inadequately as it showed a 

tendency to lock itself in a local optimum.  This behaviour can be illustrated by the 

following layout of the puzzle pieces: 

Figure 11 Sample arrangement of puzzle pieces in a local optimum 

Repositioning of any two elements in this arrangement will increase the cost of the 

current solution, and even if the worst solution would be accepted, the next step will 

also increase the cost.  To overcome this local minimum all elements on both sides of 

the red line must be repositioned.  After experimenting with different approaches, 

repositioning of columns and rows proved to be the most effective.   

A dynamic tabu list was implemented to store the details about repositioned columns 

and rows that failed to provide expected solution improvement.  To try keeping the 

solution space as small as possible, it is also advisable to keep the neighbourhood as 

small as possible.  This allows for a more efficient search but, it also cuts down the 

possibility of any dramatic improvements.  To overcome this problem an aspiration 

range was introduced to permit a banned move and accept some decrease in the current 

score by accepting solutions with a higher cost. 
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To further improve the performance, a deterministic optimization technique was used to 

verify if the current position of elements represents a valid solution.  The optimization 

process iterates all unique combinations of two pieces from the puzzle board, attempting 

to improve the solution by rotating and swapping the position of puzzle pieces.   

TS formulation doesn’t give information on how to conduct the search.  The main 

advantage of this technique is its ability to guide the search process.  In the jigsaw 

puzzle problem this guidance proved to be more effective when using relatively small 

tabu lists. 

Implementation of the Tabu Search Algorithm 

The algorithm implementation is as follows: 

Create tabu list 

Generate the initial solution making sure that each puzzle piece is only used once 

Until a valid solution is found Repeat 

Select randomly two rows or two columns to be swapped 

If the selected combination is not in the tabu list or the aspiration criteria are 
satisfied Then 


Exchange the selected row or column 


Perform optimization and evaluate the current solution 


If solution improvement < blacklist value Then


Add the last move to the tabu list 

If the solution didn’t improve and the aspiration criteria are not satisfied Then 

Revert to the previous solution 

If solution has failed to improve within the specified number of iterations Then 

Trigger the diversification and clear the tabu list 
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The number determining all unique combinations of columns and rows can be 

calculated using the following formula: 

maxx*(maxx-1)+maxy*(maxy-1)  

where maxx and maxy determine the size of a puzzle board.   

Since exchanging the positions of two rows or columns brings the same results 

regardless of the order used, we can half this value to obtain a tabu list size capable of 

storing all possible combinations. 

The algorithm specific parameters are as follows: 

•	 Aspiration – aspiration factor controlling diversification 

•	 Blacklist – moves that produce score increment less than this number are added 

to the tabu list 

The aspiration factor of 20% proved to be optimal for all tested puzzle sizes.  

Maintaining a fixed size FIFO tabu list made it possible to store all moves that didn’t 

improve the solution therefore the Blacklist parameter was set to zero.  The 

diversification was triggered when the counter of unsuccessful iterations exceeded the 

number of possible unique combinations of rows and columns in the jigsaw grid.   

The tabu list was implemented to store the history of the repositioning moves (row and 

column numbers) using appropriate data structures to maximize the performance.  A 

number of different procedures were developed to maintain the tabu list: 

•	 Create tabu list with size s 

•	 Clear the tabu list 

•	 Insert record into the tabu list; if the list is at its maximum capacity the first 

element will be replaced (FIFO) 

•	 Search for specified values 
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The optimization function used to verify if the current solution can be improved 

complements the search described above.  The following implementation was 

developed to perform this task: 

For all unique combination of two puzzle pieces Repeat 

Try every possible rotation state of those pieces and memorize the best solution 

Swap the position of the selected pieces 

Try every possible rotation state of those pieces and memorize the best solution 

Return the best combination 

All generic data structures for the puzzle problem (shared between all algorithms) have 

been incorporated. A generic fitness function was used to asses the solution in order to 

ensure the same performance of the evaluation process across all implementations (see 

chapter 2, Edge-Fitting Function). 

Tabu Search Results 

The primary test used for the previous implementations was applied here and indeed the 

current implementation was able to generate solutions to all test jigsaw puzzles.  

Although the same set of values for all running parameters could generate solutions for 

all puzzle sizes tested, the size of the tabu list was coded dynamically, as described in 

the implementation section above.  This was in accordance to the property of TS that as 

complexity increases, the size of the Tabu list must also increase. 
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Figure 12 The output of the TS for the test jigsaw problems 

The time taken to generate a valid solution for different puzzle types is shown in figure 

13. Again the behaviour of NP-C solution generators is displayed. 
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Figure 13 Performance of the tabu search algorithm 
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Perhaps the most notable point here is that the Tabu Search implementation is 

consistently better than the Simulated Annealing approach.  Tabu Search was 

approximately 3 times faster in generating solution for the 4x5 puzzle than time 

required to solve this puzzle by Simulated Annealing as opposed to the 32 fold 

improvement noted in the previous section. 

Constraint Satisfaction Programming 

The idea of constraint programming is to solve problems by stating conditions and 

properties which must be satisfied by the solution, and incorporating this directly into 

solution methods as usable information.  The process of generating a solution to a 

problem which satisfies all specified constraints is called constraint satisfaction.  

Complex combinatorial problems require methods of high efficiency, therefore CSP 

algorithms have become more sophisticated in their attempts to minimise the search 

effort. 

Unlike the previous techniques, CSP’s are a class of deterministic search algorithms that 

combine sophisticated tree searches with consistency enforcing at each search node.  As 

the search progresses, variable assignments are made and parts of the problem are 

solved. Those less complex sub-problems are examined to enforce consistency and if 

determined to be insoluble, the algorithm will try a different path towards a solution.  

CSP is not an optimization technique and thus the entire search space may need to be 

traversed before the optimal solution for a particular problem is found. 

The rationale for choosing to solve a jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem using CSP as 

opposed to any other artificial intelligence (AI) technique is two-fold.  Firstly, the 

representation of an optimization problem as a CSP more naturally resembles the given 
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problem.  The variables in CSP directly correspond to the entities in the original 

problem.  The constraints that must be imposed can be expressed in a more natural way 

than having, for instance, to be transformed into linear inequalities (see Appendix 1 for 

the example of expressing a simple 3x3 puzzle as a set of linear equations in LP/IP).  

Thus the formulation of the problem simplifies the solution and makes it easier to 

interpret. It also enables the application of the heuristics more clearly.  Secondly, even 

though there is the aforementioned simplicity in the design of a CSP, these algorithms 

are consistently generating valid solutions more quickly than any other technique, 

including LP/IP. 

Constraint Based Algorithms 

Research into CSP began in the 1960’s with the roots of AI and Computer Graphics.  

Initial work concentrated on developing algorithms that would mimic the human 

reasoning process. This very quickly led to the formulation of theories based upon 

inductive reasoning. 

A CSP consists of: 

1. a set of variables, {xi} 

2. a domain of permissible values for each xi, Di, and 

3. a set of constraints that reduce each domain as solution progresses. 

A solution consists of instantiating each xi with a value from its domain Di, such that no 

constraint is violated. 

Thus CSP is a solution technique used for problems where an important part of the 

solution process is to satisfy constraints. Basically the problem is defined, a program is 
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written to generate solutions to that problem, and a list of constraints that the system 

must adhere to is included. 

The simplest approach to implementing CSP is termed “generate and test”, and involves 

generating each possible combination of variable assignment followed by a test to see if 

any specified constraints have been violated.  This method not only generates many 

wrong assignments of values to variables which are rejected in the testing phase but also 

leaves out the conflicting instantiations to generate other assignments independently of 

the conflict.  This brute force strategy is not only very inefficient but also not practically 

applicable to many problems.   

Constraint propagation algorithms convert a given constraint problem to an equivalent 

one that can be worked out by solving small sub-problems that are extensible to some 

surrounding variables and constraints. This approach allows for implementation of 

more effective tree traversal schemes.  The most common algorithm for performing 

systematic search is backtracking.   

Backtracking controls the search process by evaluating all steps that extend a partial 

solution. When a variable is found that has no consistent values with the current partial 

solution, backtracking takes place and algorithms steps back to reconsider one of the 

previous assignments.  Unlike the brute force approach, backtracking trims the 

subsections of the search space as soon as an insoluble partial assignment is 

encountered. The use of backtracking greatly improves the search efficiency.  However 

algorithms employing this method suffer from repeated failure of the search process 

caused by the same condition (know as the thrashing problem).  Thrashing occurs 

because the standard backtracking algorithm does not identify the real reason of the 
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conflict and continues to search other parts of the space, failing for the same reason.  A 

similar method was developed to address this problem by jumping back to the cause of 

the inconsistency (called backjumping).   

Conversely, look-ahead schemes are used to prevent future conflicts.  Forward checking 

only checks the constraints between the current variable and future variables. Additional 

computation and restricted consistency checks are conducted to rule out some of the 

values that would lead to a future insoluble partial assignment.  By removing any value 

from a domain of a future variable that conflicts with the assignment of the current 

variable, one is able to determine that the current partial solution is inconsistent as the 

domain of a future variable becomes empty.  This method allows branches of the search 

tree that will lead to failure to be eliminated earlier than with simple backtracking.  

Other methods perform full consistency checks that will further reduce the domains and 

remove possible conflicts.  Complete look ahead is capable of detecting conflicts 

between future variables, thus allowing branches of the search tree that will lead to 

failure to be eliminated earlier than with forward checking.  Another advantage of look-

ahead methods is that whenever a new variable is considered, all its remaining values 

are guaranteed to be consistent with the past variables. 

Traversing the search space using depth-first recursion with backtracking initiated upon 

constraint violation is one of the CSP techniques.  The attraction with this algorithm is 

that no invalid solutions are ever generated.  Once the algorithm reaches a leaf node a 

permissible and valid solution is guaranteed. The drawback of this approach is that 

some partially constructed solutions may not violate constraints until a few levels 

deeper in the tree. Complex heuristics are often used to guide the tree search solution 

techniques in order to minimize the branching factor of the search by focusing on the 
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most constrained area of the problem.  In particular Harris and Forster (1993) describe 

the use of localized look-ahead (problem-specific) as being able to speed up the search 

by many orders of magnitude.  Their approach was based upon the probability of 

satisfying localized constraints (for instance in the crossword problem, the likelihood of 

a letter ‘z’ in the 3rd position of a six letter word is a much more restrictive constraint 

than occurrence of a letter ‘t’ in the same position). 

A CSP Jigsaw Puzzle Algorithm 

The algorithm employed is based upon the dynamic slot table algorithm (Harris, Spring 

and Forster, 1993). That is, the order of instantiation of the variables is determined 

during runtime depending on the instantiated values of the variables themselves.  The 

basic algorithm uses recursion to traverse the search space and backtracking upon 

constraint failure to remove instantiated values. 

Backtracking occurs upon failure to fill a puzzle slot (assign a piece to a variable from 

its domain).  Recursion is used to move through a piece-slot table which is defined as a 

list of all the positions that must have a piece of the jigsaw inserted.  If a piece can be 

placed, recursion continues; otherwise backtracking is initiated.  Backtracking to a 

higher position moves a new piece into that position (from the pieces still in its 

domain), and recursion is invoked again.  This procedure continues until the entire 

phase space has been traversed. 

Implementation of the CSP Algorithm 

Data structures play an important role in implementation of this algorithm and are 

created to enable a more efficient traversal of the search space.  A jigsaw puzzle slot 

table contains the location of each slot and information about all other slots that this slot 
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links to. More specifically, it utilizes dynamically maintained lists of potential 

insertions that are continually updated during run-time.  These lists are linked on a one-

to-one basis to each position in the slot table. 

A simple illustration showing positions and links between slots for 3x3 puzzle is 

presented below: 

Figure 14 Links between slots for 3x3 puzzle


To support different puzzle sizes, it was necessary to automate construction of the slot 


table. The initialisation procedure places all slots in required positions and assigns 


values describing their dependencies. During this process all slots for the selected 


puzzle grid size are defined and lists of all elements that can be used in each slot are 


created. 


Table 3 Slot table implementation for a jigsaw puzzle problem


Variable Name Description 
Piece piece inserted - as an element 
actualElement element number 
Rotation rotation of piece 
Filled determines if slot is filled 
nAvailable the number of pieces that could be put into this slot 
availableElement a list of all pieces that could be put into this slot 
nLinks the number of other slots this one links to 
linkSlot describes which slots this one links to 
fromEdge for each linked slot, the edge it comes from and links to 
linkEdge 1 - top; 2 - right; 3 - bottom; 4 – left 
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The proposed CSP algorithm consists of three modules (excluding the initialization 

procedures) that are implemented as follows: 

Trim List 

For all slots Repeat


If slot is not filled Then


For all available elements Repeat


Set found to false 


For all linked slots Repeat


If linked slot is not filled Then 

For all available elements in this slot Repeat 

If available element can be matched with available element from a 
linked slot and both elements are different Then 

Set found to true 

If not found Then 

Remove the element from available list 

If list of available elements for any not filled slot is empty Then 

Stop 

Return error 

Trim Slot (element,slot) 

For all slots Repeat


If slot is not filled Then


For all available elements Repeat


If available element can be matched with the specified element Then 

Remove the element from available list 

If list of available elements is empty Then 
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Stop 


Return error 


For all slots linked to the specified slot Repeat


If slot is not filled Then


For all available elements Repeat


If available element cannot be matched with the specified element Then 

Remove the element from available list 

If list of available elements is empty Then 

Stop 


Return error 


Fit Piece (depth,slot) 

Store a copy of available elements lists in memory


Set filled to true 


For all available elements Repeat 


Insert element into the specified slot 


Trim Slot (element, specified slot)


If not error Then


If depth=number of slots Then


Solution found 


Stop 


Else 

Trim List 

If not error Then 

Find an empty slot with the least available elements 

If element count is the same Then 

Find an empty slot with the most linked slots filled 
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Fit Piece (depth+1, found slot)


Restore a copy of available elements lists from memory 


Set filled to false 


This algorithm is started by calling a recursive procedure Fit Piece, and continues until 

normal termination, which occurs when a solution is found or all attempts to fill the 

selected slot have failed. A complete implementation (see Appendix 7) of this 

algorithm is more complex as many steps described above were compacted to provide a 

clearer illustration of the solution process. 

CSP Results 

The same primary test was applied here and the implementation was noted to generate 

valid solutions for all of the test jigsaw puzzles (see figure 15).  In this case, however, 

there were no parameters to be tuned.  The CSP approach, being fully deterministic, 

required that the algorithm had to dynamically determine and apply the constraints of 

each geometry to solve the test puzzles.  Given the highly constrained nature of jigsaw 

puzzles, this problem would have to be one of the more appropriate candidates from the 

NP-C problem set, for solution by a CSP algorithm.  Specifically, the problem is purely 

constraint driven and there is not a single qualitative aspect embedded in the benchmark 

problem.  Consequently, unlike the previous algorithms, there is no need for any 

relatively arbitrary objective function to “value” one solution against another one.  

Either the arrangement of pieces is a valid solution or it is not. 
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Figure 15 The output of the CSP for the test jigsaw problems 

The times taken to generate valid solutions for test puzzles are shown in figure 16.   
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Figure 16 Performance of the constraint satisfaction propagation algorithm 
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Examination of the CSP implementation results is difficult because of the speed with 

which it can solve all the test cases.  The precision of the computer clock used to time 

these results is one millisecond and therefore all runs that took less than two 

milliseconds to complete are shown as equal.  Consequently, even significant increases 

in puzzle search space for puzzles of smaller complexity had no impact on the graph 

presented above (a 3x4 puzzle has a search space 2112 times greater than 2x5 puzzle). 

The first elevation of time is noted when solving the 3x5 test puzzle which has a search 

space 174720 times greater than the search space for 3x4 test puzzle.  As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, performance of a constraint driven algorithms is also affected by geometry of 

a puzzle grid. The CSP algorithm is so finely tuned to the constraints of the problem 

(being directly encoded in their entirety with no stochastic element) that a simple count 

of the number of pieces to be fitted is only a first order approximation of the expected 

performance.  Higher order terms, for instance the number of edge pieces are 

contributing more to the results.  For example, the 4x4 test puzzle has one more internal 

piece but the same number of border pieces as 3x5 test puzzle.  The time required to 

solve these puzzles was approximately the same despite the fact that 4x4 test puzzle has 

a search space 64 times greater than the 3x5 test puzzle.   

However, for the purpose of measuring the performance of the various implementations, 

the current first order approximation to complexity (that is, number of pieces to be fit) 

certainly appears adequate to differentiate these implementations.   

Results and Discussion 

Table 4 summarizes the times taken for each implementation to solve a range of the test 

jigsaw puzzle geometries. Each row represents the same test puzzle to which each 

implementation was applied.  There are considerable conceptual, theoretical and 

empirical difficulties associated with such comparative tables.  This table represents a 
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research tool rather than some final research output and belongs to the methodology of 

this thesis.  The research reported in this chapter was designed to indicate the most 

likely fruitful avenues of research in terms of the chosen solution method.  It supplies an 

empirical argument for the use of CSP that is in line with the theoretical “fit” between 

the structures of the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem (especially the constraints 

entailed) and the structures of CSP.  

Table 4 Times taken (in milliseconds) to find a valid solution for different puzzle sizes 
by all implemented algorithms 

Puzzle Size ST SS GA SA TS CS 
2x2 406 1 1 1 1 1 
2x3 1017250 422 31 15 1 1 
2x4 not available 1906 141 47 16 1 
3x3 not available 10406 219 63 16 1 
2x5 not available 149531 1907 547 16 1 
3x4 not available not available 9831 1531 297 1 
3x5 not available not available 53188 3718 453 15 
4x4 not available not available 111453 3985 672 15 
4x5 not available not available 2326281 70688 21297 16 

The ST results are for the implementation of a purely randomized configuration of 

pieces in the puzzle. Given the probability that any one randomly chosen configuration 

has only one chance of being correct in the total enumeration of all possible 

configurations in an entire search space, the expected result that more than 6 pieces 

(2x3) cannot be solved in a reasonable time frame is indeed borne out. 

The SS results are for the implementation of what is called a structured stochastic 

algorithm.  This is the situation in which the pieces are randomly placed into positions, 

and then pieces from this randomly chosen arrangement are sequentially rotated to see if 

this arrangement does solve the puzzle.  In this case, the implementation is able to 

successfully find a valid solution for up to 10 pieces (2x5).  However, any puzzle of 

greater complexity than this is beyond solution in a reasonable time frame with the 

currently available hardware. 
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The other times shown are for the four implementations developed and reported 

previously in this chapter. We see that the Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search 

implementations are an order of magnitude more efficient than the Genetic Algorithm 

implementation across all tested puzzled. 

The Genetic Algorithm proved to be even more computationally expensive and 

ineffective as it is applied to more complex jigsaw puzzles. This inefficiency is 

attributed to the solution-sparse search space of the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem 

which results in a lower density of potential solutions per search space node. It is also 

known in the literature that SA will outperform GA on specific problem domains 

(Rintala, 1996). According to Rintala GA researchers often try to contest unfavourable 

results of GA implementations by questioning the suitability of selected parameters. 

Nonetheless, the choosing or tuning of appropriate parameters is an additional problem 

for GA implementations as there are no theoretically proven means for their 

determination. By contrast, Simulated Annealing algorithms have proved to be far more 

suited to the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem, showing more consistent and faster 

solution times. 

Tabu Search algorithms unlike other improvement techniques embody a deterministic 

logic preventing immediate revisitation of already explored areas of the search space. 

This algorithm proved to be an effective re-assembly method for simple jigsaw puzzles 

although its performance rapidly deteriorates when applied to complex jigsaw puzzles. 

Thus TS, looses its effectiveness for jigsaw puzzles of realistic sizes. 

The Constraint Satisfaction Programming algorithm implementation is over three orders 

of magnitude faster than TS.  The proposed CSP algorithm makes the best use of 

available constraints and explores the search space in a fully deterministic manner.  

Observing the increased time required to solve larger puzzles with different techniques, 
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it is anticipated that CSP will remain the most effective method for solving puzzles with 

even higher complexity.  It is therefore concluded that a CSP implementation is better 

suited to generating solutions to the test jigsaw puzzle problems than any other NP-C 

solution technique. 

Another point to note is that for the other (non CSP) implementations we are measuring 

the time taken to generate one solution.  For the CSP implementation we are measuring 

the time taken to locate all solutions.  This is especially important given the fact that the 

other methods cannot determine if they have uncovered all possible solutions to a 

problem.  The CSP approach, again due to it being 100% deterministic, will be able to 

absolutely state that a particular puzzle has zero solutions whereas the other 

implementations cannot reach that conclusion. 

Figure 17 shows the total time taken to generate up to 20 solutions for 20 different 

“runs” of each implementation.  It therefore gives us a feel for the variability of the 

solution generation process for each of the implementations.  This was done to evaluate 

the reliability and reproducibility of each of these algorithms considering the impact of 

the stochastic elements that are present in implementation of all algorithms excluding 

the CSP. Considering the limitations of diagrams presented in Figures 17 and 18, there 

is a possibility that crossover between the CSP line and other lines could occur for 

jigsaw puzzles with larger dimensions.  Despite this possible limitation, there is very 

little likelihood that CSP will not remain the most efficient solution technique.  

An interesting feature to come out of this study was the huge variability in the time 

taken for the GA to find a solution in a reproducible manner.  Regardless of the fact that 

it always generated solution, its variance in this task made it unfeasible to plot the times 

taken on the same scale as used for other algorithms (not able to fit on the chosen scale 

for puzzles with more than 6 randomly chosen starting points).  This is to be contrasted 
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with the other techniques, where the expected linear growth in the time taken to 

generate solutions from different starting points is borne out in the results.  Even so, the 

dependence on more stochastic parameters in the SA relative to the TS is readily seen. 
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Figure 17 Time taken to generate 20 valid solutions for 3x4 puzzle 

The figure 18 shows the same comparison as above, only applied to a 3x5 puzzle 

geometry rather than a 3x4 grid.  Note that for this simple increase in complexity, it was 

not possible for the GA to converge to a solution in the time frame used for the vertical 

scale of this plot and hence it was excluded from the graph.  This puzzle complexity is 

now nearing the limits that the TS and SA implementations can handle. 
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Number of solutions 
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Figure 18 Time taken to generate 20 valid solutions for 3x5 puzzle 

In this figure we see the impact of the use made of stochastic components within an 

implementation repeated again.  The TS algorithm uses a guided search with only few 

stochastic elements in its implementation and hence shows less differences between 

times taken to generate consequent solutions.  Each of these two techniques used 

different starting points (randomly generated) for each of the 20 runs of each puzzle 

geometry.  The CSP algorithm, using a 100% deterministic approach, took exactly the 

same length of time to generate each solution, regardless of the number of times it was 

run. 

Conclusions 

The CSP outperforms all the other re-assembly algorithms implementations.  This 

technique provides time efficient and consistent results in solving the test-bed jigsaw 

puzzle problems that have a solution-sparse search space (there exists one, and only 

one, valid solution). Consequently improvement techniques such as GA, SA and Tabu 

are less efficient compared to CSP (which is making the best use of the information 
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available in the puzzle pieces). Indeed, the first three techniques are attempting to 

improve solutions, when in essence there is only one correct solution. The valid solution 

does not have an inherent “value” or objective function to be optimised and has to be 

constructed from the exacting constraints present as opposed to sifting through a very 

large number of valid solutions to locate the optimal one. 

Furthermore, the scarcity of solutions in the astronomically sized phase space renders 

the use of stochastic techniques a liability rather than, as is argued in the literature for 

other NP-C problems, an asset.  It was shown how even a small use of determinism (as 

expressed in the TS algorithm and its implementation) significantly improved a 

technique’s usefulness for jigsaw puzzle construction.  The complete reliance on 

determinism by the CSP approach is reflected in its ability to generate the valid and 

correct solution for puzzle geometries of realistic sizes when the other techniques failed. 

Certainly this is reflected in the time difference between all 4 techniques to generate 

solutions as the puzzle size increases.  In fact, the CSP is orders of magnitude more 

efficient than the closest next technique, the Tabu Search. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Re-assembling Incomplete Puzzles 

The previous chapter strongly suggests that the most efficient approach to assembling 

the pieces of a jigsaw into a finished puzzle is by use of a CSP algorithm.  The 

incorporation of all possible information (namely, constraints) coupled with a domain 

space such that once the puzzle is finished, all variables have been instantiated and all 

domains are empty sets, makes the algorithm well suited to such complete jigsaw 

puzzles. It was argued that it is hardly surprising that these algorithms result in the most 

efficient solving technique (by the time the last variable had to be instantiated, all 

constraints had been satisfied and the domain consisted of just the final piece to the 

puzzle). Many practical applications in automated reconstruction, however, require a 

more flexible approach that could re-assemble a document or even a three dimensional 

object from an incomplete set of pieces.  

In this chapter, an extension to the previously defined problem is considered, namely 

solving jigsaw puzzles where there are missing pieces.  For instance if a 150 piece 

jigsaw puzzle is to be solved, but there are only 149 pieces available, then there is a 

missing piece.  Extensive literature reviews did not reveal any attempts to solve this 

problem.  Although some papers mentioned that this is a difficult variation of the jigsaw 

problem (Glassner 2002), none has attempted to solve it. 

This chapter begins with a general discussion of the problem of missing puzzle pieces. 

Three different solution approaches are considered: 

a.	 The introduction of a missing piece, much the same as a blank tile in the game 

of scrabble, which will fit into any position regardless of constraints 
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b.	 Reduction of the original problem into a number of sub-set problems for which 

there are no missing pieces 

c.	 Prediction of where the missing pieces are most likely to be prior to re


assembly. 


It is shown that the first approach is ineffective as the invalidation of the constraints for 

the missing pieces adversely affects the performance of the CSP algorithm.  This may 

mean that one of the less efficient approaches for complete jigsaw puzzles (as presented 

in the previous chapter), may be more effective when re-assembling incomplete puzzles. 

The second approach is then shown to be successful when there are only a couple of 

missing pieces.  The third approach, dubbed Empty Slot Prediction (ESP), proved to be 

the most effective and capable of constructing the test puzzle with many missing pieces.  

It is argued however that this method is best suited for those puzzles which have a large 

amount of graphical information. 

Introduction 

A unique feature of the jigsaw puzzle problem is that there are exactly as many 

elements in the domains as there are variables to be instantiated.  Compare this with 

timetabling where the number of classes to be instantiated would usually be less than 

the number of room-time slots available in the domains, and other such NP-C examples.  

If even one element of the domains is missing (for example a piece is missing) then in 

principle the jigsaw problem cannot be solved at the theoretical level as there will 

always be one variable that cannot be instantiated. 

Consequently, the problem cannot be solved. However, at a practical level, it is not 

uncommon for pieces to be missing, and therefore, a related problem can be defined.  

The number of variables to be instantiated must be reduced to equal the size of the 
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domains.  This introduces an added level of complexity, that is, which variable is the 

one to be removed from the problem? 

The Benchmark Puzzle 

As long as we can determine how many pieces are missing, there is the alternative 

possibility of creating an arbitrary element for the domain so that each variable can be 

instantiated.  The arbitrary pieces so introduced are similar to the blank tiles in scrabble.  

Let us now consider how to solve the puzzle with these new blank pieces. 

For the purposes of this new problem it is necessary to establish a base position from 

which attempts at solving the incomplete puzzle can be made.  To this end, an 

evaluation of different graphics led to the following image being chosen to create a 

puzzle: 

Figure 19 Assembled test puzzle 
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This puzzle was used due to a number of features which makes it an interesting 

candidate for having increased complexity when one piece is missing.  Firstly, there are 

many patches of blue sky in the background which may be interchanged.  It is possible 

that, to the untrained eye, the puzzle may appear to have been solved even thought 

many pieces occupy incorrect positions.  The pieces also have the same boundary shape 

which further complicates the assembly if some pieces are absent.  Finally, there is 

enough detail in the puzzle that, even with a few missing pieces, a solution can still be 

determined to be “correctly” assembled. 

It is now necessary to measure the time taken to re-assemble the complete test puzzle 

with no missing pieces.  This will provide an objective metric against which 

implementations for incomplete puzzles can be compared. 

The interface of a program, based upon the CSP algorithm developed in the previous 

chapter, is shown below. This program assembles a random assortment of the complete 

set of pieces together in 672 milliseconds on a Pentium 4 2.67GHz personal computer 

with 1 GB of RAM. 

Figure 20 Construction of the complete test jigsaw puzzle 
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The problem for this topic now becomes a question of how long it takes the 

implementation, on average, to correctly assemble an incomplete set of pieces to this 

150 piece puzzle.   

Incorporating “blank” pieces 

As a first attempt, consider the incorporation of a proxy ‘missing piece’.  That is, as the 

solution generation algorithm will fail immediately if there are only 149 pieces to fit 

into the 150 piece puzzle (initial constraint cannot be satisfied therefore there are no 

complete and valid solutions) we introduce the concept of a ‘virtual’ proxy piece with 

the property that all other pieces can match on any edge of this proxy piece.  This proxy 

piece is noted to be in essence the same as the Blank Tile in Scrabble. 

The implementation for the complete solution was modified so that, in turn, the blank 

piece was forced to match any other piece of the puzzle.  This was done by way of an 

extra constraint, implemented as an OR clause on a Boolean statement, added to the 

engine. If two edges matched, OR one of the two edges had a graphical content 

function of 0, then the two pieces were deemed to represent a valid match. 

The table below shows the result of such an implementation.  In particular, it is noted 

that the time taken, on average, to solve the puzzle with just one missing piece is 

248172 milliseconds (around 4 minutes).  This is 369 times slower than the CSP re

assembly time for no missing pieces. 
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Table 5 Times taken, in milliseconds, to solve the test puzzle that has one missing piece 
in all possible positions indicated by row and column number 

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7 Row 8 Row 9 Row 10 
Col 1 201580 163062 145750 126562 129453 172422 194672 247546 251235 252265 

Col 2 202547 226844 199750 196359 199375 206235 248047 250719 254453 255360 

Col 3 206157 209438 229000 239671 245031 247984 250141 253110 256969 258078 

Col 4 210078 213828 232422 242891 247829 251016 252625 255687 259438 260719 

Col 5 214640 218312 235609 246031 252782 253625 254984 257719 261625 263422 

Col 6 218015 222422 238469 248969 252969 256047 257125 260171 264047 265734 

Col 7 222719 226047 241437 251609 255407 258375 259156 263718 265984 267750 

Col 8 226656 230954 243844 253906 257391 259922 260844 263390 267672 269484 

Col 9 230688 234047 246375 256016 259375 261938 262766 265234 269297 271046 

Col 10 233750 248563 248515 257578 259688 263297 264031 337375 270469 272360 

Col 11 237578 241047 250453 259047 261093 264609 265187 267500 271640 273469 

Col 12 240594 244329 252188 259313 262532 265766 266469 268640 272562 274484 

Col 13 243562 246907 253797 260453 263828 267203 267907 269391 273297 274907 

Col 14 245828 250000 254985 261297 264453 268625 269188 270407 273969 275812 

Col 15 248156 248641 256500 261031 264937 269141 270969 272671 274703 257031 

The results from Table 5 are converted into a graphical format by assigning a range of 

background colours that correspond to the values stored in every cell.  A pattern 

appears, as shown in Figure 21, and this pattern graphically demonstrates the effect of 

the change in the position of the blank piece in the puzzle grid.  

Figure 21 Graphical illustration of values presented in Table 5 

The pattern could be explained by considering the fact that the re-assembly algorithm 

starts the solution process by filling the puzzle grid slots located in the top left corner.  

The sooner the blank pieces were placed in their correct positions, the lower the time 

required to generate solutions. 
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The same test cannot be applied to all possible locations of two missing pieces as the 

time required to construct the test puzzle with two blank pieces as illustrated below is 

5520087 milliseconds (92 minutes).  All possible combinations of positions for two 

missing pieces create 150C2 = 11,175 sub-problems that would have to be solved. To 

complete this task using a personal computer would take approximately two years. 

Figure 22 Construction of the test jigsaw puzzle that has two pieces that are missing in 
positions as marked 

The reason it fails is that the CSP approach relies on a failure in getting an edge match 

on a piece, to eliminate that piece from the list of possible inserts and thus reduce the 

phase-space size of the problem.  If, however, a blank piece can match each and every 

other piece in all possible places, then no piece can possibly fail whilst a blank piece has 

not yet been instantiated into a real position.  Consequently, blank pieces invalidate all 

possible constraints in place (by the mere nature of a blank piece) and thus reduce the 

effectiveness of a constraint based approach. 
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Fit Blank First Technique 

In a different approach, the algorithm is modified to insert the blank piece first into a 

specified slot of a puzzle grid.  In an N-piece jigsaw puzzle, this is noted to work well 

with just one missing piece.  In fact, the difference in time to solve with one missing 

piece and a full puzzle is on average only 18 times greater than the time required to 

construct a complete puzzle.  Solution simply fails during construction if the wrong 

position is chosen. 

Construction times for the test jigsaw puzzle with all possible locations of a blank piece 

are shown in the table below.  This method took on average 11236 milliseconds (around 

11 seconds) to solve the test puzzle with one piece that is missing and proved to be over 

22 times faster than incorporation of blank piece logic. 

Table 6 Times taken, in milliseconds, to solve the test puzzle that has one missing piece 
in all possible positions indicated by row and column number 

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7 Row 8 Row 9 Row 10 
Col 1 594 6188 10812 14656 17625 21922 18937 15547 11234 6203 

Col 2 969 6484 10875 14500 17343 20937 18078 14750 10625 5765 

Col 3 1344 6641 10875 14359 17110 20000 17234 14000 10047 5312 

Col 4 1719 6828 10891 14219 16922 19188 16453 13344 9485 4875 

Col 5 2110 7063 10907 14125 16750 18422 15765 12703 8985 4453 

Col 6 2484 7234 10968 14109 16672 17766 15172 12172 8532 4031 

Col 7 2843 7469 11110 14172 16688 17234 14657 11671 8078 3609 

Col 8 3219 7750 11250 14235 16625 16625 14218 11281 7687 3219 

Col 9 3594 8000 11485 14437 16922 16391 13875 10906 7360 2828 

Col 10 3984 8344 11781 14687 17219 16140 13593 10641 7063 2454 

Col 11 4391 8718 12203 15062 17594 16047 13469 10485 6828 2078 

Col 12 4812 9172 12734 15641 18172 16063 13485 10422 6594 1688 

Col 13 5219 9719 13391 16406 19000 16266 13610 10422 6438 1328 

Col 14 5672 10359 14219 17343 20078 16609 13890 10469 6266 953 

Col 15 6172 11047 15219 18500 21437 17265 14360 10703 6171 594 

The graphical transformation process (as demonstrated with Table 5) when applied to 

the data in Table 6 above, yields the pattern shown in Figure 23.  The pattern that 

emerges is quite different from that shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 23 Graphical illustration of values presented in Table 6 

Figure 23 clearly shows the increase in time related to the number of failed attempts 

when sequentially selecting the position of the empty slot.  The positioning of the blank 

piece in the centre of the puzzle grid resulted in the slowest solution times.  The time 

required to re-assemble this puzzle decreases when the blank piece is on either side of 

the puzzle grid.  This is because of the symmetrical nature of rectangular jigsaw puzzles 

and the fact that the implemented re-assembly algorithm does not differentiate between 

the orientations of the final image.        

As with the previous method it was not practical to conduct a test for all possible 

missing pairs.  The time required to construct a puzzle with two specific blank pieces as 

illustrated in Figure 24 is 2845516 milliseconds (around 47 minutes), after checking 

7786 out of 11175 possible combinations. 
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Figure 24 Construction of the test jigsaw puzzle that has two pieces that are missing in 
positions as marked 

Consequently, we can see that although fitting the blank first is a viable solution 

technique for when there is only one missing piece, it unfortunately proves to be 

intractable with multiple missing pieces.  We therefore need to change our procedure 

from finding a position of missing element to determining where the missing element 

may be located.  The next section presents such a technique. 

Determining locations of missing pieces 

Assembling a Jigsaw Puzzle using the CSP “fit blank first” technique as presented 

above requires a more effective selection of the correct positions used for fitting the 

blank pieces. Traversing all possible combinations required to construct a large jigsaw 

puzzle that has many pieces missing is not feasible, as in fact this task represents 

another NP-C problem in its own right, above and beyond that of the original jigsaw 

problem. 

Provided that information about the geometry of a jigsaw puzzle to be constructed is 

available, a more advanced process of selecting the likely positions of blank pieces for 
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the CSP engine can be implemented.  Application of simple logic can be used to 

successfully narrow down the number of all possible locations of blank pieces that need 

to be attempted during assembly.  This approach, termed Empty Slot Prediction (ESP), 

helps to overcome the limitations imposed by the previous method (based on a complete 

enumeration of all possible positions).   

A detailed description of the ESP approach is followed by examples illustrating its 

limitations and the results of a practical application to an incomplete jigsaw puzzle.  It is 

important to note that the proposed ESP algorithm was designed for delineated 

rectangular puzzles and, in its current form, cannot be applied to other geometrical 

variations. 

Empty Slot Prediction 

ESP has been developed to heuristically assist the construction algorithm by predicting 

the positions of slots in a puzzle grid that may not contain a puzzle piece.  To identify 

these positions, it is necessary to know the number of rows and columns in a puzzle 

grid. This knowledge, combined with an ability to determine a number of pieces that 

can be connected in a straight line, provides information necessary to mark the position 

of pieces that can be located next to an empty slot.  To further explain all steps involved 

in ESP let us consider a completed jigsaw puzzle that has one piece that is missing. This 

is best illustrated by a graphical example. 
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Figure 25 ESP applied to a jigsaw puzzle with one missing piece 

The number of pieces that could be arranged “in line” (also called neighbourhood count 

function) can be calculated by checking each side of the selected piece for matches with 

all other pieces. A valid match would increment the neighbourhood count and result in 

repetition of the matching procedure for the opposite edge of the matching piece.  

Referring to the illustration above, the piece marked “A” would have four different 

neighbourhood counts for each edge: left count of two (as only two pieces can be 

arranged in line to join its left side), top count of three, bottom count of four and finally 

right count of zero. 

In a perfect-fit jigsaw puzzle it can be assumed that all pieces that have “in-line” counts 

greater than zero for all edges are not worth investigating.  It is also important to note 

that one empty slot has affected the neighbourhood count values of eight different 

pieces. 
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All the pieces having calculated values that don’t correspond to either width or height of 

the jigsaw puzzle were marked as blue (possible neighbours of a missing piece).  Other 

pieces are disregarded, including side and corner pieces, regardless of whether or not 

one or two edges cannot be matched as their horizontal and vertical neighbourhood 

count values correspond to the given puzzle geometry. 

Finally, the position of the empty slot can be “determined” by the intersection of 

horizontal and vertical lines drawn to connect the sides that have no matches for all 

marked pieces. 

The same method can also be applied to jigsaw puzzles that have more than one piece 

missing.  The Figure 26 below shows the locations of puzzle pieces marked by the 

neighbourhood count function and their intersection lines for a puzzle that has two 

pieces missing. 

Figure 26 ESP applied to a jigsaw puzzle with two missing pieces 

This example shows how the logic determines the position of slots that are expected to 

be empty. The appearance of the additional two phantom points as marked by the 
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intersecting yellow lines reflects all possible symmetrical locations for a given puzzle 

geometry.  The number of possible locations will also exceed the number of pieces that 

are missing in cases where empty slots are located on the edge of the puzzle.  Phantom 

points are impossible to avoid without engaging in the construction of a complete 

puzzle. Their existence decreases the accuracy of the ESP output and imposes 

limitations as passing many invalid combinations to the construction algorithm would 

effectively prevent it from assembling the puzzle in a feasible period of time. 

The ESP algorithm described above was implemented as shown by the following 

pseudo-code: 

For all puzzle pieces Repeat 


If each edge has one or more matches to edges of different pieces Then


Discard the selected piece as it doesn’t hold any valuable information 


Else 


For all edges that have a matching piece Repeat


For the selected edge and the opposite edge Repeat


Reset the counter 


For all matching edges on a different piece Repeat


Increment the counter 

With the count variables (also called the neighbourhood count) for all edges 
(left, right, top and bottom) do the following 

If top or bottom neighbourhood count is zero Then 

If left+right neighbourhood count = width or height of the puzzle Then 

If left+right neighbourhood count = width Then 

Set comp=height 

If left+right neighbourhood count = height Then 

Set comp=width 
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There is either a column or a row located in a distance of top+bottom 
neighbourhood count that contains a missing piece 

Else goto * 

If top+bottom neighbourhood count <> comp Then 

Store the obtained coordinates 

Else 

Disregard as border piece 

* If left or right neighbourhood count is zero Then 

If top+bottom neighbourhood count = width or height of the puzzle Then 

If top+bottom neighbourhood count = width Then 

Set comp=height 

If top+bottom neighbourhood count = height Then 

Set comp=width 

There is either a column or a row located in a distance of left+right 
neighbourhood count that contains a missing piece  


Else skip the next if statement 


If left+right neighbourhood count <> comp Then


Store the obtained coordinates 

Else 

Disregard as border piece 

If values match corner piece conditions Then 

Store coordinates of all corner pieces 

Find all straight line intersections using the stored coordinates and mark 
possible locations 

The output of this implementation was used to guide the CSP Fit Blank First (FBF) 

engine by creating all unique combinations of possible empty slot locations, for a given 

number of puzzle pieces.  The FBF algorithm uses the output of the ESP 
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implementation to guide its search for a valid solution.  This strategy is successful when 

applied to different variations of the test puzzle as demonstrated later in this chapter.   

Known Limitations 

The algorithm as presented above will perform adequately only when applied to a 

puzzle where each piece has a unique match for each edge.  In many jigsaw puzzle 

problems it is not uncommon to encounter a subset of very similar pieces that are almost 

interchangeable (for example a fragment of a picture representing clear sky).  Many 

real-life applications are likely to encounter similar conditions.  The presence of almost 

identical pieces reduces the effectiveness of the implemented logic which starts to fail 

as more similar pieces are introduced. 

The picture below illustrates how “double match” for one puzzle piece (right side of 

piece A with left side of pieces B and C) would result in detection of two invalid 

locations (marked as blue) by the ESP algorithm. 

Figure 27 One puzzle piece with a double match 

Most of the false predictions induced this way can be prevented by adjusting the 

algorithm to perform an extended neighbourhood count operation that includes all 

existing combinations (in this case A to D through B and A to D through C) and 

disregarding this location if at least one of the calculated values corresponds to the 

given puzzle dimensions.  This modification may also lead to incorrect results in cases 

where certain positioning of similar pieces prevents accurate detection of empty slots.  

The example below illustrates such case where modified ESP marks multiple possible 

locations after it is applied to a specific puzzle with only one missing piece.   
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Figure 28 Incomplete jigsaw puzzle with a specific location of similar pieces 

This unique puzzle has the following properties: 

- The top and bottom edges of piece A also match the bottom edge of piece B and 

the top edge of piece C. Therefore this piece can be inserted between pieces B 

and C 

- The right edge of piece A also matches the left edge of piece D. Therefore the 

extended horizontal neighbourhood count for piece A fails to mark this location 

as the obtained value is equal to the height of this puzzle 

For this specific problem the ESP can only determine that an empty slot is located in the 

fourth column or row from the top or bottom and results in marking 40 possible 

locations (marked as green) including the correct one. 

Another difficult problem when re-assembling incomplete jigsaw puzzles relates to the 

overall picture of the image created by a group of pieces.  Figure 29 shows a jigsaw 

puzzle with four missing pieces that has only one solution when re-assembled by a 

human. An automated approach, however, would discover four equally valid solutions. 
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Figure 29 Sample jigsaw puzzle with four missing pieces 

In this example, the piece in the middle can be fitted in four different ways. 

Nevertheless, any person would determine that one of the four rotations is more suitable 

than the others by looking at the surrounding pieces.  For a computer to similarly be 

able to determine which of the four orientations is correct, it would need to be able to 

interpret images in a manner similar to humans.  

Implementation of more advanced logic for the ESP will not overcome all of the 

problems that can be encountered during construction of incomplete jigsaw puzzles.  

The only known verification process that can be used to assess the accuracy of ESP 

requires a complete cycle of the construction algorithm (solution to the problem or 

failure).  The quality of this prediction technique will vary depending on the nature of 

the puzzle it is applied to. Assembling an incomplete jigsaw puzzle by using ESP 

together with the CSP fit blank first technique shows significant reduction of 

computational time required to arrive at a solution.  Even a complete failure of ESP to 

predict the locations of blank pieces doesn’t stop the assembly process which, by 

default, engages in an unaided sequential search through all possible combinations.   
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Results and Discussion 

To answer the question of how long it takes the proposed implementation to correctly 

assemble an incomplete jigsaw puzzle, structured series of tests have been conducted.  

The average time to construct the jigsaw puzzle with one missing piece is calculated in 

the same way as for other implementations and yields a result of 550 milliseconds 

(faster than the 672 milliseconds required for the complete test puzzle).  Construction 

times for all possible locations of the blank piece used to calculate the average time are 

presented in table 7. 

Table 7 Times, in milliseconds, taken to solve the test puzzle that has one missing piece 
in all possible positions indicated by row and column number 

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7 Row 8 Row 9 Row 10 
Col 1 609 563 563 563 563 578 562 578 578 968 
Col 2 578 547 531 516 516 515 515 531 547 969 
Col 3 594 531 500 485 469 484 484 516 531 953 
Col 4 594 516 485 453 453 453 453 484 516 938 
Col 5 594 484 453 437 422 422 453 453 500 922 
Col 6 609 484 438 422 406 406 421 453 485 938 
Col 7 578 469 438 406 406 391 406 437 469 922 
Col 8 578 484 421 390 390 375 406 422 485 578 
Col 9 563 484 438 406 390 390 407 438 469 922 
Col 10 578 484 437 407 406 406 422 438 469 922 
Col 11 578 484 453 422 406 406 422 453 500 937 
Col 12 578 515 469 438 453 421 453 469 500 922 
Col 13 579 531 500 484 469 469 485 500 531 938 
Col 14 578 547 532 516 516 516 516 547 547 953 
Col 15 969 922 891 891 922 828 860 891 921 594 

As illustrated by the results shown in the Table 7, the accuracy of the ESP guidance has 

a direct impact on the re-assembly time. Figure 30 demonstrates an increase in solution 

times for the pieces located on the edge of the puzzle.  This difference in performance is 

triggered by the separate logic used in the implementation of the ESP for managing 

these particular locations. 
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Figure 30 Graphical illustration of values presented in Table 7 

In contrast to the pattern presented in Figure 23, positioning the blank piece in the 

centre of the puzzle grid resulted in the fastest solution times as the re-assembly 

algorithm uses the ESP guidance, instead of engaging in a sequential search through all 

possible combinations. 

For the next test of the ESP’s efficiency, specific combinations of empty slot positions 

were selected, knowing that certain arrangements will result in a less accurate prediction 

(see the discussion on phantom points in the Empty Slot Prediction section above).  

Each test attempts a unique arrangement of blank pieces that are marked by the same 

letter displayed on a grey background (see illustrations below). 

Figure 31 shows the first set of positions used for 11 tests (EHFSUJAMNOY). Other 

positions used for the remaining 8 tests (GRTVDCBZ) are shown in the figure 32. 
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Figure 31 Empty slot positions for tests (EHFSUJAMNOY) 

Figure 32 Empty slot positions for tests (GRTVDCBZ) 
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The results for all 20 tests have been noted in the table below showing the number of 

missing pieces, times taken (in milliseconds) to construct the sample puzzle and 

positions of blank pieces as illustrated on the previous figures. 

Table 8 Construction times for different arrangements of empty slots 
Number of Solution Time Arrangement 

missing pieces (milliseconds) of empty slots 
2 406 S 
4 406 N 
3 500 J 
3 531 M 
2 1047 D 
2 1172 H 
2 1500 O 
2 1687 E 
2 2953 U 
3 7093 Y 
3 14828 T 
5 16937 V 
3 26312 B 
4 27735 G 
4 36297 C 
5 65094 A 
5 112875 Z 
4 458547 R 
4 665156 F 

Combination “O” has the same positions of two blank pieces as tests conducted for 

other implementations.  When compared to the sequential fit blank first technique use of 

ESP for this particular test resulted in a reduction of the construction time from 47 

minutes to 1.5 seconds (1897 times faster). 

The results confirm that the arrangement of the blank pieces has a greater impact on the 

time required for construction than the number of missing pieces.  Provided that ESP 

can determine the exact locations of all blank pieces, the construction time is less than 

for the complete puzzle since there are fewer steps in the assembly process.  

Conversely, inaccurate prediction will extend the construction time as there are many 

unyielding attempts before the right arrangement of blank pieces is found (combination 

F). 
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For any given puzzle that has many pieces that are missing in positions hard to 

determine, the number of possible locations returned by the ESP algorithm will exceed 

the ability to find the right combination by checking all possible locations. If enough 

pieces are missing, it may not be possible to find a unique solution.  The correct solution 

may involve unconnected subsets of fitted pieces within the known grid.  These may 

even be non-unique in their possible locations. Consequently, it is impossible to derive 

an accurate formula that could be used to determine when ESP combined with CSP fit 

blank first technique will fail to construct an incomplete jigsaw puzzle in a reasonable 

period of time as there are too many variables affecting this process.  Consequently, the 

effectiveness of this approach will be reduced with an increase in the following 

parameters: the size of a jigsaw puzzle, number of similar pieces it contains, number 

and positions of pieces that are missing.   

Towards more general approach 

Where no prior knowledge of the puzzle grid geometry exists, a more generic approach 

is needed. The re-assembly of such non-delineated jigsaw puzzles is very complex as 

construction of all possible puzzle geometries is an NP-C problem of itself, but 

generating solutions for each of those geometries requires further embedded NP-C 

problems to be efficiently solved.  This means that for puzzles of known geometries, the 

set of solution algorithms will almost certainly be different from puzzles with unknown 

geometries.   

To illustrate the problem of unknown geometries, consider the four puzzle pieces shown 

below. The sample puzzle has only one solution (excluding rotational symmetry) in a 

square geometry. 
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Figure 33 Assembled 2x2 jigsaw puzzle 

Considering the same four pieces in an unconstrained puzzle grid (i.e. no knowledge of 

shape and relative location of pieces) leads to 14 additional valid solutions where EFF 

indicates a valid match between all edges of puzzle pieces (see Figure 34).  Increases in 

puzzle size and number of similar pieces would result in a combinatorial explosion of 

possible solutions which would make finding the optimal solution intractable. 

Figure 34 Additional solutions in non-delineated puzzle grid geometry  
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Finding the one valid solution, or the most likely valid solutions for a known 

rectangular grid size becomes increasingly complex with increasing numbers of missing 

jigsaw pieces and decreasing differences between individual pieces. However, as 

previously discussed, when the size of the grid is delineated, a solution can usually be 

found using the ESP approach. 

4

Real world situations are often analogous to jigsaw puzzles with no known grid 

boundaries. These non-delineated problems with or without missing pieces may or may 

not have unique solutions, but at any rate, finding valid solutions is taxing on 

computational power available today as the complexity of the problem increases more 

than exponentially. For example, the 2x2 solution of Figure 33 would be considered 

valid by most humans, while the computer has no reason to invalidate any solution in 

Figure 34. However, even a human may have difficulty discriminating between the 2x2 

solution of Figure 33, and the asymmetrical but valid solution represented by the 3rd and 

th combination in Figure 34. Research into what is required to find solutions under non-

delineated conditions is beyond the scope of this study, but forms a theoretically 

challenging and highly applicable research. 

Conclusions 

This chapter has investigated three distinct algorithms that move towards a solution to 

the hitherto ignored problem of partial jigsaw puzzle construction.  It was shown that 

the methods which attempted to expand the elements of the domains increased the size 

of the solution phase-space with the result that the modified problem rapidly became 

intractable. 

A successful algorithm in which the number of variables to be instantiated was reduced 

improved the performance of a construction process which could solve a vast number of 
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incomplete puzzle configurations with many missing pieces.  The reduction in the 

number of variables to be instantiated resulted in a faster construction time when 

compared to assembling the complete puzzle. 

This ESP algorithm was applied successfully to the incomplete test puzzle and its ability 

to re-assemble different variations of this puzzle was demonstrated.  Further 

investigation of this algorithm showed that specific locations of missing pieces could 

confuse the technique and result in invalid predictions.  It may be that these problems 

can be overcome at some future point in time.  Nonetheless the overall effectiveness of 

this ESP method makes it a good first choice when solving incomplete jigsaw puzzles 

with known rectangular grid geometry. 

Other difficult variations of the incomplete jigsaw puzzle problem were identified and 

discussed. Instances where a piece was isolated due to its inability to connect with any 

other pieces as in Figure 29, presented a complicated challenge. In this situation humans 

use their imagination to match images across empty slots. Conversely, computers are 

not capable of imitating this process, or achieving a similar outcome in another way. 

A more generic approach for solving incomplete jigsaw puzzles needs to be developed 

before practical applications to reconstruction of objects can be considered.  However, 

such approach that assumes no prior knowledge of the puzzle geometry has proved to be 

inherently difficult. Further research into this area has been suggested as it is beyond 

the scope of this work to provide a full analysis of this problem. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion and Future Research 

This thesis has examined the automation of the construction of solutions to the jigsaw 

puzzle problem. The following contributions have been achieved: 

•	 Analysis of the jigsaw puzzle re-assembly problem. 

•	 Successful implementation of a variety of candidate jigsaw puzzle re-assembly 

algorithms. 

•	 Identification of the most appropriate algorithm, the one selected being able to 

outperform all benchmarks published in the reviewed literature. 

•	 Development of a new approach to solve instances of jigsaw puzzles with 

missing pieces. 

The research outcomes from this problem can be applied to many areas including those 

with commercial and industrial applications.  In particular there are direct applications 

to robotic vision, pattern recognition and document reconstruction.  Another application 

of the developed solution techniques could be in the re-construction of objects that have 

been subjected to catastrophic forces. This could assist investigators by providing tools 

that allow for a quicker recreation of the cause of the accident and help to expose any 

inherent points of weakness in the studied objects. 

Despite the importance of and real world demand for solutions to this problem, little 

prior work has been published on this subject.  Claims by others that they have solved 

the jigsaw puzzle problem have been exaggerated. In particular, no prior research had 

been published that pays attention to the NP-C nature of this problem. This deficiency 

rapidly increases the probability of failure for each increase in puzzle dimensionality. 
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It was within this context that a significant investigation and adaptation of generalized 

algorithms to the jigsaw puzzle problem was then carried out.  The five main solution 

techniques investigated were: 

• LP/IP mathematical modelling 

• Evolutionary algorithms 

• Simulated Annealing 

• Tabu search 

• Constraint Satisfaction Programming 

The LP/IP technique was eliminated as the solution algorithm for even trivial jigsaw 

puzzles was not amenable to automation.  Implementations of algorithms for the other 

techniques were then developed. Each implementation of the four workable techniques 

was optimized to ensure it was given every opportunity to solve the chosen trial 

problem as efficiently as possible.   

GA and SA are well known algorithms that needed to be adapted. Even after optimizing 

some operations of the GA algorithm, it still did not perform adequately. The SA 

algorithm proved to be more suited to this problem and significantly outperformed the 

GA algorithm (fully 32 times faster on the16-piece puzzle). 

The TS and CSP techniques can be implemented in many different ways. With a lack of 

literature in this area, a heuristic approach was adopted to find optimal ways of applying 

these techniques. New algorithms were developed which outperformed all other 

algorithms tested in relation to this work, and these superior algorithms were presented.  

Consequently it was concluded that the CSP algorithm developed in this thesis is 

significantly more suited to this problem than any of the other techniques considered.   
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This algorithm is very efficient as it allows for the re-assembly of a 150-piece puzzle in 

just over half a second, a significant improvement when compared the solution times 

published in the reviewed literature. 

Despite the success of the CSP approach in solving complete jigsaw puzzles, it was 

found that due to the nature of constraint based algorithms, this method alone was not 

well suited to solving the modified problem of incomplete puzzle pieces.  Rather, 

analysis of the problem was required to reduce it back to a complete jigsaw puzzle 

before it could be solved. 

There are in fact two situations which deviate from the usual conditions of known 

puzzle geometry and certainty of no missing pieces. Both situations were analysed. 

In the case of missing puzzle pieces, the proposed CSP algorithm was not effective, and 

alternative strategies were then presented to solve this problem.  A new approach, 

dubbed the Empty Slot Prediction (ESP) model, was developed and tested.  For puzzles 

with known geometry and complex graphic images, this technique (used to re-instate all 

the constraints required by the CSP) proved to be effective. 

Another deviation occurs when the puzzle grid shape is unknown. For instance, four 

puzzle pieces may be assembled in a 2x2 grid, but they could also form a 4x1 grid. A 

third variation occurs when there is an unknown puzzle grid shape, and there may or 

may not be missing puzzle pieces. For instance, using the same four pieces, they could 

form part of a complete puzzle (e.g. 2x2 or 4x1), or they may be part of a 3x2  geometry 

with two missing pieces, or even part of a non-rectangular grid with none or any number 

of pieces missing.  A fourth variation, not explored in this thesis but of significant 

importance in ancient manuscript re-assembly, takes place when a set of jigsaw puzzle 
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pieces contains pieces from many different puzzles.  In this case it would be necessary 

to identify which pieces belong to which puzzle and then solve them separately. 

Future research could be directed to solving these variations of the jigsaw puzzle 

problem. It is noted that the introduction of a blank piece renders the CSP approach 

ineffective. What needs to be investigated is whether or not one of the other techniques 

discarded earlier may prove to be more efficient in solving jigsaw puzzles with missing 

pieces and non-delineated geometries.  In particular, simulated annealing may prove of 

value in advancing this research. 

There are many reasons why development of algorithms to solve the incomplete jigsaw 

puzzles should be continued. For example robots capable of reconstructing objects 

from a set of incomplete parts could be used in archaeology, where it is not always 

known how many pieces are missing.  Similarly, accident investigations may deal with 

an incomplete set of data objects, and could therefore benefit from research of the 

incomplete jigsaw puzzle.  In such cases the forces acting upon them may have 

stretched, fractured or ripped the objects in such a way that they still “fit” locally and 

are, therefore, suited to the approaches suggested here.  

Present-day automated assembly systems are dependent on the existence of a known set 

of components which are to be assembled in a known sequence and placement.  

Generalised solution to the jigsaw puzzle problem with missing pieces could pave the 

way for automated assembly systems to effect modifications or repairs dependant on 

what components are missing.  However, before such technologies can be created 

significant research must take place to further advance knowledge in this field.  As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, the proposed algorithms present an initial step in 

finding a solution method that could be applied to all instances of the jigsaw puzzle 

problem.   
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Overall even though the jigsaw puzzle problem is relatively easy to state (formulate) 

using language, an automated (computational) solution can be extremely difficult to 

implement.  In particular, it was noted that using the brute force approach to check 

every possible combination, and performing evaluations of each possible solution every 

millisecond, it would take 765 times the total known age of the universe to investigate 

all possible solution for a single square 16 piece puzzle.  On average the time taken to 

find the (one) valid solution would therefore be typically just over half of this time. 

The significance of this long solution time with respect to the desirability of  future 

research in this area is that the same 16 piece puzzle can be completed by many eight 

year old children in a matter of minutes or even seconds (and for many of these children 

the solution is considered fun rather than arduous).  In other words while computers are 

vastly superior to humans at performing raw calculations, there exist process of pattern-

recognition combined with memory maps, spatial extrapolation and opportune heuristics 

within the human brain that still enable humans to outperform computers in the 

relatively simple task of solving a jigsaw puzzle. 

We cannot rely on advances in raw computational power alone to close the gap between 

computer solutions to jigsaw puzzle problems that check every possible combination 

(765 times the life of the universe) and human solutions (minutes).  Even extrapolating 

Moore’s Law, where computational power doubles every 18 months, it would still take 

hundreds of years before computer-based solutions took less than a human life-time to 

come up with a solution.  

The real challenge is not to implement solution algorithms more efficiently, but rather to 

understand more clearly the structure of jigsaw problems.  It is this exciting area of 

research which should pay huge dividends in solving the jigsaw puzzle problem – 

particularly under real-world conditions of missing pieces – in the future.     
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Appendix 1 

Edge Fitting source code 

unit edgefunction; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,IdGlobal; 

const 
    scanlength=4; 
    scandepth=1; 

function scanedge(pic:TBitmap;edge:byte;pos:integer;depth:integer;sz:integer):integer; 
   edgeX = 1 - left wall 

   edgeX = 2 - top wall 

   edgeX = 3 - right wall 

   edgeX = 4 - bottom wall 


current implementation support only square pieces of the same size

   returns -1 when error 


2 

   ******* 


* * 

1 * * 3 


* * 

****** 

4 

pos is the starting pixel on the edge 
size is the length of the edge to evaluate 
depth is how many pixels from the edge we scan 

function comparevalues(vala:integer;valb:integer):integer; 
  breaks down integer values to 3 bytes and compares  

function matchpieces(pica:TBitmap;edgea:integer;picb:TBitmap;edgeb:integer):integer; 
  provides a match value for selected edges of two bitmaps

  returns : 1 when comparison was not possible 


 0 when selected edges match perfectly 

Y the greater is Y less likely two pieces are matching


Implementation 

uses Unit1; 

function scanedge(pic:TBitmap;edge:byte;pos:integer;depth:integer;sz:integer):integer; 
var wa,ha,cnx,cny,cnt,cla,size:integer; 
   acnxs,acnxe,acnys,acnye:integer; 

c1,c2,c3:integer; 
begin 

wa:=pic.Width;
 ha:=pic.Height; 
size:=sz; 

  //square !

  if ((wa=ha) and (size>0) and (depth>0)) then

 begin 


  acnxs:=0; 

  acnxe:=0; 

  acnys:=0; 

  acnye:=0; 
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  if size+pos>wa then size:=wa-pos; 

  if depth>wa then depth:=wa;


 if edge=1 then 
begin 

 acnxs:=0;

 acnxe:=depth-1; 

 acnys:=pos; 

 acnye:=pos+size-1; 

end; 


 if edge=2 then 

begin 

 acnxs:=pos; 

 acnxe:=pos+size-1; 

 acnys:=0;

 acnye:=depth-1; 

end; 


 if edge=3 then 

begin 

 acnxs:=wa-depth-1; 

 acnxe:=wa-1; 

 acnys:=pos; 

 acnye:=pos+size-1; 

end; 


 if edge=4 then 

begin 

 acnxs:=pos; 

 acnxe:=pos+size-1; 

 acnys:=ha-depth-1; 

 acnye:=ha-1; 

end; 

c1:=0; 

c2:=0; 

c3:=0; 


   cnt:=0; 

for cnx:=acnxs to acnxe do 

for cny:=acnys to acnye do 

begin 


  cla:=pic.Canvas.Pixels[cnx,cny]; 

  c1:=c1+((cla shr 16) mod 256); 

  c2:=c2+((cla shr 8) mod 256); 

  c3:=c3+(cla mod 256); 


inc(cnt); 

end; 

   if cnt>0 then 

begin 


    c1:=round(c1/cnt); 

    c2:=round(c2/cnt); 

    c3:=round(c3/cnt); 


result:=c1; 

    result:=(result shl 8)+c2; 

    result:=(result shl 8)+c3; 

    end else result:=0; 


   end else result:=-1; 
end; 

function comparevalues(vala:integer;valb:integer):integer; 

var ca1,ca2,ca3,cb1,cb2,cb3:byte; 

begin 


ca1:=(vala shr 16) mod 256; 

ca2:=(vala shr 8) mod 256; 


  ca3:=vala mod 256; 

cb1:=(valb shr 16) mod 256; 

cb2:=(valb shr 8) mod 256; 
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  cb3:=valb mod 256; 
  result:=abs(ca1-cb1)+abs(ca2-cb2)+abs(ca3-cb3); 
end; 

function matchpieces(pica:TBitmap;edgea:integer;picb:TBitmap;edgeb:integer):integer; 

var size,cnt,resa,resb:integer;

begin 


size:=pica.Width; 

  if ((size=pica.Height) and (size=picb.Height) and (size=picb.Width)) then 


begin 

result:=0; 


   cnt:=0; 

while cnt<=size do 

begin 

 resa:=scanedge(pica,edgea,cnt,scandepth,scanlength);

 resb:=scanedge(picb,edgeb,cnt,scandepth,scanlength);

 result:=result+comparevalues(resa,resb); 

inc(cnt,scanlength); 

end; 

  end else result:=-1; 
end; 

end. 


unit testedge; 


interface 


uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 


procedure edgepuzlle(pa:tpuzzlepiece); 

procedure marker(pa:TpuzzlePiece;st:string;va:integer;ea:integer); 


implementation


uses Unit2; 


procedure marker(pa:TpuzzlePiece;st:string;va:integer;ea:integer); 

var px,py,sz:integer; 

begin 


sz:=pa.Abitmap[va].Width; 

  py:=round((sz-5)/2); 

  px:=round((sz-5)/2); 


  if ea=1 then px:=2 else

  if ea=2 then py:=1  else 

  if ea=3 then px:=sz-12 else

  if ea=4 then py:=sz-18; 


with pa.Abitmap[va].Canvas.Font do 
begin 

Size:=10; 

Style:=[fsBold]; 


end; 
  pa.Abitmap[va].Canvas.TextOut(px,py,st+' '); 
end; 

procedure edgepuzlle(pa:tpuzzlepiece); 
var cnt,er,cnx,cny,cnv,vl,cv,size,pn,pp:integer;
   match:array of array [1..4] of integer; 
   st,pr:string; 
begin 
  size:=high(pa.x); 
  setlength(match,size+1); 
  for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 
   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Progress '+inttostr(size-cnt)); 

   for cnv:=1 to 4 do 
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begin 

 cv:=2147483647; 

 match[cnt][cnv]:=0; 

 cnx:=0; 

while cnx<=size do 

begin 


   if cnx<>cnt then 

begin 

 for cny:=1 to 4 do 


begin 

   vl:=matchpieces(pa.Abitmap[cnt],cnv,pa.Abitmap[cnx],cny); 

   if vl<cv then 


begin 

cv:=vl;


 match[cnt][cnv]:=(cnx shl 16)+cny; 

end; 


end; 

end; 


inc(cnx); 

end; 

end; 


end; 

 er:=0; 

 st:=''; 


 for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 


  for cnx:=1 to 4 do 

begin 

 pn:=match[cnt][cnx] shr 16; 

 pp:=match[cnt][cnx] mod 256; 


inc(er); 

  pr:=char(33+(er mod 90)); 

  marker(pa,pr,cnt,cnx); 

  if not ((cnt=size) and (cnx>2)) then 


begin 

 marker(pa,pr,pn,pp); 

end; 


 st:=st+'P'+inttostr(cnt)+' S'+inttostr(cnx)+' = P'+inttostr(pn)+' S'+inttostr(pp)+chr(13)+chr(10); 

end; 


end; 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Found : '+inttostr(er)+' good combinations'); 

  Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add(st);

end; 

end. 



----------------- 

----------------- 
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Appendix 2 

Linear Programming/Integer Programming 

Assumptions: 

The board is 3x3. We assume that the ordering of elements is from left to right and top 
to bottom.  i.e: 

|(1,1)(1,2)(1,3)|
|(2,1)(2,2)(2,3)|
|(3,1)(3,2)(3,3)| 

Each element may be in one of 4 orientations.  Thus, we have 36 possible elements.  
Assume that we ordered them so that the all orientations of the same physical element 
are in sequence. 

Variables: 


x(i,j): i in (1,9), j in (1,36) 


Interpretation: 


x(i,j) denotes that in the position i on the board we have element j. 


Arrays with values on elements' edges: 


for i in {1..36} 


   R(i) - value on the right side of the element i 


   L(i) - value on the left side of the element i 


   T(i) - value on the top side of the element i 


   B(i) - value on the bottom side of the element i 


IP formulation: 


Note: Both the goal function and first section of constrains declaration contain a 

“repeat” phrase allowing a formula to infer the omitted elements of the formulation.  

This was necessary as the complete printout, even with condensed formatting, would 

require more than 300 pages. 


This formulation was created from the following equations: 


Goal function: 


Sum_j=1->j=36 Sum_k=1->k=36  
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R(j) * x(1,j) - L(k) * x(2,k) + R(j) * x(2,j) - L(k) * x(3,k)  + R(j) * x(4,j) - L(k) * x(5,k)  
+ R(j) * x(5,j) - L(k) * x(6,k) + R(j) * x(7,j) - L(k) * x(8,k)  + R(j) * x(8,j) - L(k) * 
x(9,k) + B(j) * x(1,j) - T(k) * x(4,k) + B(j) * x(2,j) - T(k) * x(5,k)  + B(j) * x(3,j) -
T(k) * x(6,k) + B(j) * x(4,j) - T(k) * x(7,k)  + B(j) * x(5,j) - T(k) * x(8,k)  + B(j) * 
x(6,j) - T(k) * x(9,k) 

Constraints: 

1. Modulus substitution 


for each j in {1..36} and k in {1..36}: 


R(j) * x(1,j) >= L(k) * x(2,k);R(j) * x(2,j) >= L(k) * x(3,k);R(j) * x(4,j) >= L(k) * 

x(5,k);R(j) * x(5,j) >= L(k) * x(6,k);R(j) * x(7,j) >= L(k) * x(8,k);R(j) * x(8,j) >= L(k) 

* x(9,k);R(j) * x(1,j) >= L(k) * x(4,k);R(j) * x(2,j) >= L(k) * x(5,k);R(j) * x(3,j) >= 
L(k) * x(6,k);R(j) * x(4,j) >= L(k) * x(7,k);R(j) * x(5,j) >= L(k) * x(8,k);R(j) * x(6,j) 
>= L(k) * x(9,k) 

2. Each element must be used only once: 


for each k in {1..9}  


Sum_j=4*k->j=4*k + 3 Sum_i=1->i=9 { x(i,j) } = 1 


3. Only one element can be used in each board position:


for each k in {1..9} 


Sum_i=1->i=36 { x(k,i) } = 1 


4. Logical constraints: 


for each i in {1..9} and j in {1..36}: 


x(i,j) = 1 or x(i,j) = 0 


Complete formulation : we want to minimize goal function: 


R(1) * x(1,1) - L(1) * x(2,1) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(1) * x(3,1) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(1) * x(5,1) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(1) * x(6,1) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(1) * x(8,1) +R(1) 

* x(8,1) - L(1) * x(9,1) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(1) * x(4,1) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(1) * x(5,1) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(1) * x(6,1) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(1) * x(7,1) +B(1) * 

x(5,1) - T(1) * x(8,1) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(1) * x(9,1) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(2) * x(2,2) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(2) * x(3,2) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(2) * x(5,2) +R(1) * 

x(5,1) - L(2) * x(6,2) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(2) * x(8,2) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(2) * x(9,2) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(2) * x(4,2) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(2) * x(5,2) +B(1) * 

x(3,1) - T(2) * x(6,2) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(2) * x(7,2) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(2) * x(8,2) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(2) * x(9,2) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(3) * x(2,3) +R(1) * 

x(2,1) - L(3) * x(3,3) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(3) * x(5,3) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(3) * x(6,3) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(3) * x(8,3) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(3) * x(9,3) +B(1) * 

x(1,1) - T(3) * x(4,3) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(3) * x(5,3) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(3) * x(6,3) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(3) * x(7,3) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(3) * x(8,3) +B(1) * 

x(6,1) - T(3) * x(9,3) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(4) * x(2,4) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(4) * x(3,4) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(4) * x(5,4) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(4) * x(6,4) +R(1) * 

x(7,1) - L(4) * x(8,4) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(4) * x(9,4) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(4) * x(4,4) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(4) * x(5,4) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(4) * x(6,4) +B(1) * 

x(4,1) - T(4) * x(7,4) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(4) * x(8,4) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(4) * x(9,4) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(5) * x(2,5) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(5) * x(3,5) +R(1) * 

x(4,1) - L(5) * x(5,5) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(5) * x(6,5) + R(1) * x(7,1) - L(5) * x(8,5) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(5) * x(9,5) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(5) * x(4,5) +B(1) * 

x(2,1) - T(5) * x(5,5) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(5) * x(6,5) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(5) * x(7,5) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(5) * x(8,5) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(5) * x(9,5) +R(1) * 
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x(1,1) - L(6) * x(2,6) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(6) * x(3,6) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(6) * x(5,6) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(6) * x(6,6) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(6) * x(8,6) +R(1) * 

x(8,1) - L(6) * x(9,6) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(6) * x(4,6) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(6) * x(5,6) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(6) * x(6,6) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(6) * x(7,6) +B(1) * 

x(5,1) - T(6) * x(8,6) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(6) * x(9,6) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(7) * x(2,7) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(7) * x(3,7) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(7) * x(5,7) +R(1) * 

x(5,1) - L(7) * x(6,7) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(7) * x(8,7) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(7) * x(9,7) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(7) * x(4,7) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(7) * x(5,7) +B(1) * 

x(3,1) - T(7) * x(6,7) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(7) * x(7,7) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(7) * x(8,7) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(7) * x(9,7) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(8) * x(2,8) +R(1) * 

x(2,1) - L(8) * x(3,8) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(8) * x(5,8) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(8) * x(6,8) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(8) * x(8,8) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(8) * x(9,8) +B(1) * 

x(1,1) - T(8) * x(4,8) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(8) * x(5,8) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(8) * x(6,8) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(8) * x(7,8) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(8) * x(8,8) +B(1) * 

x(6,1) - T(8) * x(9,8) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(9) * x(2,9) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(9) * x(3,9) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(9) * x(5,9) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(9) * x(6,9) +R(1) * 

x(7,1) - L(9) * x(8,9) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(9) * x(9,9) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(9) * x(4,9) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(9) * x(5,9) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(9) * x(6,9) +B(1) * 

x(4,1) - T(9) * x(7,9) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(9) * x(8,9) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(9) * x(9,9) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(10) * x(2,10) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(10) * x(3,10) +R(1) * 

x(4,1) - L(10) * x(5,10) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(10) * x(6,10) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(10) * x(8,10) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(10) * x(9,10) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(10) * x(4,10) 

+B(1) * x(2,1) - T(10) * x(5,10) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(10) * x(6,10) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(10) * x(7,10) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(10) * x(8,10) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(10) * 

x(9,10) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(11) * x(2,11) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(11) * x(3,11) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(11) * x(5,11) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(11) * x(6,11) +R(1) * x(7,1) - 

L(11) * x(8,11) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(11) * x(9,11) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(11) * x(4,11) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(11) * x(5,11) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(11) * x(6,11) +B(1) * 

x(4,1) - T(11) * x(7,11) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(11) * x(8,11) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(11) * x(9,11) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(12) * x(2,12) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(12) * x(3,12) 

+R(1) * x(4,1) - L(12) * x(5,12) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(12) * x(6,12) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(12) * x(8,12) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(12) * x(9,12) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(12) * 

x(4,12) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(12) * x(5,12) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(12) * x(6,12) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(12) * x(7,12) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(12) * x(8,12) +B(1) * x(6,1) - 

T(12) * x(9,12) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(13) * x(2,13) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(13) * x(3,13) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(13) * x(5,13) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(13) * x(6,13) +R(1) * 

x(7,1) - L(13) * x(8,13) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(13) * x(9,13) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(13) * x(4,13) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(13) * x(5,13) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(13) * x(6,13) 

+B(1) * x(4,1) - T(13) * x(7,13) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(13) * x(8,13) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(13) * x(9,13) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(14) * x(2,14) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(14) * 

x(3,14) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(14) * x(5,14) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(14) * x(6,14) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(14) * x(8,14) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(14) * x(9,14) +B(1) * x(1,1) - 

T(14) * x(4,14) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(14) * x(5,14) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(14) * x(6,14) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(14) * x(7,14) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(14) * x(8,14) +B(1) * 

x(6,1) - T(14) * x(9,14) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(15) * x(2,15) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(15) * x(3,15) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(15) * x(5,15) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(15) * x(6,15) 

+R(1) * x(7,1) - L(15) * x(8,15) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(15) * x(9,15) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(15) * x(4,15) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(15) * x(5,15) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(15) * 

x(6,15) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(15) * x(7,15) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(15) * x(8,15) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(15) * x(9,15) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(16) * x(2,16) +R(1) * x(2,1) - 

L(16) * x(3,16) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(16) * x(5,16) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(16) * x(6,16) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(16) * x(8,16) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(16) * x(9,16) +B(1) * 

x(1,1) - T(16) * x(4,16) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(16) * x(5,16) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(16) * x(6,16) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(16) * x(7,16) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(16) * x(8,16) 

+B(1) * x(6,1) - T(16) * x(9,16) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(17) * x(2,17) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(17) * x(3,17) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(17) * x(5,17) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(17) * 

x(6,17) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(17) * x(8,17) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(17) * x(9,17) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(17) * x(4,17) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(17) * x(5,17) + B(1) * x(3,1) -

T(17) * x(6,17) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(17) * x(7,17) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(17) * x(8,17) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(17) * x(9,17) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(18) * x(2,18) +R(1) * 

x(2,1) - L(18) * x(3,18) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(18) * x(5,18) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(18) * x(6,18) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(18) * x(8,18) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(18) * x(9,18) 

+B(1) * x(1,1) - T(18) * x(4,18) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(18) * x(5,18) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(18) * x(6,18) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(18) * x(7,18) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(18) * 

x(8,18) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(18) * x(9,18) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(19) * x(2,19) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(19) * x(3,19) + R(1) * x(4,1) - L(19) * x(5,19) +R(1) * x(5,1) - 

L(19) * x(6,19) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(19) * x(8,19) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(19) * x(9,19) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(19) * x(4,19) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(19) * x(5,19) + B(1) * 

x(3,1) - T(19) * x(6,19) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(19) * x(7,19) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(19) * x(8,19) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(19) * x(9,19) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(20) * x(2,20) 

+R(1) * x(2,1) - L(20) * x(3,20) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(20) * x(5,20) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(20) * x(6,20) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(20) * x(8,20) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(20) * 

x(9,20) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(20) * x(4,20) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(20) * x(5,20) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(20) * x(6,20) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(20) * x(7,20) +B(1) * x(5,1) - 

T(20) * x(8,20) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(20) * x(9,20) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(21) * x(2,21) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(21) * x(3,21) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(21) * x(5,21) +R(1) * 

x(5,1) - L(21) * x(6,21) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(21) * x(8,21) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(21) * x(9,21) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(21) * x(4,21) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(21) * x(5,21) 
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+ B(1) * x(3,1) - T(21) * x(6,21) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(21) * x(7,21) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(21) * x(8,21) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(21) * x(9,21) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(22) * 

x(2,22) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(22) * x(3,22) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(22) * x(5,22) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(22) * x(6,22) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(22) * x(8,22) +R(1) * x(8,1) - 

L(22) * x(9,22) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(22) * x(4,22) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(22) * x(5,22) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(22) * x(6,22) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(22) * x(7,22) +B(1) * 

x(5,1) - T(22) * x(8,22) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(22) * x(9,22) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(23) * x(2,23) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(23) * x(3,23) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(23) * x(5,23) 

+R(1) * x(5,1) - L(23) * x(6,23) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(23) * x(8,23) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(23) * x(9,23) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(23) * x(4,23) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(23) * 

x(5,23) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(23) * x(6,23) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(23) * x(7,23) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(23) * x(8,23) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(23) * x(9,23) +R(1) * x(1,1) - 

L(24) * x(2,24) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(24) * x(3,24) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(24) * x(5,24) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(24) * x(6,24) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(24) * x(8,24) +R(1) * 

x(8,1) - L(24) * x(9,24) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(24) * x(4,24) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(24) * x(5,24) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(24) * x(6,24) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(24) * x(7,24) 

+B(1) * x(5,1) - T(24) * x(8,24) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(24) * x(9,24) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(25) * x(2,25) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(25) * x(3,25) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(25) * 

x(5,25) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(25) * x(6,25) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(25) * x(8,25) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(25) * x(9,25) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(25) * x(4,25) +B(1) * x(2,1) - 

T(25) * x(5,25) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(25) * x(6,25) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(25) * x(7,25) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(25) * x(8,25) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(25) * x(9,25) +R(1) * 

x(1,1) - L(26) * x(2,26) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(26) * x(3,26) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(26) * x(5,26) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(26) * x(6,26) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(26) * x(8,26) 

+R(1) * x(8,1) - L(26) * x(9,26) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(26) * x(4,26) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(26) * x(5,26) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(26) * x(6,26) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(26) * 

x(7,26) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(26) * x(8,26) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(26) * x(9,26) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(27) * x(2,27) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(27) * x(3,27) +R(1) * x(4,1) - 

L(27) * x(5,27) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(27) * x(6,27) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(27) * x(8,27) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(27) * x(9,27) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(27) * x(4,27) +B(1) * 

x(2,1) - T(27) * x(5,27) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(27) * x(6,27) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(27) * x(7,27) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(27) * x(8,27) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(27) * x(9,27) 

+R(1) * x(1,1) - L(28) * x(2,28) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(28) * x(3,28) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(28) * x(5,28) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(28) * x(6,28) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(28) * 

x(8,28) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(28) * x(9,28) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(28) * x(4,28) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(28) * x(5,28) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(28) * x(6,28) +B(1) * x(4,1) - 

T(28) * x(7,28) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(28) * x(8,28) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(28) * x(9,28) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(29) * x(2,29) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(29) * x(3,29) +R(1) * 

x(4,1) - L(29) * x(5,29) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(29) * x(6,29) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(29) * x(8,29) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(29) * x(9,29) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(29) * x(4,29) 

+B(1) * x(2,1) - T(29) * x(5,29) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(29) * x(6,29) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(29) * x(7,29) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(29) * x(8,29) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(29) * 

x(9,29) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(30) * x(2,30) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(30) * x(3,30) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(30) * x(5,30) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(30) * x(6,30) +R(1) * x(7,1) - 

L(30) * x(8,30) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(30) * x(9,30) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(30) * x(4,30) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(30) * x(5,30) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(30) * x(6,30) +B(1) * 

x(4,1) - T(30) * x(7,30) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(30) * x(8,30) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(30) * x(9,30) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(31) * x(2,31) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(31) * x(3,31) 

+R(1) * x(4,1) - L(31) * x(5,31) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(31) * x(6,31) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(31) * x(8,31) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(31) * x(9,31) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(31) * 

x(4,31) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(31) * x(5,31) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(31) * x(6,31) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(31) * x(7,31) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(31) * x(8,31) +B(1) * x(6,1) - 

T(31) * x(9,31) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(32) * x(2,32) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(32) * x(3,32) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(32) * x(5,32) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(32) * x(6,32) +R(1) * 

x(7,1) - L(32) * x(8,32) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(32) * x(9,32) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(32) * x(4,32) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(32) * x(5,32) + B(1) * x(3,1) - T(32) * x(6,32) 

+B(1) * x(4,1) - T(32) * x(7,32) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(32) * x(8,32) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(32) * x(9,32) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(33) * x(2,33) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(33) * 

x(3,33) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(33) * x(5,33) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(33) * x(6,33) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(33) * x(8,33) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(33) * x(9,33) +B(1) * x(1,1) - 

T(33) * x(4,33) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(33) * x(5,33) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(33) * x(6,33) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(33) * x(7,33) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(33) * x(8,33) +B(1) * 

x(6,1) - T(33) * x(9,33) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(34) * x(2,34) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(34) * x(3,34) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(34) * x(5,34) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(34) * x(6,34) 

+R(1) * x(7,1) - L(34) * x(8,34) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(34) * x(9,34) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(34) * x(4,34) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(34) * x(5,34) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(34) * 

x(6,34) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(34) * x(7,34) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(34) * x(8,34) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(34) * x(9,34) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(35) * x(2,35) +R(1) * x(2,1) - 

L(35) * x(3,35) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(35) * x(5,35) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(35) * x(6,35) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(35) * x(8,35) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(35) * x(9,35) +B(1) * 

x(1,1) - T(35) * x(4,35) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(35) * x(5,35) +B(1) * x(3,1) - T(35) * x(6,35) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(35) * x(7,35) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(35) * x(8,35) 

+B(1) * x(6,1) - T(35) * x(9,35) +R(1) * x(1,1) - L(36) * x(2,36) +R(1) * x(2,1) - L(36) * x(3,36) +R(1) * x(4,1) - L(36) * x(5,36) +R(1) * x(5,1) - L(36) * 

x(6,36) +R(1) * x(7,1) - L(36) * x(8,36) +R(1) * x(8,1) - L(36) * x(9,36) +B(1) * x(1,1) - T(36) * x(4,36) +B(1) * x(2,1) - T(36) * x(5,36) +B(1) * x(3,1) - 
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T(36) * x(6,36) +B(1) * x(4,1) - T(36) * x(7,36) +B(1) * x(5,1) - T(36) * x(8,36) +B(1) * x(6,1) - T(36) * x(9,36) + … repeat for B(q) where q=2..36 ... 

+ B(36) * x(5,36) - T(36) * x(8,36) +B(36) * x(6,36) - T(36) * x(9,36) 

Constrains: 

R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(1) * x(2,1) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(1) * x(3,1) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(1) * x(5,1) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(1) * x(6,1) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(1) * 

x(8,1) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(1) * x(9,1) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(1) * x(4,1) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(1) * x(5,1) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(1) * x(6,1) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= 

L(1) * x(7,1) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(1) * x(8,1) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(1) * x(9,1) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(2) * x(2,2) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(2) * x(3,2) ; R(1) * x(4,1) 

>= L(2) * x(5,2) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(2) * x(6,2) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(2) * x(8,2) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(2) * x(9,2) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(2) * x(4,2) ; R(1) * 

x(2,1) >= L(2) * x(5,2) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(2) * x(6,2) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(2) * x(7,2) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(2) * x(8,2) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(2) * x(9,2) ; 

R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(3) * x(2,3) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(3) * x(3,3) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(3) * x(5,3) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(3) * x(6,3) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(3) * 

x(8,3) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(3) * x(9,3) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(3) * x(4,3) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(3) * x(5,3) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(3) * x(6,3) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= 

L(3) * x(7,3) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(3) * x(8,3) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(3) * x(9,3) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(4) * x(2,4) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(4) * x(3,4) ; R(1) * x(4,1) 

>= L(4) * x(5,4) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(4) * x(6,4) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(4) * x(8,4) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(4) * x(9,4) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(4) * x(4,4) ; R(1) * 

x(2,1) >= L(4) * x(5,4) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(4) * x(6,4) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(4) * x(7,4) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(4) * x(8,4) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(4) * x(9,4) ; 

R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(5) * x(2,5) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(5) * x(3,5) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(5) * x(5,5) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(5) * x(6,5) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(5) * 

x(8,5) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(5) * x(9,5) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(5) * x(4,5) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(5) * x(5,5) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(5) * x(6,5) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= 

L(5) * x(7,5) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(5) * x(8,5) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(5) * x(9,5) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(6) * x(2,6) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(6) * x(3,6) ; R(1) * x(4,1) 

>= L(6) * x(5,6) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(6) * x(6,6) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(6) * x(8,6) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(6) * x(9,6) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(6) * x(4,6) ; R(1) * 

x(2,1) >= L(6) * x(5,6) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(6) * x(6,6) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(6) * x(7,6) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(6) * x(8,6) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(6) * x(9,6) ; 

R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(7) * x(2,7) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(7) * x(3,7) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(7) * x(5,7) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(7) * x(6,7) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(7) * 

x(8,7) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(7) * x(9,7) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(7) * x(4,7) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(7) * x(5,7) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(7) * x(6,7) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= 

L(7) * x(7,7) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(7) * x(8,7) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(7) * x(9,7) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(8) * x(2,8) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(8) * x(3,8) ; R(1) * x(4,1) 

>= L(8) * x(5,8) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(8) * x(6,8) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(8) * x(8,8) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(8) * x(9,8) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(8) * x(4,8) ; R(1) * 

x(2,1) >= L(8) * x(5,8) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(8) * x(6,8) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(8) * x(7,8) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(8) * x(8,8) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(8) * x(9,8) ; 

R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(9) * x(2,9) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(9) * x(3,9) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(9) * x(5,9) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(9) * x(6,9) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(9) * 

x(8,9) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(9) * x(9,9) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(9) * x(4,9) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(9) * x(5,9) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(9) * x(6,9) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= 

L(9) * x(7,9) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(9) * x(8,9) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(9) * x(9,9) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(10) * x(2,10) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(10) * x(3,10) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(10) * x(5,10) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(10) * x(6,10) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(10) * x(8,10) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(10) * x(9,10) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(10) 

* x(4,10) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(10) * x(5,10) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(10) * x(6,10) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(10) * x(7,10) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(10) * x(8,10) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(10) * x(9,10) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(11) * x(2,11) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(11) * x(3,11) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(11) * x(5,11) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(11) 

* x(6,11) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(11) * x(8,11) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(11) * x(9,11) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(11) * x(4,11) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(11) * x(5,11) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(11) * x(6,11) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(11) * x(7,11) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(11) * x(8,11) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(11) * x(9,11) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(12) 

* x(2,12) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(12) * x(3,12) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(12) * x(5,12) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(12) * x(6,12) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(12) * x(8,12) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(12) * x(9,12) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(12) * x(4,12) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(12) * x(5,12) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(12) * x(6,12) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(12) 

* x(7,12) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(12) * x(8,12) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(12) * x(9,12) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(13) * x(2,13) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(13) * x(3,13) ; R(1) * 
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x(4,1) >= L(13) * x(5,13) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(13) * x(6,13) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(13) * x(8,13) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(13) * x(9,13) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(13) 

* x(4,13) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(13) * x(5,13) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(13) * x(6,13) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(13) * x(7,13) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(13) * x(8,13) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(13) * x(9,13) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(14) * x(2,14) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(14) * x(3,14) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(14) * x(5,14) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(14) 

* x(6,14) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(14) * x(8,14) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(14) * x(9,14) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(14) * x(4,14) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(14) * x(5,14) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(14) * x(6,14) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(14) * x(7,14) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(14) * x(8,14) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(14) * x(9,14) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(15) 

* x(2,15) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(15) * x(3,15) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(15) * x(5,15) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(15) * x(6,15) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(15) * x(8,15) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(15) * x(9,15) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(15) * x(4,15) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(15) * x(5,15) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(15) * x(6,15) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(15) 

* x(7,15) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(15) * x(8,15) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(15) * x(9,15) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(16) * x(2,16) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(16) * x(3,16) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(16) * x(5,16) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(16) * x(6,16) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(16) * x(8,16) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(16) * x(9,16) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(16) 

* x(4,16) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(16) * x(5,16) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(16) * x(6,16) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(16) * x(7,16) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(16) * x(8,16) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(16) * x(9,16) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(17) * x(2,17) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(17) * x(3,17) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(17) * x(5,17) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(17) 

* x(6,17) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(17) * x(8,17) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(17) * x(9,17) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(17) * x(4,17) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(17) * x(5,17) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(17) * x(6,17) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(17) * x(7,17) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(17) * x(8,17) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(17) * x(9,17) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(18) 

* x(2,18) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(18) * x(3,18) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(18) * x(5,18) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(18) * x(6,18) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(18) * x(8,18) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(18) * x(9,18) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(18) * x(4,18) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(18) * x(5,18) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(18) * x(6,18) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(18) 

* x(7,18) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(18) * x(8,18) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(18) * x(9,18) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(19) * x(2,19) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(19) * x(3,19) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(19) * x(5,19) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(19) * x(6,19) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(19) * x(8,19) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(19) * x(9,19) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(19) 

* x(4,19) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(19) * x(5,19) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(19) * x(6,19) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(19) * x(7,19) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(19) * x(8,19) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(19) * x(9,19) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(20) * x(2,20) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(20) * x(3,20) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(20) * x(5,20) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(20) 

* x(6,20) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(20) * x(8,20) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(20) * x(9,20) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(20) * x(4,20) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(20) * x(5,20) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(20) * x(6,20) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(20) * x(7,20) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(20) * x(8,20) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(20) * x(9,20) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(21) 

* x(2,21) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(21) * x(3,21) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(21) * x(5,21) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(21) * x(6,21) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(21) * x(8,21) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(21) * x(9,21) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(21) * x(4,21) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(21) * x(5,21) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(21) * x(6,21) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(21) 

* x(7,21) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(21) * x(8,21) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(21) * x(9,21) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(22) * x(2,22) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(22) * x(3,22) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(22) * x(5,22) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(22) * x(6,22) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(22) * x(8,22) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(22) * x(9,22) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(22) 

* x(4,22) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(22) * x(5,22) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(22) * x(6,22) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(22) * x(7,22) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(22) * x(8,22) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(22) * x(9,22) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(23) * x(2,23) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(23) * x(3,23) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(23) * x(5,23) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(23) 

* x(6,23) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(23) * x(8,23) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(23) * x(9,23) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(23) * x(4,23) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(23) * x(5,23) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(23) * x(6,23) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(23) * x(7,23) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(23) * x(8,23) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(23) * x(9,23) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(24) 

* x(2,24) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(24) * x(3,24) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(24) * x(5,24) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(24) * x(6,24) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(24) * x(8,24) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(24) * x(9,24) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(24) * x(4,24) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(24) * x(5,24) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(24) * x(6,24) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(24) 

* x(7,24) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(24) * x(8,24) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(24) * x(9,24) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(25) * x(2,25) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(25) * x(3,25) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(25) * x(5,25) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(25) * x(6,25) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(25) * x(8,25) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(25) * x(9,25) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(25) 

* x(4,25) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(25) * x(5,25) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(25) * x(6,25) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(25) * x(7,25) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(25) * x(8,25) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(25) * x(9,25) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(26) * x(2,26) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(26) * x(3,26) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(26) * x(5,26) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(26) 

* x(6,26) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(26) * x(8,26) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(26) * x(9,26) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(26) * x(4,26) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(26) * x(5,26) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(26) * x(6,26) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(26) * x(7,26) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(26) * x(8,26) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(26) * x(9,26) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(27) 

* x(2,27) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(27) * x(3,27) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(27) * x(5,27) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(27) * x(6,27) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(27) * x(8,27) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(27) * x(9,27) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(27) * x(4,27) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(27) * x(5,27) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(27) * x(6,27) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(27) 
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* x(7,27) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(27) * x(8,27) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(27) * x(9,27) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(28) * x(2,28) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(28) * x(3,28) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(28) * x(5,28) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(28) * x(6,28) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(28) * x(8,28) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(28) * x(9,28) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(28) 

* x(4,28) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(28) * x(5,28) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(28) * x(6,28) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(28) * x(7,28) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(28) * x(8,28) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(28) * x(9,28) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(29) * x(2,29) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(29) * x(3,29) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(29) * x(5,29) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(29) 

* x(6,29) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(29) * x(8,29) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(29) * x(9,29) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(29) * x(4,29) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(29) * x(5,29) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(29) * x(6,29) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(29) * x(7,29) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(29) * x(8,29) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(29) * x(9,29) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(30) 

* x(2,30) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(30) * x(3,30) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(30) * x(5,30) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(30) * x(6,30) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(30) * x(8,30) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(30) * x(9,30) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(30) * x(4,30) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(30) * x(5,30) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(30) * x(6,30) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(30) 

* x(7,30) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(30) * x(8,30) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(30) * x(9,30) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(31) * x(2,31) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(31) * x(3,31) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(31) * x(5,31) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(31) * x(6,31) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(31) * x(8,31) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(31) * x(9,31) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(31) 

* x(4,31) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(31) * x(5,31) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(31) * x(6,31) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(31) * x(7,31) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(31) * x(8,31) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(31) * x(9,31) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(32) * x(2,32) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(32) * x(3,32) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(32) * x(5,32) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(32) 

* x(6,32) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(32) * x(8,32) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(32) * x(9,32) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(32) * x(4,32) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(32) * x(5,32) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(32) * x(6,32) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(32) * x(7,32) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(32) * x(8,32) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(32) * x(9,32) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(33) 

* x(2,33) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(33) * x(3,33) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(33) * x(5,33) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(33) * x(6,33) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(33) * x(8,33) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(33) * x(9,33) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(33) * x(4,33) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(33) * x(5,33) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(33) * x(6,33) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(33) 

* x(7,33) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(33) * x(8,33) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(33) * x(9,33) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(34) * x(2,34) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(34) * x(3,34) ; R(1) * 

x(4,1) >= L(34) * x(5,34) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(34) * x(6,34) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(34) * x(8,34) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(34) * x(9,34) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(34) 

* x(4,34) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(34) * x(5,34) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(34) * x(6,34) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(34) * x(7,34) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(34) * x(8,34) ; R(1) * 

x(6,1) >= L(34) * x(9,34) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(35) * x(2,35) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(35) * x(3,35) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(35) * x(5,35) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(35) 

* x(6,35) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(35) * x(8,35) ; R(1) * x(8,1) >= L(35) * x(9,35) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(35) * x(4,35) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(35) * x(5,35) ; R(1) * 

x(3,1) >= L(35) * x(6,35) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(35) * x(7,35) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(35) * x(8,35) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(35) * x(9,35) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(36) 

* x(2,36) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(36) * x(3,36) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(36) * x(5,36) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(36) * x(6,36) ; R(1) * x(7,1) >= L(36) * x(8,36) ; R(1) * 

x(8,1) >= L(36) * x(9,36) ; R(1) * x(1,1) >= L(36) * x(4,36) ; R(1) * x(2,1) >= L(36) * x(5,36) ; R(1) * x(3,1) >= L(36) * x(6,36) ; R(1) * x(4,1) >= L(36) 

* x(7,36) ; R(1) * x(5,1) >= L(36) * x(8,36) ; R(1) * x(6,1) >= L(36) * x(9,36) ; … repeat for R(q) where q=2..36 … ; R(36) * x(6,36) >= L(36) * 

x(9,36) 

x(1,4) + x(2,4) + x(3,4) + x(4,4) + x(5,4) + x(6,4) + x(7,4) + x(8,4) + x(9,4) + x(1,5) + x(2,5) + x(3,5) + x(4,5) + x(5,5) + x(6,5) + x(7,5) + x(8,5) + 

x(9,5) + x(1,6) + x(2,6) + x(3,6) + x(4,6) + x(5,6) + x(6,6) + x(7,6) + x(8,6) + x(9,6) + x(1,7) + x(2,7) + x(3,7) + x(4,7) + x(5,7) + x(6,7) + x(7,7) + 

x(8,7) + x(9,7)=1 ; x(1,8) + x(2,8) + x(3,8) + x(4,8) + x(5,8) + x(6,8) + x(7,8) + x(8,8) + x(9,8) + x(1,9) + x(2,9) + x(3,9) + x(4,9) + x(5,9) + x(6,9) + 

x(7,9) + x(8,9) + x(9,9) + x(1,10) + x(2,10) + x(3,10) + x(4,10) + x(5,10) + x(6,10) + x(7,10) + x(8,10) + x(9,10) + x(1,11) + x(2,11) + x(3,11) + 

x(4,11) + x(5,11) + x(6,11) + x(7,11) + x(8,11) + x(9,11)=1 ; (1,12) + x(2,12) + x(3,12) + x(4,12) + x(5,12) + x(6,12) + x(7,12) + x(8,12) + x(9,12) + 

x(1,13) + x(2,13) + x(3,13) + x(4,13) + x(5,13) + x(6,13) + x(7,13) + x(8,13) + x(9,13) + x(1,14) + x(2,14) + x(3,14) + x(4,14) + x(5,14) + x(6,14) + 

x(7,14) + x(8,14) + x(9,14) + x(1,15) + x(2,15) + x(3,15) + x(4,15) + x(5,15) + x(6,15) + x(7,15) + x(8,15) + x(9,15)=1 ; x(1,16) + x(2,16) + x(3,16) + 

x(4,16) + x(5,16) + x(6,16) + x(7,16) + x(8,16) + x(9,16) + x(1,17) + x(2,17) + x(3,17) + x(4,17) + x(5,17) + x(6,17) + x(7,17) + x(8,17) + x(9,17) + 

x(1,18) + x(2,18) + x(3,18) + x(4,18) + x(5,18) + x(6,18) + x(7,18) + x(8,18) + x(9,18) + x(1,19) + x(2,19) + x(3,19) + x(4,19) + x(5,19) + x(6,19) + 

x(7,19) + x(8,19) + x(9,19)=1 ; x(1,20) + x(2,20) + x(3,20) + x(4,20) + x(5,20) + x(6,20) + x(7,20) + x(8,20) + x(9,20) + x(1,21) + x(2,21) + x(3,21) + 

x(4,21) + x(5,21) + x(6,21) + x(7,21) + x(8,21) + x(9,21) + x(1,22) + x(2,22) + x(3,22) + x(4,22) + x(5,22) + x(6,22) + x(7,22) + x(8,22) + x(9,22) + 
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x(1,23) + x(2,23) + x(3,23) + x(4,23) + x(5,23) + x(6,23) + x(7,23) + x(8,23) + x(9,23)=1 ; x(1,24) + x(2,24) + x(3,24) + x(4,24) + x(5,24) + x(6,24) + 

x(7,24) + x(8,24) + x(9,24) + x(1,25) + x(2,25) + x(3,25) + x(4,25) + x(5,25) + x(6,25) + x(7,25) + x(8,25) + x(9,25) + x(1,26) + x(2,26) + x(3,26) + 

x(4,26) + x(5,26) + x(6,26) + x(7,26) + x(8,26) + x(9,26) + x(1,27) + x(2,27) + x(3,27) + x(4,27) + x(5,27) + x(6,27) + x(7,27) + x(8,27) + x(9,27)=1 ; 

x(1,28) + x(2,28) + x(3,28) + x(4,28) + x(5,28) + x(6,28) + x(7,28) + x(8,28) + x(9,28) + x(1,29) + x(2,29) + x(3,29) + x(4,29) + x(5,29) + x(6,29) + 

x(7,29) + x(8,29) + x(9,29) + x(1,30) + x(2,30) + x(3,30) + x(4,30) + x(5,30) + x(6,30) + x(7,30) + x(8,30) + x(9,30) + x(1,31) + x(2,31) + x(3,31) + 

x(4,31) + x(5,31) + x(6,31) + x(7,31) + x(8,31) + x(9,31)=1 ; x(1,32) + x(2,32) + x(3,32) + x(4,32) + x(5,32) + x(6,32) + x(7,32) + x(8,32) + x(9,32) + 

x(1,33) + x(2,33) + x(3,33) + x(4,33) + x(5,33) + x(6,33) + x(7,33) + x(8,33) + x(9,33) + x(1,34) + x(2,34) + x(3,34) + x(4,34) + x(5,34) + x(6,34) + 

x(7,34) + x(8,34) + x(9,34) + x(1,35) + x(2,35) + x(3,35) + x(4,35) + x(5,35) + x(6,35) + x(7,35) + x(8,35) + x(9,35)=1 ; x(1,36) + x(2,36) + x(3,36) + 

x(4,36) + x(5,36) + x(6,36) + x(7,36) + x(8,36) + x(9,36) + x(1,37) + x(2,37) + x(3,37) + x(4,37) + x(5,37) + x(6,37) + x(7,37) + x(8,37) + x(9,37) + 

x(1,38) + x(2,38) + x(3,38) + x(4,38) + x(5,38) + x(6,38) + x(7,38) + x(8,38) + x(9,38) + x(1,39) + x(2,39) + x(3,39) + x(4,39) + x(5,39) + x(6,39) + 

x(7,39) + x(8,39) + x(9,39)=1 

x(1,1) + x(1,2) + x(1,3) + x(1,4) + x(1,5) + x(1,6) + x(1,7) + x(1,8) + x(1,9) + x(1,10) + x(1,11) + x(1,12) + x(1,13) + x(1,14) + x(1,15) + x(1,16) + 

x(1,17) + x(1,18) + x(1,19) + x(1,20) + x(1,21) + x(1,22) + x(1,23) + x(1,24) + x(1,25) + x(1,26) + x(1,27) + x(1,28) + x(1,29) + x(1,30) + x(1,31) + 

x(1,32) + x(1,33) + x(1,34) + x(1,35) + x(1,36)=1 ; x(2,1) + x(2,2) + x(2,3) + x(2,4) + x(2,5) + x(2,6) + x(2,7) + x(2,8) + x(2,9) + x(2,10) + x(2,11) + 

x(2,12) + x(2,13) + x(2,14) + x(2,15) + x(2,16) + x(2,17) + x(2,18) + x(2,19) + x(2,20) + x(2,21) + x(2,22) + x(2,23) + x(2,24) + x(2,25) + x(2,26) + 

x(2,27) + x(2,28) + x(2,29) + x(2,30) + x(2,31) + x(2,32) + x(2,33) + x(2,34) + x(2,35) + x(2,36)=1 ; x(3,1) + x(3,2) + x(3,3) + x(3,4) + x(3,5) + x(3,6) 

+ x(3,7) + x(3,8) + x(3,9) + x(3,10) + x(3,11) + x(3,12) + x(3,13) + x(3,14) + x(3,15) + x(3,16) + x(3,17) + x(3,18) + x(3,19) + x(3,20) + x(3,21) + 

x(3,22) + x(3,23) + x(3,24) + x(3,25) + x(3,26) + x(3,27) + x(3,28) + x(3,29) + x(3,30) + x(3,31) + x(3,32) + x(3,33) + x(3,34) + x(3,35) + x(3,36)=1 ; 

x(4,1) + x(4,2) + x(4,3) + x(4,4) + x(4,5) + x(4,6) + x(4,7) + x(4,8) + x(4,9) + x(4,10) + x(4,11) + x(4,12) + x(4,13) + x(4,14) + x(4,15) + x(4,16) + 

x(4,17) + x(4,18) + x(4,19) + x(4,20) + x(4,21) + x(4,22) + x(4,23) + x(4,24) + x(4,25) + x(4,26) + x(4,27) + x(4,28) + x(4,29) + x(4,30) + x(4,31) + 

x(4,32) + x(4,33) + x(4,34) + x(4,35) + x(4,36)=1 ; x(5,1) + x(5,2) + x(5,3) + x(5,4) + x(5,5) + x(5,6) + x(5,7) + x(5,8) + x(5,9) + x(5,10) + x(5,11) + 

x(5,12) + x(5,13) + x(5,14) + x(5,15) + x(5,16) + x(5,17) + x(5,18) + x(5,19) + x(5,20) + x(5,21) + x(5,22) + x(5,23) + x(5,24) + x(5,25) + x(5,26) + 

x(5,27) + x(5,28) + x(5,29) + x(5,30) + x(5,31) + x(5,32) + x(5,33) + x(5,34) + x(5,35) + x(5,36)=1 ; x(6,1) + x(6,2) + x(6,3) + x(6,4) + x(6,5) + x(6,6) 

+ x(6,7) + x(6,8) + x(6,9) + x(6,10) + x(6,11) + x(6,12) + x(6,13) + x(6,14) + x(6,15) + x(6,16) + x(6,17) + x(6,18) + x(6,19) + x(6,20) + x(6,21) + 

x(6,22) + x(6,23) + x(6,24) + x(6,25) + x(6,26) + x(6,27) + x(6,28) + x(6,29) + x(6,30) + x(6,31) + x(6,32) + x(6,33) + x(6,34) + x(6,35) + x(6,36)=1 ; 

x(7,1) + x(7,2) + x(7,3) + x(7,4) + x(7,5) + x(7,6) + x(7,7) + x(7,8) + x(7,9) + x(7,10) + x(7,11) + x(7,12) + x(7,13) + x(7,14) + x(7,15) + x(7,16) + 

x(7,17) + x(7,18) + x(7,19) + x(7,20) + x(7,21) + x(7,22) + x(7,23) + x(7,24) + x(7,25) + x(7,26) + x(7,27) + x(7,28) + x(7,29) + x(7,30) + x(7,31) + 

x(7,32) + x(7,33) + x(7,34) + x(7,35) + x(7,36)=1 ; x(8,1) + x(8,2) + x(8,3) + x(8,4) + x(8,5) + x(8,6) + x(8,7) + x(8,8) + x(8,9) + x(8,10) + x(8,11) + 

x(8,12) + x(8,13) + x(8,14) + x(8,15) + x(8,16) + x(8,17) + x(8,18) + x(8,19) + x(8,20) + x(8,21) + x(8,22) + x(8,23) + x(8,24) + x(8,25) + x(8,26) + 

x(8,27) + x(8,28) + x(8,29) + x(8,30) + x(8,31) + x(8,32) + x(8,33) + x(8,34) + x(8,35) + x(8,36)=1 ; x(9,1) + x(9,2) + x(9,3) + x(9,4) + x(9,5) + x(9,6) 

+ x(9,7) + x(9,8) + x(9,9) + x(9,10) + x(9,11) + x(9,12) + x(9,13) + x(9,14) + x(9,15) + x(9,16) + x(9,17) + x(9,18) + x(9,19) + x(9,20) + x(9,21) + 

x(9,22) + x(9,23) + x(9,24) + x(9,25) + x(9,26) + x(9,27) + x(9,28) + x(9,29) + x(9,30) + x(9,31) + x(9,32) + x(9,33) + x(9,34) + x(9,35) + x(9,36)=1 

 x(1,1) = 1 or x(1,1) = 0 ; x(1,2) = 1 or x(1,2) = 0 ; x(1,3) = 1 or x(1,3) = 0 ; x(1,4) = 1 or x(1,4) = 0 ; x(1,5) = 1 or x(1,5) = 0 ; x(1,6) = 1 or x(1,6) = 0 ; 

x(1,7) = 1 or x(1,7) = 0 ; x(1,8) = 1 or x(1,8) = 0 ; x(1,9) = 1 or x(1,9) = 0 ; x(1,10) = 1 or x(1,10) = 0 ; x(1,11) = 1 or x(1,11) = 0 ; x(1,12) = 1 or 
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x(1,12) = 0 ; x(1,13) = 1 or x(1,13) = 0 ; x(1,14) = 1 or x(1,14) = 0 ; x(1,15) = 1 or x(1,15) = 0 ; x(1,16) = 1 or x(1,16) = 0 ; x(1,17) = 1 or x(1,17) = 0 

; x(1,18) = 1 or x(1,18) = 0 ; x(1,19) = 1 or x(1,19) = 0 ; x(1,20) = 1 or x(1,20) = 0 ; x(1,21) = 1 or x(1,21) = 0 ; x(1,22) = 1 or x(1,22) = 0 ; x(1,23) = 

1 or x(1,23) = 0 ; x(1,24) = 1 or x(1,24) = 0 ; x(1,25) = 1 or x(1,25) = 0 ; x(1,26) = 1 or x(1,26) = 0 ; x(1,27) = 1 or x(1,27) = 0 ; x(1,28) = 1 or x(1,28) 

= 0 ; x(1,29) = 1 or x(1,29) = 0 ; x(1,30) = 1 or x(1,30) = 0 ; x(1,31) = 1 or x(1,31) = 0 ; x(1,32) = 1 or x(1,32) = 0 ; x(1,33) = 1 or x(1,33) = 0 ; 

x(1,34) = 1 or x(1,34) = 0 ; x(1,35) = 1 or x(1,35) = 0 ; x(1,36) = 1 or x(1,36) = 0 ; x(2,1) = 1 or x(2,1) = 0 ; x(2,2) = 1 or x(2,2) = 0 ; x(2,3) = 1 or 

x(2,3) = 0 ; x(2,4) = 1 or x(2,4) = 0 ; x(2,5) = 1 or x(2,5) = 0 ; x(2,6) = 1 or x(2,6) = 0 ; x(2,7) = 1 or x(2,7) = 0 ; x(2,8) = 1 or x(2,8) = 0 ; x(2,9) = 1 or 

x(2,9) = 0 ; x(2,10) = 1 or x(2,10) = 0 ; x(2,11) = 1 or x(2,11) = 0 ; x(2,12) = 1 or x(2,12) = 0 ; x(2,13) = 1 or x(2,13) = 0 ; x(2,14) = 1 or x(2,14) = 0 ; 

x(2,15) = 1 or x(2,15) = 0 ; x(2,16) = 1 or x(2,16) = 0 ; x(2,17) = 1 or x(2,17) = 0 ; x(2,18) = 1 or x(2,18) = 0 ; x(2,19) = 1 or x(2,19) = 0 ; x(2,20) = 1 

or x(2,20) = 0 ; x(2,21) = 1 or x(2,21) = 0 ; x(2,22) = 1 or x(2,22) = 0 ; x(2,23) = 1 or x(2,23) = 0 ; x(2,24) = 1 or x(2,24) = 0 ; x(2,25) = 1 or x(2,25) = 

0 ; x(2,26) = 1 or x(2,26) = 0 ; x(2,27) = 1 or x(2,27) = 0 ; x(2,28) = 1 or x(2,28) = 0 ; x(2,29) = 1 or x(2,29) = 0 ; x(2,30) = 1 or x(2,30) = 0 ; x(2,31) 

= 1 or x(2,31) = 0 ; x(2,32) = 1 or x(2,32) = 0 ; x(2,33) = 1 or x(2,33) = 0 ; x(2,34) = 1 or x(2,34) = 0 ; x(2,35) = 1 or x(2,35) = 0 ; x(2,36) = 1 or 

x(2,36) = 0 ; x(3,1) = 1 or x(3,1) = 0 ; x(3,2) = 1 or x(3,2) = 0 ; x(3,3) = 1 or x(3,3) = 0 ; x(3,4) = 1 or x(3,4) = 0 ; x(3,5) = 1 or x(3,5) = 0 ; x(3,6) = 1 

or x(3,6) = 0 ; x(3,7) = 1 or x(3,7) = 0 ; x(3,8) = 1 or x(3,8) = 0 ; x(3,9) = 1 or x(3,9) = 0 ; x(3,10) = 1 or x(3,10) = 0 ; x(3,11) = 1 or x(3,11) = 0 ; 

x(3,12) = 1 or x(3,12) = 0 ; x(3,13) = 1 or x(3,13) = 0 ; x(3,14) = 1 or x(3,14) = 0 ; x(3,15) = 1 or x(3,15) = 0 ; x(3,16) = 1 or x(3,16) = 0 ; x(3,17) = 1 

or x(3,17) = 0 ; x(3,18) = 1 or x(3,18) = 0 ; x(3,19) = 1 or x(3,19) = 0 ; x(3,20) = 1 or x(3,20) = 0 ; x(3,21) = 1 or x(3,21) = 0 ; x(3,22) = 1 or x(3,22) = 

0 ; x(3,23) = 1 or x(3,23) = 0 ; x(3,24) = 1 or x(3,24) = 0 ; x(3,25) = 1 or x(3,25) = 0 ; x(3,26) = 1 or x(3,26) = 0 ; x(3,27) = 1 or x(3,27) = 0 ; x(3,28) 

= 1 or x(3,28) = 0 ; x(3,29) = 1 or x(3,29) = 0 ; x(3,30) = 1 or x(3,30) = 0 ; x(3,31) = 1 or x(3,31) = 0 ; x(3,32) = 1 or x(3,32) = 0 ; x(3,33) = 1 or 

x(3,33) = 0 ; x(3,34) = 1 or x(3,34) = 0 ; x(3,35) = 1 or x(3,35) = 0 ; x(3,36) = 1 or x(3,36) = 0 ; x(4,1) = 1 or x(4,1) = 0 ; x(4,2) = 1 or x(4,2) = 0 ; 

x(4,3) = 1 or x(4,3) = 0 ; x(4,4) = 1 or x(4,4) = 0 ; x(4,5) = 1 or x(4,5) = 0 ; x(4,6) = 1 or x(4,6) = 0 ; x(4,7) = 1 or x(4,7) = 0 ; x(4,8) = 1 or x(4,8) = 0 ; 

x(4,9) = 1 or x(4,9) = 0 ; x(4,10) = 1 or x(4,10) = 0 ; x(4,11) = 1 or x(4,11) = 0 ; x(4,12) = 1 or x(4,12) = 0 ; x(4,13) = 1 or x(4,13) = 0 ; x(4,14) = 1 or 

x(4,14) = 0 ; x(4,15) = 1 or x(4,15) = 0 ; x(4,16) = 1 or x(4,16) = 0 ; x(4,17) = 1 or x(4,17) = 0 ; x(4,18) = 1 or x(4,18) = 0 ; x(4,19) = 1 or x(4,19) = 0 

; x(4,20) = 1 or x(4,20) = 0 ; x(4,21) = 1 or x(4,21) = 0 ; x(4,22) = 1 or x(4,22) = 0 ; x(4,23) = 1 or x(4,23) = 0 ; x(4,24) = 1 or x(4,24) = 0 ; x(4,25) = 

1 or x(4,25) = 0 ; x(4,26) = 1 or x(4,26) = 0 ; x(4,27) = 1 or x(4,27) = 0 ; x(4,28) = 1 or x(4,28) = 0 ; x(4,29) = 1 or x(4,29) = 0 ; x(4,30) = 1 or x(4,30) 

= 0 ; x(4,31) = 1 or x(4,31) = 0 ; x(4,32) = 1 or x(4,32) = 0 ; x(4,33) = 1 or x(4,33) = 0 ; x(4,34) = 1 or x(4,34) = 0 ; x(4,35) = 1 or x(4,35) = 0 ; 

x(4,36) = 1 or x(4,36) = 0 ; x(5,1) = 1 or x(5,1) = 0 ; x(5,2) = 1 or x(5,2) = 0 ; x(5,3) = 1 or x(5,3) = 0 ; x(5,4) = 1 or x(5,4) = 0 ; x(5,5) = 1 or x(5,5) = 

0 ; x(5,6) = 1 or x(5,6) = 0 ; x(5,7) = 1 or x(5,7) = 0 ; x(5,8) = 1 or x(5,8) = 0 ; x(5,9) = 1 or x(5,9) = 0 ; x(5,10) = 1 or x(5,10) = 0 ; x(5,11) = 1 or 

x(5,11) = 0 ; x(5,12) = 1 or x(5,12) = 0 ; x(5,13) = 1 or x(5,13) = 0 ; x(5,14) = 1 or x(5,14) = 0 ; x(5,15) = 1 or x(5,15) = 0 ; x(5,16) = 1 or x(5,16) = 0 

; x(5,17) = 1 or x(5,17) = 0 ; x(5,18) = 1 or x(5,18) = 0 ; x(5,19) = 1 or x(5,19) = 0 ; x(5,20) = 1 or x(5,20) = 0 ; x(5,21) = 1 or x(5,21) = 0 ; x(5,22) = 

1 or x(5,22) = 0 ; x(5,23) = 1 or x(5,23) = 0 ; x(5,24) = 1 or x(5,24) = 0 ; x(5,25) = 1 or x(5,25) = 0 ; x(5,26) = 1 or x(5,26) = 0 ; x(5,27) = 1 or x(5,27) 

= 0 ; x(5,28) = 1 or x(5,28) = 0 ; x(5,29) = 1 or x(5,29) = 0 ; x(5,30) = 1 or x(5,30) = 0 ; x(5,31) = 1 or x(5,31) = 0 ; x(5,32) = 1 or x(5,32) = 0 ; 

x(5,33) = 1 or x(5,33) = 0 ; x(5,34) = 1 or x(5,34) = 0 ; x(5,35) = 1 or x(5,35) = 0 ; x(5,36) = 1 or x(5,36) = 0 ; x(6,1) = 1 or x(6,1) = 0 ; x(6,2) = 1 or 

x(6,2) = 0 ; x(6,3) = 1 or x(6,3) = 0 ; x(6,4) = 1 or x(6,4) = 0 ; x(6,5) = 1 or x(6,5) = 0 ; x(6,6) = 1 or x(6,6) = 0 ; x(6,7) = 1 or x(6,7) = 0 ; x(6,8) = 1 or 

x(6,8) = 0 ; x(6,9) = 1 or x(6,9) = 0 ; x(6,10) = 1 or x(6,10) = 0 ; x(6,11) = 1 or x(6,11) = 0 ; x(6,12) = 1 or x(6,12) = 0 ; x(6,13) = 1 or x(6,13) = 0 ; 

x(6,14) = 1 or x(6,14) = 0 ; x(6,15) = 1 or x(6,15) = 0 ; x(6,16) = 1 or x(6,16) = 0 ; x(6,17) = 1 or x(6,17) = 0 ; x(6,18) = 1 or x(6,18) = 0 ; x(6,19) = 1 

or x(6,19) = 0 ; x(6,20) = 1 or x(6,20) = 0 ; x(6,21) = 1 or x(6,21) = 0 ; x(6,22) = 1 or x(6,22) = 0 ; x(6,23) = 1 or x(6,23) = 0 ; x(6,24) = 1 or x(6,24) = 

0 ; x(6,25) = 1 or x(6,25) = 0 ; x(6,26) = 1 or x(6,26) = 0 ; x(6,27) = 1 or x(6,27) = 0 ; x(6,28) = 1 or x(6,28) = 0 ; x(6,29) = 1 or x(6,29) = 0 ; x(6,30) 

= 1 or x(6,30) = 0 ; x(6,31) = 1 or x(6,31) = 0 ; x(6,32) = 1 or x(6,32) = 0 ; x(6,33) = 1 or x(6,33) = 0 ; x(6,34) = 1 or x(6,34) = 0 ; x(6,35) = 1 or 

x(6,35) = 0 ; x(6,36) = 1 or x(6,36) = 0 ; x(7,1) = 1 or x(7,1) = 0 ; x(7,2) = 1 or x(7,2) = 0 ; x(7,3) = 1 or x(7,3) = 0 ; x(7,4) = 1 or x(7,4) = 0 ; x(7,5) = 

1 or x(7,5) = 0 ; x(7,6) = 1 or x(7,6) = 0 ; x(7,7) = 1 or x(7,7) = 0 ; x(7,8) = 1 or x(7,8) = 0 ; x(7,9) = 1 or x(7,9) = 0 ; x(7,10) = 1 or x(7,10) = 0 ; 
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x(7,11) = 1 or x(7,11) = 0 ; x(7,12) = 1 or x(7,12) = 0 ; x(7,13) = 1 or x(7,13) = 0 ; x(7,14) = 1 or x(7,14) = 0 ; x(7,15) = 1 or x(7,15) = 0 ; x(7,16) = 1 

or x(7,16) = 0 ; x(7,17) = 1 or x(7,17) = 0 ; x(7,18) = 1 or x(7,18) = 0 ; x(7,19) = 1 or x(7,19) = 0 ; x(7,20) = 1 or x(7,20) = 0 ; x(7,21) = 1 or x(7,21) = 

0 ; x(7,22) = 1 or x(7,22) = 0 ; x(7,23) = 1 or x(7,23) = 0 ; x(7,24) = 1 or x(7,24) = 0 ; x(7,25) = 1 or x(7,25) = 0 ; x(7,26) = 1 or x(7,26) = 0 ; x(7,27) 

= 1 or x(7,27) = 0 ; x(7,28) = 1 or x(7,28) = 0 ; x(7,29) = 1 or x(7,29) = 0 ; x(7,30) = 1 or x(7,30) = 0 ; x(7,31) = 1 or x(7,31) = 0 ; x(7,32) = 1 or 

x(7,32) = 0 ; x(7,33) = 1 or x(7,33) = 0 ; x(7,34) = 1 or x(7,34) = 0 ; x(7,35) = 1 or x(7,35) = 0 ; x(7,36) = 1 or x(7,36) = 0 ; x(8,1) = 1 or x(8,1) = 0 ; 

x(8,2) = 1 or x(8,2) = 0 ; x(8,3) = 1 or x(8,3) = 0 ; x(8,4) = 1 or x(8,4) = 0 ; x(8,5) = 1 or x(8,5) = 0 ; x(8,6) = 1 or x(8,6) = 0 ; x(8,7) = 1 or x(8,7) = 0 ; 

x(8,8) = 1 or x(8,8) = 0 ; x(8,9) = 1 or x(8,9) = 0 ; x(8,10) = 1 or x(8,10) = 0 ; x(8,11) = 1 or x(8,11) = 0 ; x(8,12) = 1 or x(8,12) = 0 ; x(8,13) = 1 or 

x(8,13) = 0 ; x(8,14) = 1 or x(8,14) = 0 ; x(8,15) = 1 or x(8,15) = 0 ; x(8,16) = 1 or x(8,16) = 0 ; x(8,17) = 1 or x(8,17) = 0 ; x(8,18) = 1 or x(8,18) = 0 

; x(8,19) = 1 or x(8,19) = 0 ; x(8,20) = 1 or x(8,20) = 0 ; x(8,21) = 1 or x(8,21) = 0 ; x(8,22) = 1 or x(8,22) = 0 ; x(8,23) = 1 or x(8,23) = 0 ; x(8,24) = 

1 or x(8,24) = 0 ; x(8,25) = 1 or x(8,25) = 0 ; x(8,26) = 1 or x(8,26) = 0 ; x(8,27) = 1 or x(8,27) = 0 ; x(8,28) = 1 or x(8,28) = 0 ; x(8,29) = 1 or x(8,29) 

= 0 ; x(8,30) = 1 or x(8,30) = 0 ; x(8,31) = 1 or x(8,31) = 0 ; x(8,32) = 1 or x(8,32) = 0 ; x(8,33) = 1 or x(8,33) = 0 ; x(8,34) = 1 or x(8,34) = 0 ; 

x(8,35) = 1 or x(8,35) = 0 ; x(8,36) = 1 or x(8,36) = 0 ; x(9,1) = 1 or x(9,1) = 0 ; x(9,2) = 1 or x(9,2) = 0 ; x(9,3) = 1 or x(9,3) = 0 ; x(9,4) = 1 or x(9,4) 

= 0 ; x(9,5) = 1 or x(9,5) = 0 ; x(9,6) = 1 or x(9,6) = 0 ; x(9,7) = 1 or x(9,7) = 0 ; x(9,8) = 1 or x(9,8) = 0 ; x(9,9) = 1 or x(9,9) = 0 ; x(9,10) = 1 or 

x(9,10) = 0 ; x(9,11) = 1 or x(9,11) = 0 ; x(9,12) = 1 or x(9,12) = 0 ; x(9,13) = 1 or x(9,13) = 0 ; x(9,14) = 1 or x(9,14) = 0 ; x(9,15) = 1 or x(9,15) = 0 

; x(9,16) = 1 or x(9,16) = 0 ; x(9,17) = 1 or x(9,17) = 0 ; x(9,18) = 1 or x(9,18) = 0 ; x(9,19) = 1 or x(9,19) = 0 ; x(9,20) = 1 or x(9,20) = 0 ; x(9,21) = 

1 or x(9,21) = 0 ; x(9,22) = 1 or x(9,22) = 0 ; x(9,23) = 1 or x(9,23) = 0 ; x(9,24) = 1 or x(9,24) = 0 ; x(9,25) = 1 or x(9,25) = 0 ; x(9,26) = 1 or x(9,26) 

= 0 ; x(9,27) = 1 or x(9,27) = 0 ; x(9,28) = 1 or x(9,28) = 0 ; x(9,29) = 1 or x(9,29) = 0 ; x(9,30) = 1 or x(9,30) = 0 ; x(9,31) = 1 or x(9,31) = 0 ; 

x(9,32) = 1 or x(9,32) = 0 ; x(9,33) = 1 or x(9,33) = 0 ; x(9,34) = 1 or x(9,34) = 0 ; x(9,35) = 1 or x(9,35) = 0 ; x(9,36) = 1 or x(9,36) = 0 



   x
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Appendix 3 

Structured Stochastic Algorithms 

unit stochastic; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction,Forms; 

const 
//size settings 

nslots=9; number of slots 
    maxx=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    maxy=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    nelements=35;    number of elements 0 counts

 stopafter=40000;  max number of iterations

 rotate=fale; enables the structured mode


type

  element = record 

piece : integer; 

top : integer; 

bottom : integer; 

left : integer; 

right : integer; 


end; 

  piece = record

   elements : array [0..3] of integer; 


end; 


 elemment & piece records holds data from the database for quick searching 

slot = record 

piece : byte;


  : byte; 

y      : byte; 


end; 


 this structure represents all parameters however position is not evolving 

 to speed up the generation of a valid solution


 solution = record 

    slots:array [1..nslots] of slot; 


end; 


solution holds data about the entire grid 

procedure generateinitialsolution; 
this procedure generates an initial solution randomly 

function rotatecheck:integer; 
this function conducts the rotation of each element in the 


 grid in order to improve the solution and is used In the structured mode

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 

 this function returns the cost measure of a solution based on
 edge matching parameters and position in the grid
 getpiece  - is a searching function that returns a piece number 
 checkpiece - is an edge comparison funtion which output is used in fitness calculation 
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procedure generate; 
 starts the solution generation process if a vaild solution is found 

 this procedure will exit and store the result in the "bestsolution" varialbe 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 
 findinsmartpop - this function is used to ensure that randomly 


  generated solution is properly structured 


var 
  elements: array [0..nelements] of element; 
  pieces: array [0..nslots-1] of piece; 
  smartpop: array [1..nslots] of integer; 
  cursolution,newsolution,bestsolution:solution; 

stopafter:Integer; 

  rotate:boolean; 


implementation 

uses Unit2; 

procedure generate; 
var temp,best,cnz,elem,cycle:integer; 
begin 
 generateinitialsolution; 

 cycle:=0; 

 best:=9999999; 


while ((cost(cursolution)<>0) and (stopafter>cycle)) do 
 begin 
inc(cycle); 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do 


begin 

  elem:=random(nelements+1); 


while findinsmartpop(elements[elem].piece,cnz) do elem:=random(nelements+1); 

  smartpop[cnz]:=elements[elem].piece; 

  cursolution.slots[cnz].piece:=elem; 

end; 

  if not rotate then temp:=cost(cursolution) else temp:=rotatecheck; 

//display only

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear;

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Cycle '+inttostr(cycle));

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Fitness     '+inttostr(temp)); 


  if best>temp then 
begin 

bestsolution:=cursolution; 

best:=temp;


 //display only

 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Cycle '+inttostr(cycle));

 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Fitness     '+inttostr(best)); 

end; 


 Application.ProcessMessages; 

end; 


end; 

function rotatecheck:integer; 
var curcost,newcost,cna,rtb,pa:integer; 
begin 

for cna:=1 to nslots do 
 begin 
  curcost:=cost(cursolution); 
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  newsolution:=cursolution; 

   pa:=elements[cursolution.slots[cna].piece].piece; 

   for rtb:=0 to 3 do 

begin 


    newsolution.slots[cna].piece:=pieces[pa].elements[rtb]; 

    newcost:=cost(newsolution); 


  if curcost>newcost then 
begin 

 cursolution:=newsolution; 

 curcost:=newcost; 

 if newcost=0 then break; 

end; 


end; 


end; 


result:=curcost; 

end; 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

result:=false; 

cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=lim) and (not result)) do 


 begin 

  if smartpop[cnt]=piece then result:=true; 


inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 


procedure generateinitialsolution; 

var cnz,cnx,cny,elem:integer;

begin 

  Randomize; 

   cnx:=0; 

   cny:=0; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do 


begin 

  elem:=random(nelements+1); 


while findinsmartpop(elements[elem].piece,cnz) do elem:=random(nelements+1); 

  smartpop[cnz]:=elements[elem].piece; 

  cursolution.slots[cnz].piece:=elem; 


cursolution.slots[cnz].x:=cnx;

 cursolution.slots[cnz].y:=cny;

 inc(cnx); 


    if cnx=maxx+1 then 

begin 


   cnx:=0; 

inc(cny); 


end; 

end; 
end; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 
begin 
  if ((x<=maxx) and (y<=maxy)) then 
  result:=ch.slots[x+(y*(maxx+1))+1].piece else result:=-1; 
end; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 
begin 
result:=true; 

 if ((pa>=0) and (pa<=nelements)) and  ((pb>=0) and (pb<=nelements)) then 
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 begin 
  if po=1 then 
   if elements[pa].bottom<>elements[pb].top then result:=false; 
  if po=2 then 
   if elements[pa].top<>elements[pb].bottom then result:=false; 
  if po=3 then 
   if elements[pa].right<>elements[pb].left then result:=false; 
  if po=4 then 
   if elements[pa].left<>elements[pb].right then result:=false; 
 end else result:=false; 
end; 

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 
var cny,cnx,piece,cpiece,err:integer; 
begin 
err:=0; 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 
  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 

begin 
   piece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny);

   if piece<>-1 then 


begin 

 if cny>0 then 


begin 

   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny-1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,1) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cny<maxy then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny+1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,2) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cnx<maxx then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx+1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,3) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 


 if cnx>0 then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx-1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 
   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,4) then inc(err); 
  end else inc(err); 
end; 

    end else inc(err,4); 
end; 

result:=err; 
end; 

end. 



   x
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Appendix 4 

Genetic Algorithm 

unit genetic; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 

const 

//3x3 settings 
    ngenes=9; number of slots 
    maxx=2;      max dimension of a grid  0 counts
    maxy=2;      max dimension of a grid  0 counts
    nelements=35;  number of elements  0 counts

    npopulation=600;   when parents reproduce that is how many kids they make

 nmating=1; size of the mating subset [min 1 to include alfa and beta parents] 

killall=18; if nothing improoves in "killall" generations a new genetic pool is initialized


FCrossover=0.75; how often parents genes are crossing

FGeneChange=0.5;  mutation probability for gene change

FGeneSwap=0.5;   mutation probability for gene swapping


type

  element = record 

piece : integer; 

top : integer; 

bottom : integer; 

left : integer; 

right : integer; 


end; 

  piece = record

   elements : array [0..3] of integer; 


end; 


elemment & piece records holds data from the database for quick searching 

  gene = record

 piece : byte;


  : byte; 

y      : byte; 


end; 


 this structure represents all parameters however position is not evolving 

 to speed up the generation of a valid solution


  chromosome = record 

    genes:array [1..ngenes] of gene; 


end; 


chromosome structure 

 nnnnnnnn xxxxxxxx yyyyyyyy times 9 - where n=piece number  


procedure initialize; 
 this procedure initializes the variable arrays - for UI only 

procedure generateinitialpopulation; 
 this procedure generates an initial population randomly ensuring that all 
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 chromosomes are fit to reproduce 

function fitness(ch:chromosome):integer; 

function getpiecefromgene(ch:chromosome;x,y:byte):integer; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 

 this function returns the fitness measure of a chromosome based on 
 edge matching parameters and position in the grid
 getpiecefromgene - is a searching function that returns a piece number 
 checkpiece - is an edge comparison funtion which output is used in fitness calculation 

procedure generation; 
 starts the solution generation process if a vaild solution is found 

 this procedure will exit and store the result in the "solution" chromosome 


function issterile(ch:chromosome):boolean;
 this function is no longer in use but was initialy designed to test if selcted 

chromosome is fit to reproduce 


procedure Populate(Father, Mother: chromosome;cnx:integer); 

function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 

procedure mutate(var child:chromosome); 

procedure creatematingsubset(pa,pb:integer); 

procedure createpopulationfrommatingsubset; 

populate creates a chromosome from 2 other chromosomes and inserts it into the 
 population array at position cnx 
 findinsmartpop - this function is used to ensure that both crossed or randomly 

  generated chromosome is fit to reproduce 
mutate - consist both gene altering and swapping procedures that prevent 

   generation of a sterile chromosome 
 creatematinsubset - is udsed to select parents for a new population pa and pb 

 point to alfa and beta parent, rest of the parents are
 selected in random pairs where stronger one is accepted 

 createpopulationfrommatingsubset - this procedure creates a new population 

var 
  elements: array [0..nelements] of element; 
  smartpop:array [1..ngenes] of integer; 
  pieces: array [0..ngenes-1] of piece; 
  solution:chromosome; 
  FGeneration:integer; 

  npopulation,nmating,killall:integer; 

  FCrossover,FGeneChange,FGeneSwap:double; 

  population:array of chromosome; 

  matingsubset:array of chromosome; 


implementation


uses Unit2; 


procedure initialize; 

begin 

 SetLength(population,npopulation+1); 

 SetLength(matingsubset,nmating+1); 

end; 


function issterile(ch:chromosome):boolean; 

var cnt,cnx:integer; 

begin 

result:=false; 

cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=ngenes) and (not result)) do 


 begin 

  cnx:=1; 


while ((cnx<=ngenes) and (not result)) do 

begin 


   if cnt<>cnx then 

   if elements[ch.genes[cnt].piece].piece=elements[ch.genes[cnx].piece].piece then 


result:=true; 
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inc(cnx); 
end; 


inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

result:=false; 

cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=lim) and (not result)) do 


 begin 

  if smartpop[cnt]=piece then result:=true; 


inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 


procedure generateinitialpopulation; 

var cnt,cnz,cnx,cny,elem:integer; 

begin 

  Randomize; 

  FGeneration := 0; 

  for cnt:=0 to npopulation do

 begin 


   cnx:=0; 

   cny:=0; 

   for cnz:=1 to ngenes do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 

   for cnz:=1 to ngenes do 


begin 

    elem:=random(nelements+1); 


while findinsmartpop(elements[elem].piece,cnz) do elem:=random(nelements+1); 

    smartpop[cnz]:=elements[elem].piece; 

    population[cnt].genes[cnz].piece:=elem; 

    population[cnt].genes[cnz].x:=cnx; 

    population[cnt].genes[cnz].y:=cny; 


inc(cnx); 

    if cnx=maxx+1 then 


begin 

   cnx:=0; 


inc(cny); 

end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure mutate(var child:chromosome); 
var pa,pb,tmp,cnt,rel,val,mst,met:integer; 
   rot,swap:boolean; 
begin 
rot:=random<FGeneChange; 
swap:=random<FGeneSwap; 
mst:=random(ngenes)+1; 
met:=random(ngenes-mst+1); 
for cnt:=mst to met+mst do //mutate child 
 begin 
  if rot then 

begin 
    val:=child.genes[cnt].piece; 


while val=child.genes[cnt].piece do  //rotate piece 

begin 

 rel:=pieces[elements[val].piece].elements[random(4)]; 

 if (rel<>val) then child.genes[cnt].piece:=rel; 

end; 


end; 

  if swap then begin  //swap 2 pieces 

   pa:=random(ngenes)+1; 

   pb:=random(ngenes)+1; 
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   if pa<>pb then 
begin 

 tmp:=child.genes[pa].piece; 

 child.genes[pa].piece:=child.genes[pb].piece; 

 child.genes[pb].piece:=tmp; 

end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure Populate(Father, Mother: chromosome;cnx:integer); 
var 

cnt,cnz,count: Integer; 
  child:chromosome; 
begin 
  if Random < FCrossover then // do crossover 

begin 
for cnz:=1 to ngenes do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 


    count := Random(ngenes - 1)+1; 

for cnt:=1 to count do 

begin 

  child.genes[cnt]:=father.genes[cnt]; 
  smartpop[cnt]:=elements[father.genes[cnt].piece].piece; 

end; 

for cnt:=1 to ngenes do 


begin 

 if count<ngenes then 

begin 


  if not findinsmartpop(elements[mother.genes[cnt].piece].piece,count) then 
begin 

inc(count); 


 child.genes[count].piece:=mother.genes[cnt].piece; 

 child.genes[count].x:=father.genes[count].x; 

 child.genes[count].y:=father.genes[count].y;

 end; 


end; 

end; 


end else 

begin 


   if random>0.5 then child:=father else child:=mother;  // no crossover randomly select parent 
end; 

mutate(child); 


   population[cnx]:=child; 

end; 

function getpiecefromgene(ch:chromosome;x,y:byte):integer; 
{var cnt:integer; 
   found:boolean; } 
begin 

  if ((x<=maxx) and (y<=maxy)) then 

  result:=ch.genes[x+(y*(maxx+1))+1].piece else result:=-1; 


{ Result:=-1; 

cnt:=1; 


  found:=false; 

while ((cnt<=ngenes) and (not found)) do


 begin 

    if ((ch.genes[cnt].x=x) and (ch.genes[cnt].y=y)) then 


begin 

  result:=ch.genes[cnt].piece; 

  found:=true; 


end; 

inc(cnt); 
end; } 

end; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 
begin 
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result:=true; 

 if ((pa>=0) and (pa<=nelements)) and  ((pb>=0) and (pb<=nelements)) then 

 begin 

  if po=1 then 
   if elements[pa].bottom<>elements[pb].top then result:=false; 
  if po=2 then 
   if elements[pa].top<>elements[pb].bottom then result:=false; 
  if po=3 then 
   if elements[pa].right<>elements[pb].left then result:=false; 
  if po=4 then 
   if elements[pa].left<>elements[pb].right then result:=false; 
 end else result:=false; 
end; 

function fitness(ch:chromosome):integer; 
var cny,cnx,piece,cpiece,err:integer; 
begin 
err:=0; 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 
  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 

begin 
   piece:=getpiecefromgene(ch,cnx,cny); 

   if piece<>-1 then 


begin 

 if cny>0 then 


begin 

   cpiece:=getpiecefromgene(ch,cnx,cny-1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,1) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cny<maxy then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiecefromgene(ch,cnx,cny+1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,2) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cnx<maxx then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiecefromgene(ch,cnx+1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,3) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 


 if cnx>0 then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiecefromgene(ch,cnx-1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 
   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,4) then inc(err); 
  end else inc(err); 
end; 

    end else inc(err,4); 
end; 

result:=err; 
end; 

procedure creatematingsubset(pa,pb:integer); 

var a,b,va,vb,cnt:integer; 

begin 

matingsubset[0]:=population[pa]; 

matingsubset[1]:=population[pb]; 

 for cnt:=2 to nmating do 

begin 
   a:=random(npopulation+1); 
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   b:=random(npopulation+1);

   va:=fitness(population[a]); 

   vb:=fitness(population[b]); 

   if va>vb then matingsubset[cnt]:=population[a] else matingsubset[cnt]:=population[b]; 


end; 
end; 

procedure createpopulationfrommatingsubset; 

var a,b,cnt:integer; 

begin 

cnt:=0; 

while cnt<=npopulation do 

begin 

a:=0; 

b:=0; 

while a=b do

 begin 


    a:=random(nmating+1); 

    b:=random(nmating+1); 


end; 

  populate(matingsubset[a],matingsubset[b],cnt); 


inc(cnt); // if not issterile(population[cnt]) then inc(cnt); - not neccessary 

end; 


end; 

procedure generation; 
var pa,va,pb,cf,cnt,counter,fb,gp:integer; 
   stop:boolean; 
begin 

//intialize variables and gene pool 

 stop:=false; 

 gp:=1; 

 counter:=0; 

fb:=0; 


 generateinitialpopulation; 


 while not stop do 

 begin 

  //select two parents with the best fitness 


pa:=1; 

pb:=1; 


  va:=999999999; 

  for cnt:=0 to npopulation do

 begin 


  cf:=fitness(population[cnt]); 

  if min(cf,va)=cf then 


begin 

 pb:=pa; 

pa:=cnt; 

va:=cf; 

end; 


end; 

  creatematingsubset(pa,pb);


  //increment the killall counter if the same result 

  if fb<>va then 


begin 

  counter:=0; 


fb:=va; 

  end else inc(counter); 


  //display support 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Gene pool    '+inttostr(gp)); 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Generation  '+inttostr(FGeneration)); 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Fittest parent '+inttostr(va)); 


  //if no solution then create a new population 
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  if va<>0 then 

begin 


  inc(FGeneration); 

  if counter<killall then createpopulationfrommatingsubset 

  else begin 

    counter:=0; 

    generateinitialpopulation; 


inc(gp); 

Form2.Memo2.Text:=Form2.Memo2.Text+Form2.Memo1.Text; 

end; 

end else 

//if valid solution found then stop 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Text:=Form2.Memo2.Text+Form2.Memo1.Text; 

 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('VALID SOLUTION'); 

 solution:=population[pa]; 

 stop:=true; 

end; 

end; 
end; 

end. 



   x
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Appendix 5 

Simulated Annealing 

unit simannealing; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 

const 
//3x3 settings 

nslots=9; number of slots 
    maxx=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    maxy=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    nelements=35;    number of elements 0 counts

    afactor=0.75;   annealing tempeature reduction factor

    ntemps=20; number of temperature steps to try

    nlimit=1400;    number of trials at each temperature 

    glimit=800;   number of successful trials (or swaps)


type

  element = record 

piece : integer; 

top : integer; 

bottom : integer; 

left : integer; 

right : integer; 


end; 

  piece = record

   elements : array [0..3] of integer; 


end; 


 elemment & piece records holds data from the database for quick searching 

slot = record 

piece : byte;


  : byte; 

y      : byte; 


end; 


this structure represents all parameters however position is not evolving 
 to speed up the generation of a valid solution

 solution = record 

    slots:array [1..nslots] of slot; 


end; 


solution holds data about the entire grid 

procedure generateinitialsolution; 
this procedure generates an initial solution randomly 

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 

 this function returns the cost measure of a solution based on
 edge matching parameters and position in the grid
 getpiece  - is a searching function that returns a piece number 
 checkpiece - is an edge comparison funtion which output is used in fitness calculation 
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procedure simulate; 
 starts the solution generation process if a vaild solution is found 

 this procedure will exit and store the result in the "bestsolution" varialbe 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 
procedure adjust(var ch:solution); 
 findinsmartpop -  this function is used to ensure that randomly  
 generated solution is properly structured 
 adjust - contains both atom altering and swapping procedures that prevent 
 generation of an invalid solution 

var 
  elements: array [0..nelements] of element; 
  smartpop: array [1..nslots] of integer; 
  pieces: array [0..nslots-1] of piece; 
  cursolution,newsolution,bestsolution:solution; 

afactor:double; 

  ntemps,nlimit,glimit:integer; 


implementation 

uses Unit2; 

function annealing(temp:real):boolean; 
var cny,goodswap:integer; 

delta:real; 
begin 
result:=false; 

 goodswap:=0;
   cny:=1; 


while cny<=nlimit do 

begin 


 newsolution:=cursolution; 

 adjust(newsolution); 

delta:=cost(cursolution)-cost(newsolution); 


    if delta>0 then 
begin 

 cursolution:=newsolution; 

 inc(goodswap); 

result:=true; 

end else 
begin 

 if ((delta<=0) and (random<exp(delta/temp))) then 

begin 


  cursolution:=newsolution; 

  inc(goodswap); 


result:=true; 

end; 

end; 


    if goodswap>glimit then cny:=nlimit+1 else inc(cny); 

end; 

end; 

procedure simulate; 
var temp:real; 
   cnx,cycle:integer; 
begin 
 Randomize; 
 generateinitialsolution; 
 cycle:=0; 
while cost(cursolution)<>0 do

 begin 
inc(cycle); 

initial temperature is number of errors in the random solution divided by number of slots 
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temp:=cost(cursolution); 

 cnx:=1; 
while ((cnx<=ntemps) and (cost(cursolution)<>0)) do 

begin 


  if annealing(temp) then 

begin 

temp:=afactor*temp; 

inc(cnx); 


//display only

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear;

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Cycle '+inttostr(cycle));

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Temperature  '+inttostr(round(temp*100))); 


   end else cnx:=ntemps+1; 

end; 


//display only 

   Form2.Memo2.Text:=Form2.Memo2.Text+Form2.Memo1.Text; 


Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Fitness '+inttostr(cost(cursolution))); 


end; 

 bestsolution:=cursolution; 


end; 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

result:=false; 

cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=lim) and (not result)) do 


 begin 

  if smartpop[cnt]=piece then result:=true; 


inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 


procedure generateinitialsolution; 

var cnz,cnx,cny,elem:integer;

begin 

  Randomize; 

   cnx:=0; 

   cny:=0; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do 


begin 

    elem:=random(nelements+1); 


while findinsmartpop(elements[elem].piece,cnz) do elem:=random(nelements+1); 

    smartpop[cnz]:=elements[elem].piece; 


cursolution.slots[cnz].piece:=elem; 

cursolution.slots[cnz].x:=cnx;


 cursolution.slots[cnz].y:=cny;

 inc(cnx); 


    if cnx=maxx+1 then 

begin 


   cnx:=0; 

inc(cny); 


end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure adjust(var ch:solution); 
var pa,pb,tmp,cnt,rel,val:integer; 
   rot,swap:boolean; 
begin 
rot:=random<0.5; 
swap:=random<0.5; 
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cnt:=random(nslots)+1; 

  if rot then 
begin 


val:=ch.slots[cnt].piece; 

while val=ch.slots[cnt].piece do  //rotate atom 

begin 

 rel:=pieces[elements[val].piece].elements[random(4)]; 

 if (rel<>val) then ch.slots[cnt].piece:=rel; 

end; 


end; 


  if swap then begin  //swap 2 atoms 

   pa:=random(nslots)+1; 

   pb:=random(nslots)+1; 

   if pa<>pb then 


begin 

 tmp:=ch.slots[pa].piece; 

 ch.slots[pa].piece:=ch.slots[pb].piece; 

ch.slots[pb].piece:=tmp; 

end; 

end; 
end; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 
begin 
  if ((x<=maxx) and (y<=maxy)) then 
  result:=ch.slots[x+(y*(maxx+1))+1].piece else result:=-1; 
end; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 
begin 
result:=true; 

 if ((pa>=0) and (pa<=nelements)) and  ((pb>=0) and (pb<=nelements)) then 
 begin 
  if po=1 then 
   if elements[pa].bottom<>elements[pb].top then result:=false; 
  if po=2 then 
   if elements[pa].top<>elements[pb].bottom then result:=false; 
  if po=3 then 
   if elements[pa].right<>elements[pb].left then result:=false; 
  if po=4 then 
   if elements[pa].left<>elements[pb].right then result:=false; 
 end else result:=false; 
end; 

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 
var cny,cnx,piece,cpiece,err:integer; 
begin 
err:=0; 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 
  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 

begin 
   piece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny);

   if piece<>-1 then 


begin 

 if cny>0 then 


begin 

   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny-1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,1) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cny<maxy then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny+1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 
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  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,2) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 


 if cnx<maxx then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx+1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,3) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 


 if cnx>0 then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx-1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 
   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,4) then inc(err); 
  end else inc(err); 
end; 

    end else inc(err,4); 
end; 

result:=err; 
end; 

end. 



   x
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Appendix 6 

Tabu Search 

unit tabusearch; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 

const 
//3x3 settings 

nslots=9; number of slots
    maxx=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    maxy=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    nelements=35;   number of elements  0 counts

    aspiration=0.2;   this is % aspiration controling diversification 

blacklist=0; moves that produce change in score less than this number go on tabu list


    listsize=maxx*(maxx+1)+maxy*(maxy+1); 
type

  element = record 

piece : integer; 

top : integer; 

bottom : integer; 

left : integer; 

right : integer; 


end; 

  piece = record

   elements : array [0..3] of integer; 


end; 


elemment & piece records holds data from the database for quick searching 

slot = record 

piece : byte;


  : byte; 

y      : byte; 


end; 


 this structure represents all parameters however position is not evolving 

 to speed up the generation of a valid solution


 solution = record 

    slots:array [1..nslots] of slot; 


end; 


 solution holds data about the entire grid 

  trec = record 

orow  : integer; 

nrow  : integer; 

ocol : integer; 

ncol : integer; 


end; 

  tlist = record 

items  : array of trec; 

count : integer; 

size : integer; 
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end; 

 trec and tlist are holding data for tabu list 

procedure createlist(var li:tlist;s:integer); 
 this procedure creates tabu list with size s 
procedure cleartabulist(var li:tlist); 
 this procedure clears the specified list 
procedure insertintolist(var li:tlist;orw,nrw,ocl,ncl:integer); 
 insertintolist inserts record into the list 
function getfromlist(li:tlist;orw,nrw,ocl,ncl:integer):boolean; 
getfromlist searches for values and returns true if found 

procedure checkcombination(sa,sb:integer); 
 conducts two or one elements optimization with given aspiration 

function checknhood:integer;
 checks all combinations of 2 elements for given solution 

procedure swapcol(var sol:solution;ocol,ncol:integer); 
procedure swaprow(var sol:solution;orow,nrow:integer); 
 swaps column/row in the grid for current solution 

procedure generateinitialsolution; 
 this procedure generates an initial solution randomly 

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 

 this function returns the cost measure of a solution based on
 edge matching parameters and position in the grid
 getpiece  - is a searching function that returns a piece number 
 checkpiece - is an edge comparison funtion which output is used in fitness calculation 

procedure findsolution; 
 starts the solution generation process if a vaild solution is found 

 this procedure will exit and store the result in the "bestsolution" varialbe 


function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 
 findinsmartpop - this function is used to ensure that randomly 

 generated solution is properly structured 


var 
  elements: array [0..nelements] of element; 
  pieces: array [0..nslots-1] of piece; 
  smartpop:array [1..nslots] of integer; 

tabulist:tlist; 
  cursolution,newsolution,bestsolution:solution; 

  aspiration:double; 

blacklist:integer; 


implementation 

uses Unit2; 

procedure createlist(var li:tlist;s:integer); 
begin 
with li do 

begin 


  SetLength(items,s+1); 

size:=s; 

end; 


cleartabulist(li); 

end; 


procedure cleartabulist(var li:tlist); 

var cnt:integer;

begin 
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with li do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to size do 

with items[cnt] do 
begin 


   orow:=0; 

   nrow:=0; 


ocol:=0; 

ncol:=0; 


end; 
count:=0; 

end; 
end; 

procedure insertintolist(var li:tlist;orw,nrw,ocl,ncl:integer); 
begin 
with li do 
begin 

inc(count); 


   if count>size then count:=1; 

   items[count].orow:=orw;

   items[count].nrow:=nrw;

   items[count].ocol:=ocl; 

   items[count].ncol:=ncl; 


end; 
end; 

function getfromlist(li:tlist;orw,nrw,ocl,ncl:integer):boolean; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

result:=false; 

with li do 

begin 


   cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=size) and (not result)) do 

begin 

with items[cnt] do 


  if ((orow=orw) and (nrow=nrw) and (ocol=ocl) and (ncol=ncl)) then result:=true; 

inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 
end; 

procedure checkcombination(sa,sb:integer); 
var pa,pb,curcost,newcost,cnt,rta,rtb:integer; 
begin 
 if sa<>sb then 

 begin 

 curcost:=cost(cursolution); 

 newsolution:=cursolution; 


  for cnt:=1 to 2 do 

begin 


   if cnt=1 then 
begin 


   pa:=elements[cursolution.slots[sa].piece].piece; 

   pb:=elements[cursolution.slots[sb].piece].piece; 

end else 
begin 


   pb:=elements[cursolution.slots[sa].piece].piece; 

   pa:=elements[cursolution.slots[sb].piece].piece; 

end; 

   for rta:=0 to 3 do 
   for rtb:=0 to 3 do 


begin 

    newsolution.slots[sa].piece:=pieces[pa].elements[rta]; 

    newsolution.slots[sb].piece:=pieces[pb].elements[rtb]; 
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    newcost:=cost(newsolution); 

    if curcost>newcost then 


begin 

 cursolution:=newsolution; 

 curcost:=newcost; 

end; 


end; 

end; 


end; 


end; 


procedure swapcol(var sol:solution;ocol,ncol:integer); 

var cny,old:integer; 

begin 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 


begin 

   old:=sol.slots[cny+(ocol*(maxy+1))+1].piece; 

   sol.slots[cny+(ocol*(maxy+1))+1].piece:=sol.slots[cny+(ncol*(maxy+1))+1].piece; 

   sol.slots[cny+(ncol*(maxy+1))+1].piece:=old; 


end; 
end; 

procedure swaprow(var sol:solution;orow,nrow:integer); 

var cnx,old:integer; 

begin 

 for cnx:=0 to maxx do 


begin 

   old:=sol.slots[cnx+(orow*(maxx+1))+1].piece; 

   sol.slots[cnx+(orow*(maxx+1))+1].piece:=sol.slots[cnx+(nrow*(maxx+1))+1].piece; 

   sol.slots[cnx+(nrow*(maxx+1))+1].piece:=old; 


end; 
end; 

function checknhood:integer;

var cna,cnb:integer; 

begin 

for cna:=1 to nslots do 


  for cnb:=1 to nslots do 

begin 


    if cna>cnb then 
begin 
checkcombination(cna,cnb); 

end; 
end; 

result:=cost(cursolution); 
end; 

procedure findsolution; 
var delta,step,steady,optim,bcost,mcost:integer; 
   orow,nrow,ocol,ncol,ccost,ncost,tmp:integer; 
   swapdir,aspire,makemove:boolean; 

sol:solution; 
begin 

 bcost:=9999999; 
 swapdir:=false; 
 step:=0; 
 optim:=0; 
 steady:=0; 

 createlist(tabulist,round(listsize/2)); 
 generateinitialsolution; 
 ccost:=cost(cursolution); 

while ccost<>0 do 
 begin 
inc(step); 
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  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Current step  '+inttostr(step)); 


 orow:=0; 

 nrow:=0; 

 ocol:=0; 

 ncol:=0; 


  if swapdir then 
begin 


while orow=nrow do

 begin 

 orow:=random(maxy+1); 
 nrow:=random(maxy+1); 

end; 


    if orow>nrow then  //ordering halfs the size of list 

begin 

tmp:=orow;


 orow:=nrow; 

 nrow:=tmp; 

end; 


end else 

begin 


while ocol=ncol do 
begin 

 ocol:=random(maxx+1); 

 ncol:=random(maxx+1); 

end; 

   if ocol>ncol then 

begin 

tmp:=ocol; 


    ocol:=ncol; 

ncol:=tmp; 

end; 


end; 

 swapdir:=not swapdir; 

 aspire:=aspiration>random; 
 if not aspire then 
   makemove:=(not getfromlist(tabulist,orow,nrow,ocol,ncol)) else makemove:=true; 

if makemove then 

begin 


  sol:=cursolution; 


  if orow<>nrow then swaprow(cursolution,orow,nrow); 

  if ocol<>ncol then swapcol(cursolution,ocol,ncol); 


  ncost:=checknhood; 

delta:=ncost-ccost; 


  if ncost<ccost then mcost:=ncost else mcost:=ccost; 

  if bcost>mcost then 
begin 

bcost:=mcost;


   steady:=0; 

  end else inc(steady); 

  if (delta>blacklist) then insertintolist(tabulist,orow,nrow,ocol,ncol); 

  if ((delta>=0) and (not aspire)) then cursolution:=sol else ccost:=ncost; 

  end else inc(optim); 

  if steady>listsize then 

begin 
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   generateinitialsolution; 

   cleartabulist(tabulist); 

   steady:=0; 


end; 

end; 
//display only 
Form2.Memo2.Text:=Form2.Memo2.Text+Form2.Memo1.Text; 
Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Solution cost  '+inttostr(cost(cursolution))); 
Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Tabu stops    '+inttostr(optim)); 

  bestsolution:=cursolution; 
end; 

function findinsmartpop(piece:integer;lim:integer):boolean; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

result:=false; 

cnt:=1; 

while ((cnt<=lim) and (not result)) do 


 begin 

  if smartpop[cnt]=piece then result:=true; 


inc(cnt); 

end; 


end; 


procedure generateinitialsolution; 

var cnz,cnx,cny,elem:integer;

begin 

  Randomize; 

   cnx:=0; 

   cny:=0; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do smartpop[cnz]:=-1; 

   for cnz:=1 to nslots do 


begin 

  elem:=random(nelements+1); 


while findinsmartpop(elements[elem].piece,cnz) do elem:=random(nelements+1); 

  smartpop[cnz]:=elements[elem].piece; 

  cursolution.slots[cnz].piece:=elem; 


cursolution.slots[cnz].x:=cnx;

 cursolution.slots[cnz].y:=cny;

 inc(cnx); 


    if cnx=maxx+1 then 

begin 


   cnx:=0; 

inc(cny); 


end; 

end; 
end; 

function getpiece(ch:solution;x,y:byte):integer; 
begin 
  if ((x<=maxx) and (y<=maxy)) then 
  result:=ch.slots[x+(y*(maxx+1))+1].piece else result:=-1; 
end; 

function checkpiece(pa,pb:integer;po:integer):boolean; 
begin 
result:=true; 

 if ((pa>=0) and (pa<=nelements)) and  ((pb>=0) and (pb<=nelements)) then 
 begin 
  if po=1 then 

   if elements[pa].bottom<>elements[pb].top then result:=false; 

  if po=2 then 

   if elements[pa].top<>elements[pb].bottom then result:=false; 

  if po=3 then 
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   if elements[pa].right<>elements[pb].left then result:=false; 
  if po=4 then 
   if elements[pa].left<>elements[pb].right then result:=false; 
 end else result:=false; 
end; 

function cost(ch:solution):integer; 
var cny,cnx,piece,cpiece,err:integer; 
begin 
err:=0; 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 
  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 

begin 
   piece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny);

   if piece<>-1 then 


begin 

 if cny>0 then 


begin 

   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny-1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,1) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cny<maxy then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx,cny+1); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

  if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,2) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 

 if cnx<maxx then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx+1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 

   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,3) then inc(err); 

  end else inc(err); 

end; 


 if cnx>0 then 

begin 


   cpiece:=getpiece(ch,cnx-1,cny); 

   if cpiece<>-1 then 


begin 
   if not checkpiece(piece,cpiece,4) then inc(err); 
  end else inc(err); 
end; 

    end else inc(err,4); 
end; 

result:=err; 
end; 

end. 
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Appendix 7 

Constraint Satisfaction Programming 

unit csp; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 

const 
//3x3 settings 

nslots=9; number of slots 
    maxx=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts
    maxy=2;      max dimension of a grid 0 counts 
    nelements=35;   number of elements 0 counts 

type

  elements = record 

piece : integer; piece number from the database


 rotation : integer; rotation of that piece - 0=none, 1=90 deg, 2=180, 3=240

 pattern : array[1..4] of real the pattern on each of the 4 edges


 end; 

elemments record holds data from the database for quick searching 

gslot = record 

piece : byte;


 x   : byte; 
y      : byte; 


end; 


this strucure is used to create the solution record below

 solution = record 

    slots:array [1..nslots] of gslot; 


end; 


solution holds display data about the solution

 Slots = record 
piece : integer; piece inserted - as an element

 rotation  : integer;       rotation of piece 
   actualElement  : integer; 

filled  : boolean;      is it actually filled!
 nAvailable : integer; the number of pieces that could be put into this slot
 availableElement  : array[1..36] of integer;  a list of all these pieces 
nLinks : integer; the number of other slots this one links to - must be between 2 and 4 inclusive 

   linkSlot : array[1..4] of integer; desribes which slots this one links to 
   fromEdge : array[1..4] of integer; for each linked slot, the edge it comes from and links to 
   linkEdge : array[1..4] of integer;   1 - top; 2 - right; 3 - bottom; 4 - left 

end; 

procedure buildslottable; 
 prepares the slot table 

procedure solve; 
initializes variables and runs the algorithm 

function ripplize:boolean; 

function trim_slots(n1,n2:integer):boolean; 
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 we are putting available piece n2 into slot n1 

procedure fit_piece(treeDepth,n:integer); 
fit all possible pieces available in slot n 

var 
   bestsolution:solution; 

edge : array[1..4,1..nslots] of integer; 
slot : array[1..nslots] of slots; 
element : array[1..nelements+1] of elements; 

   terminated : boolean; 
n_solns : integer; 

   n_nodes  : longint; 
max_n : integer; 
tol : real; 

implementation 

uses Unit2; 

procedure solve; 
begin 
  terminated:=false; 
  n_solns:=0; 
  n_nodes:=0; 
  max_n:=0; 

tol:=0.01; 
  if ripplize then fit_piece(1,round((nslots+1)/2)) else 
  Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('NO VALID SOLUTION'); 
end; 

procedure buildslottable; 
var cnx,cny,sl,j,sn:integer; 
begin 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 
  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 

begin 
sl:=0; 


   sn:=cnx+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 


with bestsolution.slots[sn] do 

begin 


    x:=cnx; 

    y:=cny; 

    piece:=0; 


end; 


with slot[sn] do 

begin 


    piece:=0; 

filled:=false;


    nAvailable:=nelements+1; 

for j:=1 to nelements+1 do availableElement[j]:=j; 


    if (cny-1>=0) then 
begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+((cny-1)*(maxx+1))+1; 

  linkedge[sl]:=3;fromedge[sl]:=1; 

end; 


    if (cnx+1<=maxx) then 

begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+1+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 

  linkedge[sl]:=4;fromedge[sl]:=2; 

end; 


    if (cny+1<=maxy) then 
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begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+((cny+1)*(maxx+1))+1; 

  linkedge[sl]:=1;fromedge[sl]:=3; 

end; 


    if (cnx-1>=0) then 

begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx-1+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 

  linkedge[sl]:=2;fromedge[sl]:=4; 

end; 
nlinks:=sl; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

function ripplize:boolean; 
var i,j,k,m,n:integer; 
    ok,noChange:boolean; 
    mElement,mEdge,mPiece:integer; 

ptrn:real; 
begin 

repeat 

    noChange:=true; 

    ok:=true; 

    i:=0; 


while ok and (i<nSlots) do 

begin 


inc(i); 

with slot[i] do 


   if not filled then 

begin 

   j:=0; 


while (j<nAvailable) do 

begin 


k:=j+1; 

mElement:=availableElement[k]; 


 mPiece:=element[mElement].piece; 

m:=0;


 ok:=true; 

while ok and (m<nLinks) do     

begin

 inc(m); 

 ptrn:=element[mElement].pattern[fromEdge[m]]; 

 mEdge:=linkEdge[m]; 

with slot[linkSlot[m]] do 

if not filled then 


 begin 

n:=0; 

ok:=false; 

while not ok and (n<nAvailable) 

begin 


inc(n); 
ok:=(abs(ptrn-element[availableElement[n]].pattern[mEdge])<tol) and 

(mPiece<>element[availableElement[n]].piece) 
end 

end 

end; 


 if not ok then  

begin

 availableElement[k]:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 

availableElement[nAvailable]:=mElement; 

dec(nAvailable); 

noChange:=false 


 end else 

begin

 inc(j) 


end 

end; 
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   ok:=nAvailable>0 

end 


end; 

  until not ok or noChange; 

  ripplize:=ok 

end; 

function trim_slots(n1,n2:integer):boolean; 
var i,j,k:integer; 
    ok:boolean; 
    actualPiece,actualElement,touchingEdge:integer; 

ptrn:real; 
begin 
    ok:=true; 
    i:=0; 
    actualElement:=slot[n1].availableElement[n2];     
    actualPiece:=element[actualElement].piece;    

while ok and (i<nSlots) do 
begin 


inc(i); 

with slot[i] do 


   if not filled then 

begin 

   j:=0; 


while (j<nAvailable) do 

begin 


 if element[availableElement[j+1]].piece=actualPiece then   
begin


k:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 

 availableElement[nAvailable]:=availableElement[j+1]; 

availableElement[j+1]:=k; 

dec(nAvailable) 


 end else 

begin

 inc(j) 


end 

end; 


   ok:=nAvailable>0 

end 


end; 


if ok then 
begin 

   i:=0; 


while ok and (i<slot[n1].nLinks) do     

begin 


inc(i); 

   ptrn:=element[actualElement].pattern[slot[n1].fromEdge[i]];   


touchingEdge:=slot[n1].linkEdge[i]; 

with slot[slot[n1].linkSlot[i]] do 


   if not filled then 

begin 


j:=0; 

while (j<nAvailable) do     

begin

 if abs(element[availableElement[j+1]].pattern[touchingEdge]-ptrn)>tol then     
 begin 


k:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 

 availableElement[nAvailable]:=availableElement[j+1]; 

 availableElement[j+1]:=k; 

dec(nAvailable) 


end else 

 begin 


inc(j) 

end 


end; 

ok:=nAvailable>0 


end 
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end 

end; 


trim_slots:=ok 
end; 

procedure fit_piece(treeDepth,n:integer);       
var i,j,k,m,n1,n2:integer; 
    hold:array[1..nSlots] of integer; 
    ok:boolean; 
begin 

for i:=1 to nSlots do hold[i]:=slot[i].nAvailable; 
    if treeDepth>max_n then max_n:=n; 

with slot[n] do 
begin 


filled:=true; 

for i:=1 to nAvailable do


   if not terminated then 

begin 

   inc(n_nodes); 

//display only

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Current node  '+inttostr(n_nodes)); 

Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Max depth     '+inttostr(n)); 


   actualElement:=availableElement[i]; 

   piece:=element[actualElement].piece; 


if trim_slots(n,i) then  {this can fit in!}

 begin 


 if treeDepth=nSlots then 

begin

 inc(n_solns); 


//display only

  Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Solution found '+inttostr(n_solns)); 


 if n_solns=1 then //transfer the first solution to display 
for j:=1 to nslots do bestsolution.slots[j].piece:=slot[j].actualElement; 


 end else 

begin

 ok:=Ripplize; 

if ok then   {find next slot to fill!}


 begin 

 j:=1; 

while slot[j].filled do inc(j); 

n1:=0; 

with slot[j] do 

for m:=1 to nLinks do 


 if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n1); 

for k:=j+1 to nSlots do 


 if not slot[k].filled then 

 if slot[k].nAvailable<slot[j].nAvailable then j:=k else 

 if slot[k].nAvailable=slot[j].nAvailable then 

begin 


n2:=0; 

with slot[k] do 

for m:=1 to nLinks do 

if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n2); 

if n2<n1 then 

begin 


n1:=n2; 

j:=k 


end 

end; 


 fit_piece(treeDepth+1,j) 

end 


end 
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end; 
for j:=1 to nSlots do slot[j].nAvailable:=hold[j] 


end; 

filled:=false 


end 
end; 

end. 
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Appendix 8 

Empty Slot Prediction 

unit mainform; 

interface 

uses 
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Variants, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, 

  Dialogs, Grids, DBGrids, DBCtrls, DB, DBTables, StdCtrls, ExtCtrls, 
  Buttons, ComCtrls, nxdb, nxsdServerEngine, 
  nxsrServerEngine, nxllComponent, nx1xallengines; 

type 
TForm1 = class(TForm) 

    DataSource2: TDataSource; 
PageControl2: TPageControl; 
TabSheet7: TTabSheet; 
TabSheet8: TTabSheet; 

    Memo2: TMemo; 
    Memo1: TMemo; 
    DBGrid2: TDBGrid; 
    DBImage1: TDBImage; 
    Label3: TLabel; 
    Label4: TLabel; 
    Label5: TLabel; 
    Label6: TLabel; 
    Panel2: TPanel; 
    BitBtn10: TBitBtn; 
    BitBtn9: TBitBtn; 
    Panel1: TPanel; 

Image1: TImage; 
    nxDatabase1: TnxDatabase; 
    nxSession1: TnxSession; 
    nxServerEngine1: TnxServerEngine; 

tblelements: TnxTable; 
    SpeedButton1: TSpeedButton; 
    Label1: TLabel; 
    SpeedButton2: TSpeedButton; 
    Memo3: TMemo; 
    procedure BitBtn10Click(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure BitBtn9Click(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure Image1DblClick(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure SpeedButton1Click(Sender: TObject); 
    procedure Image1MouseMove(Sender: TObject; Shift: TShiftState; X,

  Y: Integer); 
    procedure SpeedButton2Click(Sender: TObject); 


private 

    procedure initializecsp; 

    procedure drawsolutioncsp;

    procedure StartTimer; 


function StopTimer: TTime; 

function TimerGetElapsed: integer; 


    procedure predict; 

    procedure findallcombinations; 

    procedure storecoord(a,b,c:integer); 


function hasallpartners(elnr:integer):boolean; 

function countpartners(side:byte;elnr:integer):integer; 

function linkto(side:byte;elnt:integer;val:real):integer; 


    procedure MarkAsBlank(piece:integer); 

    procedure RestorePuzzle; 
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    procedure ConstructPuzzle;

    { Private declarations } 


public 

    { Public declarations } 


end; 


const 
  space=2; 
  symetry=false; 
  xdim=15; 
  ydim=10; 

var 
  Form1: TForm1; 
  FStart,FStop,FPause: TTime; 
  spc,wd,ht:integer; 

  combinations:array[1..8,1..47483647] of integer; 

  possibleslot:array [1..(xdim*ydim)] of integer; 

  pointarx:array [1..xdim] of boolean; 

  pointary:array [1..ydim] of boolean; 

  possiblecount,numberofblanks,combicount:integer; 


implementation 

uses csp; 

{$R *.dfm} 

procedure TForm1.StartTimer; 
begin 
  FPause := 0; 
  Fstart := Time; 
end; 

function TForm1.StopTimer: TTime; 
begin 
  FStop := Time; 
  Result := FStop - FStart; 
end; 


function TForm1.TimerGetElapsed: integer; 

var Hour, Min, Sec, MSec: Word; 

begin 

  DecodeTime((Time - FStart), Hour, Min, Sec, MSec); 
  Result := hour*60*60*1000+min*60*1000+sec*1000+msec; 
end; 

procedure TForm1.predict; 
var x,y,cnt,t,r,b,l,pnr:integer; 

found,foundx,foundy,corner:boolean; 
begin 
possiblecount:=0; 

 for x:=1 to xdim do pointarx[x]:=false; 
 for y:=1 to ydim do pointary[y]:=false; 
 found:=false; 
 foundx:=false;
 foundy:=false;
 corner:=false;

 for pnr:=0 to trunc(csp.nelements/4) do 
begin 


   cnt:=pnr*4+1; 

   if not hasallpartners(cnt) then


 begin 

T:=countpartners(1,cnt); 


  R:=countpartners(2,cnt); 

  B:=countpartners(3,cnt); 

  L:=countpartners(4,cnt); 
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  if ((L=0) or (R=0)) and ((L+R<>xdim-1) and (L+R<>ydim-1)) then 

   if ((T+B=xdim-1) or (T+B=ydim-1)) then 


 if ((T<>0) and (B<>0)) then storecoord(1,t,b); 

  if ((T=0) or (B=0)) and ((T+B<>xdim-1) and (T+B<>ydim-1)) then 


 if ((L+R=xdim-1) or (L+R=ydim-1)) then 

  if ((L<>0) and (R<>0)) then storecoord(2,l,r); 


if not corner then 
corner:=((t=0) and (r=0) and (((b=ydim-1) and (l=xdim-2)) or ((b=ydim-2) and (l=xdim-1)))) or 

 ((r=0) and (b=0) and (((t=ydim-1) and (l=xdim-2)) or ((t=ydim-2) and (l=xdim-1)))) or 
 ((l=0) and (b=0) and (((t=ydim-1) and (r=xdim-2)) or ((t=ydim-2) and (r=xdim-1)))) or 
 ((l=0) and (t=0) and (((b=ydim-1) and (r=xdim-2)) or ((b=ydim-2) and (r=xdim-1)))); 

end; 
end; 

 for x:=1 to xdim do 
 for y:=1 to ydim do 

begin 

   if pointarx[x] and pointary[y] then 


begin 

 found:=true; 

 inc(possiblecount); 

 possibleslot[possiblecount]:=y*xdim+x+1;

 end else 
begin 

 if pointarx[x] then foundx:=true; 

 if pointary[y] then foundy:=true; 

end; 

end; 
 if not found then 

begin 
    if foundx then for x:=1 to xdim do if pointarx[x] then 

begin 

   inc(possiblecount); 

   possibleslot[possiblecount]:=x+1; 

   inc(possiblecount); 

   possibleslot[possiblecount]:=(ydim-1)*xdim+x+1; 

end; 


    if foundy then for y:=1 to ydim do if pointary[y] then 

begin 


   inc(possiblecount); 

   possibleslot[possiblecount]:=y*xdim+1;

   inc(possiblecount); 

   possibleslot[possiblecount]:=y*xdim+xdim; 

end; 


end; 


if corner then 
begin 

inc(possiblecount,4); 


   possibleslot[possiblecount]:=ydim*xdim; 

   possibleslot[possiblecount-3]:=1; 

   possibleslot[possiblecount-2]:=(ydim-1)*xdim+1; 

   possibleslot[possiblecount-1]:=xdim; 


end; 


 Memo2.Lines.Add('Hole prediction:'); 

 for cnt:=1 to possiblecount do Memo2.Lines.Add('SOLT : '+inttostr(possibleslot[cnt])); 

 if possiblecount=0 then Memo2.Lines.Add('Not found') else findallcombinations; 

end; 


procedure TForm1.storecoord(a,b,c:integer); 
begin 
 if a=1 then 

begin 

 if symetry then pointary[c]:=true; 

 pointary[b]:=true; 


end else 
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begin 

 if symetry then pointarx[c]:=true; 

 pointarx[b]:=true; 


end; 
end; 

function TForm1.hasallpartners(elnr:integer):boolean; 
begin 
result:=true; 
with csp.element[elnr] do 
begin 


    if linkto(1,elnr,pattern[3])<0 then result:=false; 

    if linkto(2,elnr,pattern[4])<0 then result:=false; 

    if linkto(3,elnr,pattern[1])<0 then result:=false; 

    if linkto(4,elnr,pattern[2])<0 then result:=false; 


end; 
end; 

function TForm1.countpartners(side:byte;elnr:integer):integer; 
var look:byte; 
    nextelem:integer; 

val:real; 
begin 

result:=0; 
case side of 

    1:look:=3; 

    2:look:=4; 

    3:look:=1; 

    4:look:=2; 


else look:=0; 

end; 

with csp.element[elnr] do val:=pattern[side]; 


   nextelem:=linkto(look,elnr,val); 

while nextelem>=0 do 

begin 

inc(result); 

with csp.element[nextelem] do val:=pattern[side]; 


 nextelem:=linkto(look,nextelem,val); 

end; 

end; 

function TForm1.linkto(side:byte;elnt:integer;val:real):integer; 
var found:boolean; 

cnt:integer; 
begin 
   found:=false; 
   cnt:=1; 

while ((not found) and (cnt<=csp.nelements+1)) do 
begin 
with csp.element[cnt] do 

   if ((pattern[side]=val) and (piece<>csp.element[elnt].piece)) then found:=true else inc(cnt); 
end; 

   if found then result:=cnt else result:=-1; 
end; 

procedure TForm1.findallcombinations; 
var 

n1,n2,cnt:integer; 

  procedure FindNextNumber(n,m:integer); 


var 

  cny,i:integer; 


begin 

   for i:=m to n1-n2+n do 


 if n<n2 then begin 

  combinations[n,cnt]:=possibleslot[i]; 


FindNextNumber(n+1,i+1); 

end else 

begin 

  combinations[n,cnt]:=possibleslot[i]; 
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inc(cnt); 

  for cny:=1 to n2 do combinations[cny,cnt]:=combinations[cny,cnt-1]; 

end; 


end; 

begin 
   n1:=possiblecount; 
   n2:=numberofblanks; 
   cnt:=1; 
   FindNextNumber(1,1); 

combicount:=cnt-1; 
   Memo2.Lines.Add(inttostr(combicount)+' combinations'); 
end; 

procedure TForm1.ConstructPuzzle; 
var 

i,cnt:integer; 
begin 
  if numberofblanks>0 then 

begin 
predict; 


    i:=0; 

    csp.noSolution:=true; 


while (i<combicount) and csp.noSolution do

 begin 


inc(i); 

csp.buildslottable; 


  for cnt:=1 to numberofblanks do 
begin 
 memo2.Lines.Add('TRY '+inttostr(i)+' blank slot '+inttostr(combinations[cnt,i])); 
csp.removeSlot(combinations[cnt,i]); 
end; 

  csp.solve(numberofblanks+1); 
end; 


end else 

begin 


   csp.buildslottable; 
csp.solve(1); 

end; 
end; 

procedure TForm1.BitBtn10Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  Memo2.Clear; 
  initializecsp; 
  Memo2.Lines.Add('CSP engine initialized');
  BitBtn9.Enabled:=true; 
end; 

procedure TForm1.BitBtn9Click(Sender: TObject); 
var 

i:integer; 
begin 
  Memo2.Clear; 
  StartTimer; 
  ConstructPuzzle; 
  StopTimer; 
  Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

  if not csp.noSolution then
 begin 
for i:=1 to csp.nslots do csp.bestsolution.slots[i].piece:=csp.slot[i].actualElement; 

    drawsolutioncsp; 
end; 

  SpeedButton1.Enabled:=true; 
end; 
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procedure TForm1.initializecsp; 
begin 
 numberofblanks:=0; 
with tblelements do 
begin 

First;

while not eof do 

begin 

with csp.element[FieldByName('Element').asInteger] do 

begin 

 piece:=fieldBYName('Piece').asInteger;

 if FieldByName('IsBlank').asboolean then 

begin 


rotation:=0; 

pattern[1]:=0; 

pattern[2]:=0; 

pattern[3]:=0; 

pattern[4]:=0; 

inc(numberofblanks); 


end else 
begin 


   rotation:=fieldBYName('Rotation').asInteger; 

   pattern[1]:=fieldByName('Top').asInteger; 

   pattern[2]:=fieldByName('Right').asInteger; 

   pattern[3]:=fieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 

   pattern[4]:=fieldByName('Left').asInteger; 

end; 


end; 

    Next; 


end; 

end; 

numberofblanks:=round(numberofblanks/4); 


end; 

procedure TForm1.drawsolutioncsp; 
var cnt,x,y:integer; 

 brd:TBitmap; 
begin 
  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

brd.Width:=wd*(csp.maxx+1)+space*csp.maxx; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(csp.maxy+1)+space*csp.maxy; 


  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 
begin 


   for cnt:=1 to csp.nslots do 

begin 

   if Locate('Element',csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 

  x:=csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].x; 

  y:=csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].y; 

  if csp.element[csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece].pattern[1]>0 then 


  brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 

end; 


end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;

  brd.Free; 

end; 


procedure TForm1.FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

  nxDatabase1.AliasPath:=ExtractFilePath(ParamStr(0)); 

  tblelements.Open; 
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wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  for cnt:=1 to 150 do possibleslot[cnt]:=cnt; 

end; 

procedure TForm1.Image1DblClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
 if MessageDlg('Would you like to remove this piece ?', 
    mtConfirmation, [mbYes, mbNo],0) = mrYes then 
 begin 

  MarkAsBlank(spc); 

  BitBtn9.Enabled:=false; 

end; 

end; 

procedure TForm1.SpeedButton1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
 if MessageDlg('Dou you wnat to restore the complete puzzle ?', 
    mtConfirmation, [mbYes, mbNo],0) = mrYes then 
 begin 
  RestorePuzzle; 
  BitBtn9.Enabled:=false; 
  SpeedButton1.Enabled:=false; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TForm1.Image1MouseMove(Sender: TObject; Shift: TShiftState; X,
 Y: Integer); 

var xpo,ypo:integer; 
begin 
 xpo:=trunc(x / (wd+space)); 

ypo:=trunc(y / (ht+space)); 


 spc:=((xpo*10)+ypo); 

 Label1.Caption:='Slot number : '+inttostr((ypo*15)+xpo); 

end; 

procedure TForm1.MarkAsBlank(piece:integer); 
begin 
with tblelements do 

 begin 
while locate('Piece;IsBlank',VarArrayOf([piece,false]),[Locaseinsensitive]) do 
begin 

Edit; 

FieldValues['IsBlank']:=True; 

Post; 

Refresh; 


end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TForm1.RestorePuzzle; 
begin 
with tblelements do 

 begin 
First; 

while not eof do 

begin 

Edit; 

FieldValues['IsBlank']:=False;


 Post; 

   Next; 


end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TForm1.SpeedButton2Click(Sender: TObject); 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

 for cnt:=0 to 149 do 




    x
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begin 

   Memo2.Lines.Add('Missing Piece '+inttostr(cnt)); 

   RestorePuzzle; 

   MarkAsBlank(cnt); 

   initializecsp; 

   StartTimer; 


ConstructPuzzle; 

   StopTimer; 

   if csp.n_solns>0 then 


begin 

  Memo3.Lines.Add(IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

  Memo2.Lines.Add(IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

end; 

end; 
end; 

end. 

Fit Blank First CSP Engine 
unit csp; 

interface 

uses Windows,Classes,db, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs; 

const 

//10x15 settings
 nSlots=150; //number of slots 

  maxx=14;      //max dimension of a grid  0 counts 
  maxy=9;        //max dimension of a grid  0 counts 
  nelements=599;  //number of elements    0 counts 

type

  elements = record 

piece : integer; 

rotation : integer; 

pattern : array[1..4] of real; 


end; 

{elemments record holds data from the database for quick searching} 

gslot = record 

piece : integer; 


  : byte;

 y   : byte;


 end; 


{this strucure is used to create the solution record below}

 solution = record 

slots:array [1..nslots] of gslot; 


end; 


{solution holds display data about the solution} 

Slots = record 

piece : integer; 

rotation : integer; 


    actualElement  : integer; 

filled   : boolean; 


    nAvailable       : integer; 

    availableElement  : array[1..nelements+1] of integer;  
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nLinks : integer; 

    linkSlot : array[1..4] of integer; 


fromEdge : array[1..4] of integer; 

    linkEdge : array[1..4] of integer; 


end; 

procedure buildslottable; 

{prepares the slot table} 


procedure solve(startLevel:integer); 

{initializes variables and runs the algorithm}


function ripplize:boolean; 


function trim_slots(n1,n2:integer):boolean; 

{we are putting available piece n2 into slot n1} 


procedure fit_piece(treeDepth,n:integer); 

{fit all possible pieces available in slot n} 


procedure removeSlot(n:integer); 

{makes a slot as empty and removes from list} 


var 
    bestsolution:solution; 

edge   : array[1..4,1..nslots] of integer; 
slot : array[1..nslots] of slots; 
element : array[1..nelements+1] of elements; 
terminated : boolean; 
n_solns : integer; 
n_nodes   : longint; 
max_n : integer; 
tol : real; 

    noSolution : Boolean; 

implementation 

uses mainform; 

{===== NEW PROCEDURES =====} 

procedure solve(startLevel:integer); 
var 

n1,n2,k,j,m:integer; 
begin 
  terminated:=false; 
  n_solns:=0; 
  n_nodes:=0; 
  max_n:=0; 

tol:=0.01; 
  if ripplize then
 begin 

    j:=1; 

while slot[j].filled do inc(j); 

n1:=0; 

with slot[j] do 

for m:=1 to nLinks do 

if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n1); 

for k:=j+1 to nSlots do 


    if not slot[k].filled then 

    if slot[k].nAvailable<slot[j].nAvailable then j:=k else 

    if slot[k].nAvailable=slot[j].nAvailable then 


begin 

n2:=0; 

with slot[k] do 


  for m:=1 to nLinks do 

if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n2); 


  if n2>n1 then 
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begin 

n1:=n2; 

j:=k; 


end; 

end; 

fit_piece(startLevel,j); 

Form1.Memo2.Lines.Add('Nodes '+inttostr(n_nodes)); 

for j:=1 to nslots do 

begin 

  bestsolution.slots[j].piece:=slot[j].actualElement; 
end; 

end else 
  Form1.Memo2.Lines.Add('Fails first ripple'); 

end; 

procedure removeSlot(n:integer); 
var 

i,j,k,m:integer; 
begin 

with slot[n] do 
begin 
filled:=true; 


    actualElement:=0; 

    nAvailable:=0; 


for i:=1 to nLinks do 

begin 

j:=linkSlot[i]; 

with slot[j] do 

begin 

k:=1; 

while (k<=nLinks) and (linkSlot[k]<>n) do inc(k); 


 if k>nLinks then showMessage('Could not link back to slot!!') else 

begin 


dec(nLinks); 

for m:= k to nLinks do 

begin 

linkSlot[m]:=linkSlot[m+1]; 

linkEdge[m]:=linkEdge[m+1]; 


  fromEdge[m]:=fromEdge[m+1]; 

end; 


end; 

end; 


end; 

nLinks:=0; 


end; 
end; 

{======== END OF CHANGES TO THE CSP CODE ========} 

procedure buildslottable; 
var cnx,cny,sl,j,sn:integer; 
begin 

 for cny:=0 to maxy do 

  for cnx:=0 to maxx do 


begin 

    sl:=0; 

    sn:=cnx+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 


with bestsolution.slots[sn] do 
begin 


  x:=cnx; 

  y:=cny; 


piece:=0; 

end; 

with slot[sn] do 

begin 
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piece:=0; 

filled:=false; 

nAvailable:=nelements+1; 


  for j:=1 to nelements+1 do availableElement[j]:=j; 


  if (cny-1>=0) then 
begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+((cny-1)*(maxx+1))+1; 

linkedge[sl]:=3;fromedge[sl]:=1; 


end; 

  if (cnx+1<=maxx) then 


begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+1+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 

linkedge[sl]:=4;fromedge[sl]:=2; 


end; 

  if (cny+1<=maxy) then 


begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx+((cny+1)*(maxx+1))+1; 

linkedge[sl]:=1;fromedge[sl]:=3; 


end; 

  if (cnx-1>=0) then 


begin 

inc(sl); 


  linkslot[sl]:=cnx-1+(cny*(maxx+1))+1; 

linkedge[sl]:=2;fromedge[sl]:=4; 


end; 
nlinks:=sl;

 end; 
end; 

end; 

function ripplize:boolean; 
var i,j,k,m,n:integer; 

 ok,noChange:boolean; 
 mElement,mEdge,mPiece:integer; 
ptrn:real; 

begin 
repeat 

 noChange:=true; 

ok:=true; 

i:=0; 

while ok and (i<nSlots) do


 begin 

inc(i); 

with slot[i] do 


   if not filled then 

begin 


j:=0; 

while (j<nAvailable) do 

begin


 k:=j+1; 

mElement:=availableElement[k]; 

mPiece:=element[mElement].piece; 

 m:=0; 

ok:=true; 

while ok and (m<nLinks) do 

begin 


inc(m); 

ptrn:=element[mElement].pattern[fromEdge[m]]; 

 mEdge:=linkEdge[m]; 

with slot[linkSlot[m]] do 

if not filled then 


 begin 

n:=0; 


  ok:=false; 
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while not ok and (n<nAvailable) do 
begin 

inc(n); 
 ok:=(abs(ptrn-element[availableElement[n]].pattern[mEdge])<tol) and 

(mPiece<>element[availableElement[n]].piece) 
end 

end 

end; 


 if not ok then 

begin 


availableElement[k]:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 

availableElement[nAvailable]:=mElement; 

dec(nAvailable); 

noChange:=false 


end else 

begin 


inc(j) 

end 


end; 

  ok:=nAvailable>0 


end 
end; 


   until not ok or noChange; 

   ripplize:=ok 

end; 

function trim_slots(n1,n2:integer):boolean; 
var i,j,k:integer; 

 ok:boolean;
 actualPiece,actualElement,touchingEdge:integer; 
ptrn:real; 

begin 
ok:=true; 
i:=0; 

 actualElement:=slot[n1].availableElement[n2]; 
 actualPiece:=element[actualElement].piece; 
while ok and (i<nSlots) do

 begin 
inc(i); 

with slot[i] do 


   if not filled then 

begin 


j:=0; 

while (j<nAvailable) do 

begin


 if element[availableElement[j+1]].piece=actualPiece then 
begin 

k:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 
 availableElement[nAvailable]:=availableElement[j+1]; 
availableElement[j+1]:=k; 
dec(nAvailable) 

end else 

begin 


inc(j) 

end 


end; 

  ok:=nAvailable>0 


end 

end; 

if ok then 

begin 

   i:=0; 


while ok and (i<slot[n1].nLinks) do 

begin 


inc(i); 

  ptrn:=element[actualElement].pattern[slot[n1].fromEdge[i]]; 

  touchingEdge:=slot[n1].linkEdge[i]; 


with slot[slot[n1].linkSlot[i]] do  

  if not filled then 
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begin

 j:=0; 

while (j<nAvailable) do  

begin 


 if (abs(element[availableElement[j+1]].pattern[touchingEdge]-ptrn)>tol) then  
 begin 

  k:=availableElement[nAvailable]; 
availableElement[nAvailable]:=availableElement[j+1]; 
availableElement[j+1]:=k;

 dec(nAvailable) 
 end else

 begin 


inc(j) 

end 


end; 

ok:=nAvailable>0 


end 

end 


end; 


 trim_slots:=ok 
end; 

procedure fit_piece(treeDepth,n:integer);  
var i,j,k,m,n1,n2:integer; 

 hold:array[1..nSlots] of integer; 
 ok:boolean; 

begin 
 for i:=1 to nSlots do hold[i]:=slot[i].nAvailable; 
 if treeDepth>max_n then max_n:=n; 

with slot[n] do 
begin 


filled:=true; 

for i:=1 to nAvailable do 


   if not terminated then 

begin 


  inc(n_nodes); 

  actualElement:=availableElement[i]; 

  piece:=element[actualElement].piece; 

  if trim_slots(n,i) then 


begin

 if treeDepth=nSlots then 
begin 

inc(n_solns); 
 //display only
 Form1.Memo2.Lines.Add('Solution found '+inttostr(n_solns)); 
NoSolution:=false; 
terminated:=true; 

end else 
begin 


ok:=Ripplize; 

if ok then 


 begin 

j:=1; 
while slot[j].filled do inc(j);

 n1:=0; 
with slot[j] do 

  for m:=1 to nLinks do 
if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n1); 

  for k:=j+1 to nSlots do 
  if not slot[k].filled then 

if slot[k].nAvailable<slot[j].nAvailable then j:=k else 
  if slot[k].nAvailable=slot[j].nAvailable then 

begin 
n2:=0; 
with slot[k] do 

 for m:=1 to nLinks do 
if not slot[linkSlot[m]].filled then inc(n2); 
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 if n2<n1 then 
begin 
   n1:=n2; 
   j:=k 

end 
end; 
fit_piece(treeDepth+1,j) 

end 
end 

end; 
  for j:=1 to nSlots do slot[j].nAvailable:=hold[j] 

end; 
filled:=false 

end 
end; 

end. 
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Appendix 9 

Supporting units source code 

Test for the edge matching function 

unit testedge; 

interface 

uses puzzlepiece,Windows,Classes, Graphics,SysUtils,Math,Messages,Dialogs,edgefunction; 

procedure edgepuzlle(pa:tpuzzlepiece); 

procedure marker(pa:TpuzzlePiece;st:string;va:integer;ea:integer); 


implementation


uses Unit2; 


function checkcombination(va:integer;ea:integer;vb:integer;eb:integer):boolean; 

const vsize=6;

begin 


result:=false; 

  if ((ea=1) and (vb=va-vsize) and (eb=3)) then result:=true; 

  if ((ea=2) and (vb=va-1) and (eb=4)) then result:=true; 

  if ((ea=3) and (vb=va+vsize) and (eb=1)) then result:=true; 

  if ((ea=4) and (vb=va+1) and (eb=2)) then result:=true; 

end; 


procedure marker(pa:TpuzzlePiece;st:string;va:integer;ea:integer); 

var px,py,sz:integer; 

begin 


sz:=pa.Abitmap[va].Width; 

  py:=round((sz-5)/2); 

  px:=round((sz-5)/2); 


  if ea=1 then px:=2 else

  if ea=2 then py:=1  else 

  if ea=3 then px:=sz-12 else

  if ea=4 then py:=sz-18; 


with pa.Abitmap[va].Canvas.Font do 
begin 

Size:=10; 

Style:=[fsBold]; 


end; 
  pa.Abitmap[va].Canvas.TextOut(px,py,st+' '); 
end; 

procedure edgepuzlle(pa:tpuzzlepiece); 
var cnt,er,cnx,cny,cnv,vl,cv,size,pn,pp:integer;
   match:array of array [1..4] of integer; 
   st,pr:string; 
begin 
  size:=high(pa.x); 
  setlength(match,size+1); 
  for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 
   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 
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   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Progress '+inttostr(size-cnt)); 

   for cnv:=1 to 4 do 


begin 

 cv:=2147483647; 

 match[cnt][cnv]:=0; 

 cnx:=0; 

while cnx<=size do 

begin 


   if cnx<>cnt then 

begin 

 for cny:=1 to 4 do 


begin 

   vl:=matchpieces(pa.Abitmap[cnt],cnv,pa.Abitmap[cnx],cny); 

   if vl<cv then 


begin 

cv:=vl;


 match[cnt][cnv]:=(cnx shl 16)+cny; 

end; 


end; 

end; 


inc(cnx); 

end; 

end; 


end; 

 er:=0; 

 st:=''; 


 for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 


  for cnx:=1 to 4 do 

begin 

 pn:=match[cnt][cnx] shr 16; 

 pp:=match[cnt][cnx] mod 256; 


inc(er); 

  pr:=char(33+(er mod 90)); 

  marker(pa,pr,cnt,cnx); 


    if not ((cnt=size) and (cnx>2)) then 

begin 

 marker(pa,pr,pn,pp); 

end; 


 st:=st+'P'+inttostr(cnt)+' S'+inttostr(cnx)+' = P'+inttostr(pn)+' S'+inttostr(pp)+chr(13)+chr(10); 

end; 


end; 

  Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Found : '+inttostr(er)+' good combinations'); 

  Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add(st);

end; 

end. 

Puzzle creation and picture transformation 
unit puzzlepiece; 

interface 

uses 
Windows,Classes, Graphics,SysUtils,Math; 

type
  tpuzzlepiece=class 

private 

protected 

public 
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  Abitmap:array of TBitmap; 
holds bitmaps for all the pieces 

  x,y:array of integer; 
  holds position on the board for all the pieces

  board:Tbitmap; 
  holds the board bitmap 

  procedure Rotate90CC(index:integer); 
rotates the selected piece 90 degrees counter clockwise 

universal implemetation with support for all bitmap types 


  procedure Rotate90C(index:integer); 
rotates the selected piece 90 degrees clockwise 

universal implemetation with support for all bitmap types 


  procedure Rotate180(index:integer); 
rotates the selected piece 180 

universal implemetation with support for all bitmap types 


  procedure drawboard(space:integer); 
  draws the puzzleboard according to the location of pieces 

  current implmentation supports only pieces of the same size 

  value of the variable space defines the spacing between the puzzle pieces


  procedure splitboard(row:integer;col:integer); 
 splits the image into square pieces 


   before calling this procedure ensure that you created Tpuzzlepiece to support size=row*col 


  procedure messthepuzzle; 
 randomy mixes and rotates the pieces 

  constructor Create(sx,sy:integer); virtual; 

  destructor Destroy; override;


end; 

var size,mx,my:integer; 

implementation 

uses 
  Dialogs; 

constructor TPuzzlePiece.Create(sx,sy:integer); 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

  mx:=sx; 

  my:=sy; 

  size:=mx*my;


  SetLength(Abitmap,size); 

  SetLength(x,size); 

  SetLength(y,size); 

  ZeroMemory(x,size); 

  ZeroMemory(y,size); 


dec(size); 

  for cnt:=0 to size do 
begin 


   Abitmap[cnt]:=TBitmap.Create; 

abitmap[cnt].PixelFormat:=pf24bit; 


end; 
  board:=TBitmap.Create; 
end; 
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destructor TPuzzlePiece.Destroy; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

  for cnt:=0 to high(Abitmap) do Abitmap[cnt].Free; 

  board.Free; 

  inherited Destroy;

end; 


procedure TPuzzlePiece.messthepuzzle; 

var cnt,cnx,tmp,a1,a2:integer;

begin 

  randomize; 

//rotate pieces 

  for cnt:=0 to size do 


begin 

   for cnx:=0 to random(3) do rotate90cc(cnt); 


end; 

  //swap pieces

  for cnt:=0 to size*8 do 


begin 

    a1:=random(size); 

    a2:=random(size); 


tmp:=x[a1]; 

x[a1]:=x[a2]; 

x[a2]:=tmp; 


    a1:=random(size); 

    a2:=random(size); 


tmp:=y[a1]; 

y[a1]:=y[a2]; 

y[a2]:=tmp; 


end; 

end; 

procedure TPuzzlePiece.splitboard(row:integer;col:integer); 
var bw,bh,ss,pn,cnx,cny:integer; 
   rcs,rcd: TRect; 
begin 
  if (size+1)=row*col then 

begin 
  bw:=board.Width; 
  bh:=board.Height; 
  if row<col then ss:=round(bw/col) else ss:=round(bh/row); 
    rcd:=Rect(0,0,ss,ss); 


pn:=0; 

for cnx:=0 to col-1 do 

  for cny:=0 to row-1 do 


 if ((cnx+1)*ss<=bw) and ((cny+1)*ss<=bh) then 

begin 

  rcs:=Rect(cnx*ss,cny*ss,(cnx+1)*ss,(cny+1)*ss); 


abitmap[pn].Width:=ss; 

abitmap[pn].Height:=ss; 


  abitmap[pn].canvas.copyrect(rcd,board.canvas,rcs); 

x[pn]:=cnx;


 y[pn]:=cny;

 inc(pn); 

end; 

end; 
end; 

procedure TPuzzlePiece.DrawBoard(space:integer); 

{only handles pieces of the same size} 

var cnt,wd,ht:integer; 

begin 


wd:=abitmap[0].Width; 

ht:=abitmap[0].Height; 


board.Width:=wd*(mx+1)+space*mx; 
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  board.Height:=ht*(my+1)+space*my; 

  board.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

  board.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

  board.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


  for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 


    board.Canvas.Draw(wd*x[cnt]+(space*x[cnt]),ht*y[cnt]+(space*y[cnt]),abitmap[cnt]); 

end; 


end; 

procedure TPuzzlePiece.Rotate90CC(index:integer); 
const 
  BitsPerByte = 8; 
var 
  PbmpInfoR: PBitmapInfoHeader; 
  bmpBuffer, bmpBufferR: PByte; 
  MemoryStream, MemoryStreamR: TMemoryStream; 
  PbmpBuffer, PbmpBufferR: PByte; 
  BytesPerPixel, PixelsPerByte: Longint; 
  BytesPerScanLine, BytesPerScanLineR: Longint; 
  PaddingBytes: Longint; 

BitmapOffset: Longint; 
BitCount: Longint; 

  WholeBytes, ExtraPixels: Longint; 
  SignificantBytes, SignificantBytesR: Longint; 
  ColumnBytes: Longint; 
  AtLeastEightBitColor: Boolean; 
T: Longint; 

procedure NonIntegralByteRotate; (* nested *) 
var 
  X, Y: Longint; 

I: Longint; 

  MaskBits, CurrentBits: Byte; 

  FirstMask, LastMask: Byte; 

  PFirstScanLine: PByte; 


FirstIndex, CurrentBitIndex: Longint; 

  ShiftRightAmount, ShiftRightStart: Longint;

begin 

  Inc(PbmpBuffer,BytesPerScanLine * Pred(PbmpInfoR^.biHeight)); 

  PFirstScanLine := bmpBufferR; 

FirstIndex := BitsPerByte - BitCount; 


  LastMask := 1 shl BitCount - 1; 

  FirstMask := LastMask shl FirstIndex;


  CurrentBits := FirstMask; 

  CurrentBitIndex := FirstIndex;


  ShiftRightStart := BitCount * (PixelsPerByte - 1); 

  for Y := 1 to PbmpInfoR^.biHeight do begin 

   PbmpBufferR := PFirstScanLine; 


   for X := 1 to WholeBytes do begin 

    MaskBits := FirstMask; 

    ShiftRightAmount := ShiftRightStart; 


for I := 1 to PixelsPerByte do begin 


  PbmpBufferR^ := PbmpBufferR^ and not CurrentBits or 

   PbmpBuffer^ and MaskBits shr 

   ShiftRightAmount shl CurrentBitIndex; 


   MaskBits := MaskBits shr BitCount; 
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Inc(PbmpBufferR, BytesPerScanLineR); 

Dec(ShiftRightAmount, BitCount); 


end; 

Inc(PbmpBuffer); 


end; 


   if ExtraPixels <> 0 then begin

    MaskBits := FirstMask; 

    ShiftRightAmount := ShiftRightStart; 


for I := 1 to ExtraPixels do begin 

  PbmpBufferR^ := PbmpBufferR^ and not CurrentBits or 


   PbmpBuffer^ and MaskBits shr 

   ShiftRightAmount shl CurrentBitIndex; 


MaskBits := MaskBits shr BitCount; 

  Inc(PbmpBufferR,BytesPerScanLineR); 


Dec(ShiftRightAmount, BitCount); 

end; 

Inc(PbmpBuffer); 


end; 


Inc(PbmpBuffer, PaddingBytes); 

    Dec(PbmpBuffer, BytesPerScanLine shl 1); 


   if CurrentBits = LastMask then begin 

    CurrentBits := FirstMask; 

    CurrentBitIndex := FirstIndex; 


Inc(PFirstScanLine); 

end 

   else begin 

    CurrentBits := CurrentBits shr BitCount; 

    Dec(CurrentBitIndex, BitCount); 


end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure IntegralByteRotate; (* nested *) 
var 
  X, Y: Longint; 
begin 
  Inc(PbmpBufferR, SignificantBytesR - BytesPerPixel); 
  for Y := 1 to PbmpInfoR^.biHeight do begin 
   for X := 1 to PbmpInfoR^.biWidth do begin 


  Move(PbmpBuffer^, PbmpBufferR^, BytesPerPixel); 

  Inc(PbmpBuffer, BytesPerPixel); 

  Inc(PbmpBufferR, BytesPerScanLineR);


 end; 

Inc(PbmpBuffer, PaddingBytes); 


    Dec(PbmpBufferR, ColumnBytes + BytesPerPixel); 

end; 

end; 

begin 
  MemoryStream := TMemoryStream.Create;
  ABitmap[index].SaveToStream(MemoryStream); 
  ABitmap[index].Free; 

  bmpBuffer := MemoryStream.Memory;

  BitmapOffset := PBitmapFileHeader(bmpBuffer)^.bfOffBits; 

  Inc(bmpBuffer,SizeOf(TBitmapFileHeader)); 

  PbmpInfoR := PBitmapInfoHeader(bmpBuffer); 

  bmpBuffer := MemoryStream.Memory;

 Inc(bmpBuffer,BitmapOffset); 


PbmpBuffer := bmpBuffer; 

with PbmpInfoR^ do begin 

   BitCount := biBitCount; 
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   BytesPerScanLine := (((biWidth * BitCount) + 31) div 32) * SizeOf(DWORD); 

   BytesPerScanLineR := (((biHeight * BitCount) + 31) div 32) * SizeOf(DWORD); 


   AtLeastEightBitColor := BitCount >= BitsPerByte; 
   if AtLeastEightBitColor then begin 

    BytesPerPixel := biBitCount shr 3; 

    SignificantBytes := biWidth * BitCount shr 3; 

    SignificantBytesR := biHeight * BitCount shr 3; 

    PaddingBytes := BytesPerScanLine - SignificantBytes; 

    ColumnBytes := BytesPerScanLineR * biWidth; 


end 
   else begin 

    PixelsPerByte := SizeOf(Byte) * BitsPerByte div BitCount; 


WholeBytes := biWidth div PixelsPerByte; 

    ExtraPixels := biWidth mod PixelsPerByte; 

    PaddingBytes := BytesPerScanLine - WholeBytes; 

    if ExtraPixels <> 0 then Dec(PaddingBytes); 


end; 

   MemoryStreamR := TMemoryStream.Create; 

   MemoryStreamR.SetSize(BitmapOffset + BytesPerScanLineR * biWidth); 


end; 


  MemoryStream.Seek(0, soFromBeginning); 

  MemoryStreamR.CopyFrom(MemoryStream, BitmapOffset); 


  bmpBufferR := MemoryStreamR.Memory; 

Inc(bmpBufferR,BitmapOffset); 


  PbmpBufferR := bmpBufferR; 


  if AtLeastEightBitColor then IntegralByteRotate else NonIntegralByteRotate; 

  MemoryStream.Free; 


  PbmpBufferR := MemoryStreamR.Memory; 

  Inc(PbmpBufferR,SizeOf(TBitmapFileHeader)); 

  PbmpInfoR := PBitmapInfoHeader(PbmpBufferR); 


with PbmpInfoR^ do begin 

T := biHeight; 


   biHeight := biWidth; 

biWidth := T;


   biSizeImage := 0; 

end; 

  ABitmap[index] := TBitmap.Create; 

  MemoryStreamR.Seek(0, soFromBeginning); 

  ABitmap[index].LoadFromStream(MemoryStreamR); 

  MemoryStreamR.Free; 

end; 

procedure TPuzzlePiece.Rotate90C(index:integer); 
begin 
  Rotate90CC(index); 
  Rotate180(index); 
end; 

procedure TPuzzlePiece.Rotate180(index:integer); 
var 
  RotatedBitmap: TBitmap; 
begin 
  RotatedBitmap := TBitmap.Create; 

with RotatedBitmap do begin
   Width := ABitmap[index].Width; 

   Height := ABitmap[index].Height; 

   Canvas.StretchDraw(Rect(ABitmap[index].Width - 1, ABitmap[index].Height - 1, -1, -1), 


   ABitmap[index]); 

end; 


  ABitmap[index].Free; 
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  ABitmap[index] := RotatedBitmap; 
end; 

end. 

User Interface 

unit Unit2; 

interface 

uses 
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Variants, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, 

  Dialogs, Grids, DBGrids, DBCtrls, DB, DBTables, ffdb, StdCtrls, ExtCtrls, 
  Buttons, Spin, ComCtrls, ExtDlgs, puzzlepiece, TeEngine, 
  Series, TeeProcs, Chart, DBChart, LMDCustomComponent, LMDStopWatch; 

type 
TForm2 = class(TForm) 


   DataSource2: TDataSource;

   tblelements: TffTable; 

   PageControl1: TPageControl; 


TabSheet1: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet2: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet3: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet4: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet5: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet6: TTabSheet; 


   pxdim: TSpinEdit; 

   Label1: TLabel; 

   pydim: TSpinEdit; 

   Label2: TLabel; 

   SpeedButton1: TSpeedButton; 

   SpeedButton2: TSpeedButton; 

   SpeedButton3: TSpeedButton; 

   SpeedButton4: TSpeedButton; 

   PageControl2: TPageControl; 


TabSheet7: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet8: TTabSheet; 


   Memo2: TMemo; 

   Memo1: TMemo; 

   DBGrid2: TDBGrid; 

   DBImage1: TDBImage; 

   PageControl3: TPageControl; 


TabSheet9: TTabSheet; 

TabSheet10: TTabSheet; 


   Panel1: TPanel; 

   Image1: TImage; 

   OpenPictureDialog1: TOpenPictureDialog;

   BitBtn1: TBitBtn; 


TabSheet11: TTabSheet; 

   Label3: TLabel; 

   Label4: TLabel; 

   Label5: TLabel; 

   Label6: TLabel; 

   rndstopaft: TSpinEdit; 

   Label7: TLabel; 

   BitBtn2: TBitBtn; 

   Label8: TLabel; 

   BitBtn3: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn4: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn5: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn6: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn7: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn8: TBitBtn; 
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   BitBtn9: TBitBtn; 

   BitBtn10: TBitBtn; 

   genpopsize: TSpinEdit; 

   genmating: TSpinEdit; 

   genkillall: TSpinEdit; 

   gencross: TSpinEdit; 

   genchange: TSpinEdit; 

   genswap: TSpinEdit; 

   Label9: TLabel; 

   Label10: TLabel; 

   Label11: TLabel; 

   Label12: TLabel; 

   Label13: TLabel; 

   safactor: TSpinEdit; 

   Label14: TLabel; 

   Label15: TLabel; 

   satemp: TSpinEdit; 

   Label16: TLabel; 

   Label17: TLabel; 

   sagood: TSpinEdit; 

   satrial: TSpinEdit; 

   Label18: TLabel; 

   tsaspire: TSpinEdit; 

   tsmasp: TSpinEdit; 

   Label19: TLabel; 

   Label20: TLabel; 

   tslscore: TSpinEdit; 

   Label21: TLabel; 

   SpeedButton5: TSpeedButton; 

   tblstats: TffTable; 


DBChart1: TDBChart; 

   Series1: TLineSeries; 

   Series2: TLineSeries; 

   Series3: TLineSeries; 

   Series4: TLineSeries; 

   Label22: TLabel; 

   tslimit: TSpinEdit; 

   statsollim: TSpinEdit; 

   SpeedButton6: TSpeedButton; 

   SavePictureDialog1: TSavePictureDialog;

   strotsel: TCheckBox; 

   procedure FormShow(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn1Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure SpeedButton1Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure SpeedButton4Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure FormClose(Sender: TObject; var Action: TCloseAction); 

   procedure SpeedButton3Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure SpeedButton2Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn2Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn3Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn4Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn6Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn5Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn8Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn7Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn10Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure BitBtn9Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure SpeedButton5Click(Sender: TObject); 

   procedure SpeedButton6Click(Sender: TObject); 


private 

   procedure initializega; 

   procedure drawsolutionga; 


   procedure initializesa; 

   procedure drawsolutionsa; 


   procedure initializepr; 

   procedure drawsolutionpr; 
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   procedure initializets; 

   procedure drawsolutionts; 


   procedure initializecsp; 

   procedure drawsolutioncsp;


   procedure insertstatinfo(st:string;tm:integer;sol:integer); 

   procedure StartTimer; 

procedure TimerPause; 

procedure TimerUnPause; 

function StopTimer: TTime; 

function TimerGetElapsed: integer; 


   { Private declarations } 

public 

{ Public declarations } 


end; 


var 
  Form2: TForm2; 
  pa:Tpuzzlepiece; 
  FStart,FStop,FPause: TTime; 

implementation 

uses genetic,simannealing,tabusearch,stochastic,edgefunction,testedge,csp, 
Unit1; 

{$R *.dfm} 

procedure TForm2.StartTimer; 
begin 
  FPause := 0; 
  Fstart := Time; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.TimerPause; 
begin 
  FPause := Time; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.TimerUnPause; 
begin 
  FStart := FStart + (Time - FPause); 
end; 

function TForm2.StopTimer: TTime; 
begin 
  FStop := Time; 
  Result := FStop - FStart; 
end; 


function TForm2.TimerGetElapsed: integer; 

var Hour, Min, Sec, MSec: Word; 

begin 

  DecodeTime((Time - FStart), Hour, Min, Sec, MSec); 
  Result := hour*60*60*1000+min*60*1000+sec*1000+msec; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.FormShow(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
 tblelements.Open; 
tblstats.Open; 

end; 

procedure TForm2.FormClose(Sender: TObject; var Action: TCloseAction); 
begin 
 if Assigned(pa) then pa.Free; 
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Form1.Close; 

end; 


// Puzzle 


procedure TForm2.SpeedButton1Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 


 pa:=TpuzzlePiece.Create(pxdim.Value,pydim.Value); 


 if OpenPictureDialog1.Execute then 

 begin 

 pa.board.LoadFromFile(OpenPictureDialog1.FileName); 

 pa.splitboard(pydim.Value,pxdim.Value); 

 pa.drawboard(2); 

 Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=pa.board; 

end; 


end; 


procedure TForm2.SpeedButton4Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 edgepuzlle(pa); 

 pa.drawboard(2); 

 Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=pa.board; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.SpeedButton3Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 pa.messthepuzzle; 

 pa.drawboard(2); 

 Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=pa.board; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.SpeedButton2Click(Sender: TObject); 
var lm,rm,bm,tm,cnt,er,cnx,cny,cnv,vl,cv,size:integer; 
   pair,match:array of array [1..4] of integer; 
begin 
  tblelements.Open; 
  size:=high(pa.x); 
  setlength(match,size+1); 
  for cnt:=0 to size do 

begin 
   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Progress '+inttostr(size-cnt)); 

   for cnv:=1 to 4 do 


begin 

 cv:=2147483647; 

 match[cnt][cnv]:=0; 

 cnx:=0; 

while cnx<=size do 

begin 


   if cnx<>cnt then 

begin 

 for cny:=1 to 4 do 


begin 

   vl:=matchpieces(pa.Abitmap[cnt],cnv,pa.Abitmap[cnx],cny); 

   if (vl<cv) then 


begin 

cv:=vl;


 match[cnt][cnv]:=(cnx shl 16)+cny; 

end; 


end; 

end; 


inc(cnx); 

end; 

end; 


end; 
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 er:=0; 

 setlength(pair,size+1); 

 for cnt:=0 to size do 


begin 

   Form2.Memo2.Lines.Clear; 

   Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Progress '+inttostr(size-cnt)); 

  for cnx:=1 to 4 do 

begin 

    lm:=match[cnt][cnx] shr 16;

    rm:=match[cnt][cnx] mod 256; 


pair[cnt][cnx]:=er; 

    if not ((cnt=size) and (cnx>2)) then 


begin 

  pair[lm][rm]:=er; 

end; 

inc(er); 


end; 

end; 


with tblelements do 
begin 

First;


 While not eof do Delete; 

end; 

 er:=0; 

 for cnt:=0 to size do 


begin 

   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Clear; 

   Form2.Memo1.Lines.Add('Progress '+inttostr(size-cnt)); 

  for cnx:=0 to 3 do 

begin 

   lm:=pair[cnt][(cnx) mod 4 + 1]; 

   tm:=pair[cnt][(cnx+1) mod 4 + 1]; 

   rm:=pair[cnt][(cnx+2) mod 4 + 1]; 

   bm:=pair[cnt][(cnx+3) mod 4 + 1]; 


inc(er); 

with tblelements do 
begin 

Append; 

FieldValues['Puzzle Number']:=1; 

FieldValues['Element']:=er; 

FieldValues['Piece']:=cnt;


 FieldValues['Rotation']:=cnx;

 FieldValues['Top']:=tm; 

FieldValues['Right']:=rm; 


  FieldValues['Bottom']:=bm; 

  FieldValues['Left']:=lm; 


FieldByName('Image').Assign(pa.Abitmap[cnt]); 

Post; 


end; 

pa.Rotate90CC(cnt); 

end; 


end; 
end; 

// Random 

procedure TForm2.BitBtn1Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 
 StartTimer; 
stochastic.generate; 

 StopTimer; 
 Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 
 drawsolutionpr; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.BitBtn2Click(Sender: TObject); 
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begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

initializepr; 


 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Random engine initialized'); 

BitBtn1.Enabled:=true; 


end; 


procedure TForm2.initializepr;

var cnt:integer;

begin 

with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=0 to stochastic.nelements do 

  if Locate('Element',cnt+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 


begin 

    stochastic.elements[cnt].top:=FieldByName('Top').asInteger; 
    stochastic.elements[cnt].bottom:=FieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 
    stochastic.elements[cnt].left:=FieldByName('Left').asInteger; 
    stochastic.elements[cnt].right:=FieldByName('Right').asInteger; 
    stochastic.elements[cnt].piece:=FieldByName('Piece').asInteger; 
    stochastic.pieces[FieldByName('Piece').asInteger].elements[FieldByName('Rotation').asInteger]:=cnt; 

end; 

end; 

stochastic.stopafter:=rndstopaft.Value; 

stochastic.rotate:=strotsel.Checked; 


end; 

procedure TForm2.drawsolutionpr; 
var cnt,xmax,ymax,wd,ht,space,x,y:integer; 
   brd:TBitmap; 
begin 

  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  xmax:=stochastic.maxx;

  ymax:=stochastic.maxy;

  space:=2; 


brd.Width:=wd*(xmax+1)+space*xmax; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(ymax+1)+space*ymax; 


  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to stochastic.nslots do 

begin 


    if Locate('Element',stochastic.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 


    x:=stochastic.bestsolution.slots[cnt].x; 

    y:=ymax-stochastic.bestsolution.slots[cnt].y; 

    brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 


end; 

end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;
  brd.Free; 
end; 

// Genetic 

procedure TForm2.BitBtn3Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 
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initializega; 

 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Genetic engine initialized'); 

BitBtn4.Enabled:=true; 


end; 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn4Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

 StartTimer; 

 genetic.generation; 

 StopTimer; 

 Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

 drawsolutionga; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.initializega; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

  genetic.npopulation:=genpopsize.value-1; 

  genetic.nmating:=genmating.value-1; 

  genetic.killall:=genkillall.value; 

  genetic.FCrossover:=gencross.value/100; 

  genetic.FGeneChange:=genchange.value/100; 

  genetic.FGeneSwap:=genswap.value/100; 


genetic.initialize; 

with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=0 to genetic.nelements do 

  if Locate('Element',cnt+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 


begin 

    genetic.elements[cnt].top:=FieldByName('Top').asInteger; 

    genetic.elements[cnt].bottom:=FieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 

    genetic.elements[cnt].left:=FieldByName('Left').asInteger; 

    genetic.elements[cnt].right:=FieldByName('Right').asInteger; 

    genetic.elements[cnt].piece:=FieldByName('Piece').asInteger; 

    genetic.pieces[FieldByName('Piece').asInteger].elements[FieldByName('Rotation').asInteger]:=cnt; 


end; 

end; 


end; 

procedure TForm2.drawsolutionga; 
var cnt,xmax,ymax,wd,ht,space,x,y:integer; 
   brd:TBitmap; 
begin 

  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  xmax:=genetic.maxx; 

  ymax:=genetic.maxy; 

  space:=2; 


brd.Width:=wd*(xmax+1)+space*xmax; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(ymax+1)+space*ymax; 


  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to genetic.ngenes do 

begin 


    if Locate('Element',genetic.solution.genes[cnt].piece+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 
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    x:=genetic.solution.genes[cnt].x; 

    y:=ymax-genetic.solution.genes[cnt].y;

    brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 


end; 

end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;
  brd.Free; 
end; 

//SA 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn5Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

 StartTimer; 

 simannealing.simulate; 

 StopTimer; 

 Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

 drawsolutionsa; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn6Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

initializesa; 


 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Simulated Annealing engine initialized'); 

BitBtn5.Enabled:=true; 


end; 


procedure TForm2.initializesa;

var cnt:integer;

begin 

 simannealing.afactor:=safactor.value/100; 

 simannealing.ntemps:=satemp.value; 

 simannealing.nlimit:=satrial.value; 

 simannealing.glimit:=sagood.value; 

with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=0 to simannealing.nelements do 

  if Locate('Element',cnt+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 


begin 

    simannealing.elements[cnt].top:=FieldByName('Top').asInteger; 

    simannealing.elements[cnt].bottom:=FieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 

    simannealing.elements[cnt].left:=FieldByName('Left').asInteger; 

    simannealing.elements[cnt].right:=FieldByName('Right').asInteger; 

    simannealing.elements[cnt].piece:=FieldByName('Piece').asInteger; 


simannealing.pieces[FieldByName('Piece').asInteger].elements[FieldByName('Rotation').asInteger]:=cnt; 
end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TForm2.drawsolutionsa; 
var cnt,xmax,ymax,wd,ht,space,x,y:integer; 
   brd:TBitmap; 
begin 

  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  xmax:=simannealing.maxx; 

  ymax:=simannealing.maxy; 

  space:=2; 


brd.Width:=wd*(xmax+1)+space*xmax; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(ymax+1)+space*ymax; 
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  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to simannealing.nslots do 

begin 


    if Locate('Element',simannealing.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 


    x:=simannealing.bestsolution.slots[cnt].x; 

    y:=ymax-simannealing.bestsolution.slots[cnt].y; 

    brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 


end; 

end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;
  brd.Free; 
end; 

// TS


procedure TForm2.BitBtn8Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

initializets; 


 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('Tabu Search engine initialized');

 BitBtn7.Enabled:=true; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn7Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

 StartTimer; 

 tabusearch.findsolution; 

 StopTimer; 

 Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

 drawsolutionts; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.initializets; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

 tabusearch.aspiration:=tsaspire.value/100; 

 tabusearch.moveaspiration:=tsmasp.value; 

 tabusearch.iterlim:=tslimit.value; 

 tabusearch.blacklist:=tslscore.value; 

with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=0 to tabusearch.nelements do 

  if Locate('Element',cnt+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 


begin 

tabusearch.elements[cnt].top:=FieldByName('Top').asInteger; 
tabusearch.elements[cnt].bottom:=FieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 
tabusearch.elements[cnt].left:=FieldByName('Left').asInteger; 
tabusearch.elements[cnt].right:=FieldByName('Right').asInteger; 
tabusearch.elements[cnt].piece:=FieldByName('Piece').asInteger; 
tabusearch.pieces[FieldByName('Piece').asInteger].elements[FieldByName('Rotation').asInteger]:=cnt; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TForm2.drawsolutionts; 
var cnt,xmax,ymax,wd,ht,space,x,y:integer; 
   brd:TBitmap; 
begin 
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  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  xmax:=tabusearch.maxx; 

  ymax:=tabusearch.maxy; 

  space:=2; 


brd.Width:=wd*(xmax+1)+space*xmax; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(ymax+1)+space*ymax; 


  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to tabusearch.nslots do 

begin 


    if Locate('Element',tabusearch.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece+1,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 


    x:=tabusearch.bestsolution.slots[cnt].x; 

    y:=ymax-tabusearch.bestsolution.slots[cnt].y;

    brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 


end; 

end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;
  brd.Free; 
end; 

// CBR 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn10Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

initializecsp; 


 Form2.Memo2.Lines.Add('CSP engine initialized'); 

BitBtn9.Enabled:=true; 


end; 


procedure TForm2.BitBtn9Click(Sender: TObject); 

begin 

 Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

 StartTimer; 

csp.solve; 


 StopTimer; 

 Memo2.Lines.Add('Time '+IntToStr(TimerGetElapsed)); 

 drawsolutioncsp; 

end; 


procedure TForm2.initializecsp; 

var cnt:integer;

begin 

 csp.buildslottable; 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to csp.nelements+1 do 

  if Locate('Element',cnt,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 


begin 

with csp.element[cnt] do 
begin 

  piece:=fieldBYName('Piece').asInteger; 

  rotation:=fieldBYName('Rotation').asInteger; 

  pattern[1]:=fieldByName('Top').asInteger; 

  pattern[2]:=fieldByName('Right').asInteger; 

  pattern[3]:=fieldByName('Bottom').asInteger; 
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  pattern[4]:=fieldByName('Left').asInteger 
end; 


end; 

end; 


end; 

procedure TForm2.drawsolutioncsp; 
var cnt,xmax,ymax,wd,ht,space,x,y:integer; 
   brd:TBitmap; 
begin 

  brd:=TBitmap.Create; 

wd:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Width; 

  ht:=DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap.Height; 

  xmax:=csp.maxx;

  ymax:=csp.maxy;

  space:=2; 


brd.Width:=wd*(xmax+1)+space*xmax; 

  brd.Height:=ht*(ymax+1)+space*ymax; 


  brd.Canvas.Brush.Color:=clSilver; 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsSurface); 

brd.Canvas.FloodFill(0,0,clSilver,fsBorder); 


with tblelements do 

begin 


  for cnt:=1 to csp.nslots do 

begin 


    if Locate('Element',csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].piece,[loCaseInsensitive]) then 

begin 


    x:=csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].x; 

    y:=csp.bestsolution.slots[cnt].y; 

    brd.Canvas.Draw(wd*x+(space*x),ht*y+(space*y),DBImage1.Picture.Bitmap); 


end; 

end; 

end; 


  Image1.Picture.Bitmap:=brd;
  brd.Free; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.insertstatinfo(st:string;tm:integer;sol:integer); 
begin 

with tblstats do 
begin 
insert; 

FieldByName(st+'_Time').asInteger:=tm; 

FieldByName(st+'_Sol').asInteger:=sol; 

post; 


end; 
end; 

procedure TForm2.SpeedButton5Click(Sender: TObject); 

var sol,lm:integer; 

begin 


with tblstats do 
begin 

First;


 While not eof do Delete; 

end; 

lm:=statsollim.Value; 

//simanneal 

  initializesa; 


sol:=0; 

while sol<lm do 
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begin 

  Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

  if sol=0 then StartTimer else TimerUnPause; 

  simannealing.simulate; 

TimerPause; 

inc(sol); 


  insertstatinfo('A',TimerGetElapsed,sol); 

end; 


  StopTimer; 


  //ts 

  initializets; 


sol:=0; 

while sol<lm do 

begin 


  Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

  if sol=0 then StartTimer else TimerUnPause; 

  tabusearch.findsolution; 

TimerPause; 

inc(sol); 


  insertstatinfo('B',TimerGetElapsed,sol); 

end; 


  StopTimer; 


//ga 

  initializega; 


sol:=0; 

while sol<lm do 

begin 


  Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

  if sol=0 then StartTimer else TimerUnPause; 

  genetic.generation; 

TimerPause; 

inc(sol); 


  insertstatinfo('C',TimerGetElapsed,sol); 

end; 


  StopTimer; 


//cbr 

  initializecsp; 


sol:=0; 

while sol<lm do 

begin 


  Form2.Memo2.Clear; 

  if sol=0 then StartTimer else TimerUnPause; 


csp.solve; 

TimerPause; 

inc(sol); 


  insertstatinfo('D',TimerGetElapsed,sol); 

end; 


  StopTimer; 


end; 

procedure TForm2.SpeedButton6Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
with SavePictureDialog1 do 

begin 


  if execute then

 begin 

    DBChart1.SaveToBitmapFile(FileName); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end. 




